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Chapter 1

Introduction and Outline

In this section, 1 briefly review the field this dissertation aims to contribute to. This

review is not meant to be a comprehensive overview of the literature. Rather it is a personal

perspective on the literature, relevant to marketing, on Technology-Intensive (TI) markets

and its gaps. Next, 1 will develop the motivation, objective and outline of the dissertation.

I.1 Marketing Strategy in Technology-Intensive Markets

Marketing scholars only recently started to explore the strategic marketing challenges

firms in technology-intensive markets  face.  At  the  time  1  started this dissertation  in   1998,

there probably were not even a dozen of articles in the major marketing journals, which

focused on high tech topics. But by the turn of the millenium - in which period Nasdaq first

rose from  1000 to 5000 points in 3 years and then came down again to 2000 points in  1  year -

high tech markets can count on a rapidly growing attention from marketing scholars, which

can be noted from the increasing number of journal articles and conference presentations on

high tech topics. The uprising and fall of Nasdaq definitely created a buzz on high tech.

Managers at tech companies were living the new American Dream, which before was

exclusively reserved to pop stars, movie celebrities and TV personalities. Marketing scholars

are growingly becoming aware of the specific challenges high tech companies face, about 20

years after economists did and only after many high tech companies added many billions of

dollars to their market valuation.

Technology is scientific knowledge applied to useful purposes (Quinn, Baruch. and

Zien 1997). Technology   is  at  the  core  of many contemporary markets  and   is a powerful

engine of today's  and of tomorrow's economic progress (John, Weiss and Dutta   1999).

Although they span a diverse range of industries, such as home entertainment (TV, VCR and

stereo system), telecommunication (transmission, switches, routers). computing (PCs,

computer networks, software) and medical systems (optical systems, laser), technology-

intensive (TI) markets share similarities that make them into unique environments with

unique challenges to our understanding (Glazer  1991).

But what makes TI markets unique, worthy of any academic attention? Although

there is no consensus, most research seems to indicate that Tl markets give rise to unique
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problems because of their knowledge-intensity and technological turbulence. Not only is
knowledge a prime asset towards strategic advantage in these markets (Glazer  1991),  but also

technologies are changing continuously making the associated knowledge bases obsolete

(Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988).

What are the theoretical problems that knowledge intensity and technological

turbulence bear? We recognize two main theoretical domains. First, technology changes

monolithic products into systems that typically consist of 'technologically divisible'

components, joined together by a set of interfaces that allows the components to work (Katz

and  Shapiro  1994, Wilson. Weiss  and  John 1990). Second,  in  view  of the importance  and

rapid obsolescence of knowledge, managing knowledge and information flows is key to

companies in TI markets, for both vendors and buyers (John, Weiss and Dutta  1999).

The recognition that technology turns monolithic products into systems has nourished

most of the research in economics on Tl markets. Three interrelated literature streams flow

from this insight.

A first stream of literature focuses on standardization of the interfaces between the

different components of a system and competition between different standards (e.g. Besen

and   Farrell 1994; Economides 1989: Einhorn 1992; Farrell, Monroe and Saloner   1998;

Farrell and Saloner 1985,1986,1992; Matutes and Regibeau 1988). Standardization  is  an

explicit or implicit agreement to do certain key things in a uniform way (Farrell and Saloner

1992). This literature provides insights in issues such as: When is standardization optimal for

companies? What is the effect of standardization on consumer surplus and social welfare?

What is the influence of standardization on the industry structure and competition? This

literature is largely of an analytical nature.

A second stream of research discusses network effects, which relates to the

increasing utility of the system with increasing adoption of system components (e.g.

Brynjol fsson and Kemerer 1996: Church and Gandal  1992, 1993; Economides and Salop

1992,  Gandal 1994; Gupta,  Jain and Sawhney  1999:  Katz and Shapiro   1985,   1986,   1992,

1994:  Majumdar and Venkataraman  1998;  Saloner and Shepard  1995).  In  case of direct
network effects, the expected utility of hardware increases directly with the number of other

users there are. Examples of such products are the telephone. fax and E-mail (Shapiro and

Varian   1999).   In  case of indirect network effects, the expected utility  of the hardware

increases as availability of software increases (Economides 1996). Examples of such products
are the Compact Disk Player, Radio and Television. This literature provides insights in issues

such as: What is the effect of network effects on new technology adoption? How do network
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effects affect the choice between incompatible technologies? What is the impact of network

effects on standardization? How do firms compete in network markets? Can network effects

lead to socially undesirable outcomes (e.g. the adoption of an inferior standard)? This

literature is of an analytical nature, with rare empirical testing mostly through casual

observation.

Finally, a third, although by far the least developed, literature stream on systems

studies the bundling of interdependent products (Bakos and Brynjolfsson    1999,   2000.

Matutes and Regibeau 1992; Wilson, Weiss and John 1990). Bundling is the sale of two or

more products in a package (Stremersch and Tellis 2002). This literature provides insights in

issues such as:  When is which bundling strategy optimal? What is the impact of competition

on the optimality of bundling? Also this literature stream is mainly of an analytical nature.

A second theoretical domain refers to the focal role of the management of knowledge

and information in Tl markets. Scholars have generated considerable research in this domain,

which consistently relates to organizational decision-making in TI markets (e.g. Acllrol  1991,

Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988, Capon and Glazer 1987; Dutta and Weiss 1997; Eisenhardt

1989;  Glazer 1991; Glazer and Weiss 1993; Hansen 1999; Heide and Weiss   1995;  John,

Weiss and Dutta 1999; Judge and Miller 1991; Tushman and Anderson 1986, Weiss  and

Heide  1993). This literature provides insights in issues  such  as:  What are optimal decision

procedures in Tl markets? What is the role of the marketing function in TI markets? What

kind of interfirm partnerships between companies are optimal in technology-intensive

markets? What are the determinants of search. consideration and choice behavior for buyers

in TI markets? Most papers in this literature stream are either conceptual or empirical.

In sum, as presented in Figure 1.1, I distinguish two main theoretical domains relevant

to marketing, namely high tech systems and knowledge and information management. Within

the first domain, we recognize three literature streams that are relevant to marketing, namely

on standardization, on network effects and on bundling. Within the second domain, we only
recognize one consistent research stream that is relevant to marketing, namely on

organizational-decision making.
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Research on Marketing Strategic
(             Issues in Technology-Intensive
\ »»           Markets

2 THEORETICAL DOMAINS

Knowledge and
High Tech Information
Systems Management

4 RESEARCH STREAMS
-,A

Standardization Bundling                            v
Organizational

V Decision-Making
Network Effects

Figure 1.1 Research on Marketing Strategic Issues in Technology-Intensive Markets

I.2  Motivation,  Objectives  and  Outline  of Dissertation

I.2.1 Motivation
My overall motivation was driven  by the growing relevance of technology to today's

society. TI markets contributed an estimated full percentage point to the growth of the US

industry in  1998.  And its share in the US economy continues to grow. since TI markets grow

at  twice  the  rate  of the US economy overall (John, Weiss and Dutta 1999), continuously

increasing the impact technology has on today's economy. Also technology is growingly

infiltrating consumer's lives. Cellular phones, computers, video games, Internet, and home

entertainment systems have become products that enjoy high involvement from consumers.

An ever growing number of people are involved in stock trading on Nasdaq, where they

invest their life savings in technology companies and monitor their performance very closely.
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It is this growing presence in and relevance to today's society and the recognition that high

tech is different that initially motivated this research more than three years ago.

Surprisingly, in contrast with this high relevance there is scarce attention for the topic

in marketing literature. Economists started to debate the particulars of high tech systems,

standardization and standard battles in the 60s and 70s. Economics researchers such as

Michael Katz, Joseph Farrell, Stan Liebowitz, and Carl Shapiro, to name a few, built their

fame on technology topics, while the first high-quality article on technology and marketing

appeared in Joitrnal of Marketing only in 1987. The mix of high relevance and scarce
attention proved to be a true opportunity. Over the course of my PhD education, I gradually

have seen an increasing number of peers, as well as research institutes and journals, move
into and encouraging research in this area.

I.2.2 Objectives
The different chapters clearly delineate the shortcomings of the literature, their

objectives and contribution. Nonetheless, it is important to portray the overall objective of

this dissertation and how the specific objectives of the different chapters are related to the

central objective.

This dissertation posits that the most important shortcoming of the marketing

literature on technology is that papers in marketing do not use the focal insight that in

technology markets, monolithic products change into systems. This insight has driven most of

the economics literature on technology, bus is almost completely neglected in the marketing

literature. Therefore, the general objective of this dissertation  is "to show how transactions of'
high tech systems are different from transactions of monolithic products and what the

implications  of these  differences  are  towards  strategic  marketing  of such  systems".  As shown

before. this "systems" approach has been the dominant research stream on technology in

economics. To introduce this idea in marketing literature is a very substantial contribution to

the technology in marketing research area. In addition, we develop more specific objectives

for the different chapters along our general objective.

1.2.2.1 Specific Objectives of' Chapter 2
In Chapter 2, we focus on the most immediate characteristic of systems, namely that

buyers can buy these systems bundled or they can mix and match system components from

different vendors. The foundation for this viewpoint was developed by Matutes and Regibeau

(1988  and 1992). Confronting the bundling of systems (product bundling)  with the price

bundling literature in economics and marketing indicates that, although related, the two show
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substantial differences. The specific objectives of chapter 2 are to: (1) clearly delineate price

from product bundling: (2) discuss legality differences between the two', and (3) develop

propositions on their optimality.

I.2.2.2 Specific Objectives of Chapter 3
Chapter 2 leads us to recognize the focal role of integration to distinguish the

bundling of systems from mere price bundling. This insight leads to a theory on buying of
modular systems as developed in Chapter 3. in this chapter, we recognize that buyers have to

make decisions towards the system components and towards the system's integration, when

they buy a high tech system.  Specific objectives of this chapter are to: (1) clearly discern the

different bitying aspects  of high  tech systems.  namely outsourcing  of system  integration and

purchase concentration of the system components:  0) develop a consistent theory, grounded

in   technology   literature.   that   explains    buyers'   preferences   towards   these   two   decision

dimensions.

1.2.2.3 Specific Objectives of Chapter 4

In Chapter 3, we study outsourcing of system integration. What we do not study is the

choice of a specific system integrator or vendor. Since we posited in Chapter 3 that system

integration is a process of generating and exploiting know-how, economic sociology teaches

us that the attractiveness of system vendors will depend to a large extent on the structure of

relationships (embeddedness) between system vendor and component manufacturers.

Consequently, the specific objectives of Chapter 4 are to: (1) argue atid show that the

structure  of relationships  between system  vendor and component manufacturers  determines  a

system vendor's attractiveness to btiyers. (2) examine how factors that are focal to TI

markets, such as the know-how buyers possess and the pace of technological change they

perceive, injluence the relationship postulated under (1).

I.2.2.4 Specific Objectives of Chapter 5
Chapters 2,3, and 4 showed that system components are interdependent. So far, we did not

consider a particularly interesting aspect of this interdependence, namely that sales of one

system component may depend upon the mere availability of another system component. In

economics, this is referred to as the 'hardware/software' or indirect network effects problem.

We study this issue in Chapter 5 with the specific objective to theorize and empirically test

the role  of indirect  network effects  in the growth  of new technologies.
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1.2.3 Outline

We explore four distinct theoretical issues in chapters 2 to 5 (see Figure I.2). A first

issue we explore extends upon the literature on the bundling of systems (Matutes and

Regibeau 1992; Wilson, Weiss and John 1990). Since systems are a set of components joined
by an  interface, the optimality of bundling becomes an important concern. Chapter 2 provides

an overview of the bundling domain, and consequently discusses legality and economic

optimality of strategies within this domain. More in particular, while the distinction this

chapter makes between price and product bundling is quite general, it is especially valuable

to Tl markets. Price bundling is the sale of two or more separate products as a package at a

discount without any integration of the products. Product bundling is the integration and

sale of two or more separate products at any price. TI companies often can choose between

unbundling, price bundling and product bundling or a combination of these strategies.

Conceptual

IECONOMICS
/4'ho does sys,I>\When is bundling ( integration'  Extent of'I

ofsystems  ,omponent purchasej     /
optimal? Jiconcentration 5/

1/lit.-Ill-****.-

dv
High Tech Systems

'
..7

/      'fo which extent'ar  Which factors

drive a buyer's// iii.. 1 system components: )
\ interdependent? / preferences for a/- system vendor?

ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY1

Network Effects Organizational Theory
Archival Data Experiment/Survey Data

Time Series Limited dependent variables

Figure I.2: Outline of dissertation
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Chapter 3 elaborates on this notion of integration between system components that is

so typical to product bundling. It also studies purchase concentration towards the system

components to create a theoretical framework on the organizational buying of modular

systems in TI markets. Buyers that consider buying modular systems need to consider two

distinct decisions. The first decision relates to who does the integration of the system

components into a fully integrated system. A firm may prefer to have another organization

integrate the components of the system or it may prefer to integrate the components itself.

The second decision relates to from whom the buyer purchases the components that will

ultimately comprise the system. The buyer can purchase all system components from the

same vendor or from multiple vendors. In this study, we identify drivers of both decisions.

Interestingly, we find that factors that are focal to TI markets, such as transfer and presence

of knowledge together with technological turbulence determine buyers' preferences.

Chapter 4 continues upon Chapter 3 in that it considers which factors drive a buyer's
preferences for a system vendor in Tl markets. The focal argument in this chapter is that TI

markets are embedded and thus that buyers' preferences for a specific system vendor will
depend upon the embeddedness of the vendor in systems of social relations, both in time and

structure.  Of particular interest in this chapter is the finding that the relations of a system

vendor with component manufacturers will significantly affect a buyer's preferences towards

that vendor. We also show that a buyer's preferences for the embeddedness of a vendor are

dependent upon the knowledge they possess and the technological change they perceive.

Underlying chapter 2 through 4 is the understanding that system components are
interdependent. in Chapter 5 we further build upon this insight. More in particular, we

examine to what extent system components are indeed interdependent. The theory of indirect

network effects argues that the availability of complements - in general referred to as

software - increases the utility of the primary product - in general referred to as hardware.

The objective of this chapter is to understand the role of such indirect network effects in the

growth of new hardware.

Thus, although these four chapters all explore different theoretical issues, they are tied

to a single substantive phenomenon, namely the marketing of high tech systems. In addition

to exploring different theoretical issues, this dissertation also contributes to different research

streams on TI markets, it combines different theoretical backgrounds and it employs different

data gathering and analysis methodologies. Although such dispersion over different

theoretical and methodological domains yields many hazards, it is very fruitful in relatively
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underdeveloped areas of research. Also, in dissertation research it confronts the PhD student

with different theoretical and modeling traditions, which enriches his training.

Chapter 2 contributes to the research stream on bundling, while Chapter 5 continues

the ongoing research stream on network effects. Both Chapters 2 and 5 thus strictly belong to

the theoretical domain of high tech systems. Chapters 3 and 4, in contrast, continue the work

on organizational-decision making, related to knowledge and information management, in Tl

markets, although they strongly link this research stream to the research stream on high tech

systems.

Regarding the theoretical backgrounds of the different chapters, we note that they

specifically build upon economics and economic sociology. Chapter 2 alrnost exclusively

builds upon economic theory, more in particular microeconomics. Chapter 4 almost

exclusively builds upon economic sociology, in that it examines the effect of social networks

on buying behavior. Chapters 3 and 5 combine insights from both economics and economic

sociology. Chapter 3 combines insights from economic sociological literature on knowledge

transfer and learning with insights from institutional economics. Chapter 5 combines insights

from network economics with insights from economic sociology regarding collective action

and diffusion of an innovation through a social system.

The different chapters are also different in the methods they employ. Chapter 2 is a

conceptual chapter, in which theoretical deduction, logical reasoning, and numerical

illustration is used to develop an innovative theoretical framework and specify propositions.

Chapters 3,4 and 5 are empirical studies. In Chapters 3 and 4. we use quasi-experimental

data from a conjoint design, gathered through survey research, in a limited dependent

variables model. Chapter 5 uses archival data in a non-linear time series model.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of our main conclusions and stipulates an

agenda for future research on TI markets.



Chapter 2

Strategic Bundling of Products and Prices: A New
Synthesis for Marketingi

II.1 Abstract

Bundling is pervasive in today's markets. However, the bundling literature reveals

inconsistencies in the use of terms and ambiguity about basic principles underlying the

phenomenon. The literature also lacks an encompassing classification of the various

strategies, clear rules to evaluate the legality of each strategy, and a unifying framework to

indicate when each is optimal. Based on a review of the marketing, economics, and law
literatures this chapter develops a new synthesis of the field of bundling, which provides

three important benefits. First, it clearly and consistently defines bundling terms and

identifies two key dimensions that enable a comprehensive classification of bundling

strategies. Second, it formulates clear rules to evaluate the legality of each of these strategies.

Third, it proposes a framework of twelve propositions that suggest which bundling strategy is

optimal in various contexts. The synthesis provides managers with a framework with which

to understand and choose bundling strategies. lt also provides researchers with promising
avenues for future research.

' This chapter is based upon Stremersch, Stefan and Gerard J. Tellis (2002). "Strategic Bundling of
Products and Prices: A New Synthesis for Marketing," Journal  of Marketing, 66 (January)

( forthcoming). Rajesh Chandy, Harry Commandeur, Ruud Frambach, Peter Golder, R. Venkatesh,
Eden Yin, the JM editor and four anonymous./M reviewers provided many helpful comments on
earlier versions o f this chapter.
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II.2 Introduction

Bundling is the sale of two or more separate products in a package. This strategy is

pervasive in markets today in one form or another. In the last decade, bundling has received

growing attention in the marketing literature. However, the published studies are fuzzy about

some very basic terms and principles, do not discuss the legality of bundling, and do not

provide a comprehensive framework on the economic optimality of bundling. As a result,

marketing researchers may not appreciate the full meaning of bundling and the variety of

strategies encompassed by the term. Marketing managers may not appreciate the hazards

involved in this strategy and fully exploit the advantages of bundling in various markets.

Examples of bundles that come to mind readily are opera season tickets (tickets to

various events sold as a bundle), luggage sets (various luggage items sold as a bundle) and

Internet service (bundle of web access, web hosting, email, personalized content, and Internet

search). Less straightforward examples include multimedia PCs, fixed price menus, executive

MBA programs and premium brokerage accounts. The multimedia PC is a bundle of the

traditional PC plus speakers, a CD-ROM, and other multimedia gadgets. A fixed price menu

is a bundle of a choice of appetizer, entree, and dessert. The executive MBA is a bundle of

selected business education modules that managers could otherwise get separately at various

conferences and educational organizations. A premium brokerage account provides stock

trades, stock research, margin trading, retirement planning, and free check writing in one
account.

The above examples show the pen'asiveness and strategic importance of bundling.

Firms need to resort to bundling cautiously because of the legal pitfalls involved. For

example, the landmark antitrust case against Microsoft is, at the core, a case against its

bundling of Windows and Explorer. Indeed the US Congress has a long history of legislating

on bundling issues and the US Department of Justice extensively monitors its use by firms.

Recently the Department has prosecuted substantially more cases. For example, the number

o f antitrust cases it handled between   1996  and  1999 is approximately double the number  of

cases that it handled between  1890 and  1996.

Prior marketing literature on bundling examined the optimality of bundling (Bakos

and  Brynjolsson 2000; Bakos and Brynjolfsson 1999; Eppen, Hanson and Martin   1991;

Guiltinan 1987; Wilson, Weiss  and  John 1990), consumer evaluation of bundles (Johnson,

Herrmann and Bauer 1999; Soman and Gourville 2001; Yadav and Monroe 1993: Yadav

1994;   Yadav   1995), and firms' pricing and promoting of bundles (Ansari, Siddarth   and
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Weinberg 1996; Ben-Akiva and Gershenfeld 1998; Hanson and Martin 1990; Mulhern and
Leone 1991; Venkatesh and Mahajan 1993). Economists have focused mainly   on   the

optimality of bundling for monopolists (Adams and Yellen 1976; Burstein 1960; Carbajo, De
Meza and Seidman  1990;  Long 1984; McAfee, McMillan and Whinston 1989; Pierce  and

Winter 1996; Schmalensee   1982   and 1984; Stigler 1963, Whinston 1990), equilibrium
theories of bundling  (Chen 1997; Kanemoto 1991; Matutes and Regibeau   1992),   and  the

welfare implications of bundling (Dansby and Conrad 1984; Martin 1999; Salinger  1995;

Whinston 1990).

We identify the following three shortcomings in the literature. First, the domain of
bundling is ill defined and terms that refer to distinct phenomena are used interchangeably.

Second, there is no clear, comprehensive, and coherent discussion of the legality of bundling.

Third, there is no integrative framework that explains the optimality of bundling conditional

on various factors. On the contrary, the literature contains ambiguity about some key

conditions for optimality, while theory on others is incomplete or absent.

This chapter provides a new synthesis of the field of bundling based on a critical

review and extension of the marketing, economics, and law literatures. In particular, this

synthesis makes three important contributions to the literature. First, it clearly and

consistently defines bundling terms and principles. It identifies two key underlying

dimensions of bundling that enable a comprehensive classification of bundling strategies.

Second, it formulates clear rules to evaluate the legality of each of the above strategies.  Such

rules must complement any discussion of economic optimality to ensure that economically

optimal strategies are optimal in practice, after taking into account legal proscriptions and
risks. Third, it proposes a framework  of 12 propositions that prescribe the optimal bundling

strategy in various contexts. The framework is a logical one that uses uniform terms and

assumptions. The propositions incorporate all the important factors that influence bundling

optimality. These propositions synthesize a body of knowledge that is at least partly

supported by either verbal logic, or mathematical proof, or empirical evidence.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents a primer on

bundling strategies. The following section develops a set of key propositions about bundling.
The final section presents our conclusions, implications, and limitations.
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II.3 A Primer on Bundling Strategies

This section first defines terms used in bundling. lt then classifies the entire domain of

bundling strategies and clearly demarcates their legality.

Il.3.1 Definitions
This subsection first explains the current confusion in the bundling literature. It then

proposes clear definitions of key terms that are parsimonious and rooted  in the law literature.

II. 3.1.1  Confusion  in Literature
The confusion in the literature arises from inconsistent use of terms, ambiguous

distinctions between important constructs, and an unclear domain of application. We explain

each of these problems with relevant examples.

First, bundling does not have consistent, universally accepted definitions. Adams and

Yellen (p. 475,1976) define bundling as "selling goods in packages." Guiltinan (p. 74,1987)

defines bundling as "the practice of marketing two or more products and/or services in a

single package for a special price." Yadav and Monroe (1993) define it as "the selling of two

or more products and/or services at a single price." Without consistent definitions, the

legality of bundling becomes fuzzy and its practical implications become imprecise.

Second, the distinction between a product and a bundle is not clear. For instance,

Salinger (1995) treats a pair of shoes as a bundle of a left and a right shoe. Telser (1979)

considers a car as a bundle of different parts, such as the engine, wheels, etc. As such, every

product would be a bundle of parts, and the term would lose its strategic and legal

importance.

Third, the domain of bundling strategies is not clear. Mulhern and Leone (1991)

introduce the concept of implicit price bundling as "the pricing strategy whereby the price of

a product is based on the multitude of price effects that are present across products without

providing consumers with an explicit joint price" (p. 66). By this term the authors imply that

retailers who decrease price in one category must consider potential sales increases or

decreases in other categories. However, this extension of the meaning of bundling runs the

risk of increasing ambiguity about the concept and its domain without enhancing

understanding of the core concepts and principles of bundling.

In the interest of generality, we use definitions that are parsimonious, rooted in the

law  literature,  and as close as possible to the intent of authors in economics and marketing.
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II. 3.1.2 Bundling
Bundling is the sale of two or more separate products2 in one package. The term

separate has enormous implications for understanding the legality and optimality of the

phenomenon. So it merits precise definition. We define separate products as products for
which separate markets exist because at least some buyers buy or want to buy the products

separately. For example, combined offerings of banking and insurance products are bundles

because at least some consumers buy insurance and banking separately. A travel package

including air and ground travel is a bundle consisting of procedurally separate services. Note

that products can be separate at one level  in the channel, while being mere parts of a product

at another level. While a processor and a hard disk are parts in a PC for an end-user, they are

separate products for a PC manufacturer. This chapter focuses on bundling from an end-user

perspective and does not deal with bundling in a channel context.

Il. 3.1.3 Bundling Focus: Product versus Price Bundling
At present, researchers use the terms product bundling and price bundling

interchangeably without clearly distinguishing between the two strategies. This study is the

first in marketing to clarify this distinction, articulate the ramifications of each strategy, and

relate the two to each other.

We define price bundling as the sale of two or more separate products in a package
at a discount, without    any    integration    of   the products. Because the products are not
integrated, the reservation price for the price bundle is, by definition, equal to the sum of the

conditional reservation prices of the separate products. 3 In other words, price bundling itself
does not create added value to consumers and thus a discount has to be offered to motivate at

least some consumers to buy the bundle. Think of a set of luggage items, a six-pack of beer, a

combo meal, a software suite, or a season ticket for the opera.

We define product bundling as the integration and sale of two or more separate

products or services at any price. This integration generally provides at least some consumers

with added value, such as compactness (integrated stereo systems), seamless interaction (PC

systems), non-duplicating coverage (one-stop insurance), reduced risk (mutual fund), inter-

connectivity (telecom systems), enhanced performance (personalized dieting and exercise

- The term product in this definition and the rest of the text refers to both goods and services.
1 The reservation price of a product is the maximum price a consumer is willing to pay for the
product. The conditional reservation price is the reservation price ofa product, conditional on the
consumer buying another product.
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program) or convenience from an integrated bill (telecom calling plans). The greater value

raises consumers' reservation prices for the product bundle compared to the sum of the

conditional reservation prices of the separate products.

A product bundle can thus be thought of as having an integral architecture (Ulrich

and Eppinger  1995).  It implements the different functions of the bundled products in a single

product bundle. The multimedia PC has an integral architecture, in that it integrates functions

such as connection (e.g. modem), data storage and retrieval (e.g. CD-ROM), which were

separate physical chunks before the advent of the multimedia PC.

The distinction between price and product bundling is important because it entails

different strategic choices for companies with different consequences. While price bundling
is a pricing and promotional tool. product bundling is more strategic in that it creates added

value. Managers can thus use price bundling easily, at short notice, and for a short duration,

while product bundling  is  more of a long-term differentiation strategy.  In the case of physical
goods, product bundling requires a new design, research to optimize the design, and retooling

to manufacture the product bundle. In the case of services, product bundling requires re-

definition of services, optimization of the interfaces among the services, and redesign of

service delivery processes. Managers frequently approach product bundling from a (new)
product development perspective, involving the R&D and manufacturing departments. Price

bundling decisions are often the sole prerogative of the marketing department.

For example, consider the strategic options of Dell that markets to consumers who

want to buy a portable computer system consisting of a basic laptop, a modem, and a CD

burner. First, it can sell these products as separate items, such that the price of each item is

independent of consumers' purchase of the other item. In this case, consumers could easily

forego purchasing a modem or CD burner or they could purchase it from a competitor.

Second, Dell can sell the products as a price bundle. For example, it could, without physically
changing any of the products, give a discount to consumers if they buy all three products

together. This offer would probably motivate at least some consumers to buy all three

products from Dell. Third, Dell can sell the three items as a product bundle. To meet the latter

classification, Dell must design some integration of the three separate products. For example,

it could create an enhanced laptop. Not only could this trigger some consumers to buying all

products from Dell, but through the value added they might even do so at a premium price.

II. 3.1.4 Bundling Form:  Pure versus Mixed.
Bundling may take one of three forms: pure, mixed, or unbundling (Adams and

Yellen 1976). Unbundling is a strategy in which a firm sells only the products separately, but
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not the bundle. Typically, because this strategy is a base strategy for most firms, the strategy

is called unbundling only when contrasting it with a bundling strategy. Pure bundling is a
strategy in which a firm sells only the bundle and not (all of) the products separately. Pure

bundling is sometimes also called tying in economics and legal literature.4 A tying product is

a separate product that is bundled with other separate products. Tie-ins are secondary

products that are bundled with the primary product. Mixed bundling is a strategy in which a

firm  sells both the bundle and all  of the separate products  in the bundle separately. Table  II. 1

presents a tabular view of these terms.

Term Definition Examples

Bundling Bundling  is the  sale  of two or more separate Opera season tickets,
products in one package. multimedia PC

Price Bundling Price bundling is the sale of two or more separate Luggage sets, variety pack
products as a package at a discount, without any of cereals
integration of the products.

Product Bundling Product bundling is the integration and sale of two      Multimedia PC,  sound
or more separate products at any price. system

Pure Bundling Pure bundling is a strategy in which a firm sells IBM's bundling of
only the bundle and not (all of) the products tabulating machines and
separately. cards

Mixed Bundling Mixed bundling is a strategy in which a firm sells Telecom bundles
both the bundle and (all of) the products
separately.

Table Il. 1  Bundling Terms

II.3.2 Classification and Legality of Bundling Strategies

II.3.2.1 Classification of Bundling Strategies
To classify and relate various bundling strategies, we identify two key dimensions of

bundling:   1) the focus of bundling, whether on price or product,  and  2)  the  form of bundling,
whether pure or mixed. These dimensions encompass a rich set of bundling strategies that

have substantially different characteristics and implications. By using these two dimensions,

focus and form, Table II.2 classifies the domain of bundling strategies. The focus of bundling
is along the horizontal axis,  i.e., on either price or product. The form of bundling is along the

vertical axis, i.e., none, pure, or mixed. The table considers a general case with two products

4 Many economics scholars will approach tying more narrowly, as pure bundling of products in fixed
proportions, e.g. a bundle of a car and car insurance is always the combination of one car with one
insurance policy.
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X and Y. Combinations of X and Y represent the terms ofthe sale.  Thus (X, Y) represents the

sale of a price bundle, (XEBY) represents the sale of a product bundle, and X and Y without

parentheses represent the sale of separate products.

Focus                                    :

Form   -       _   -              _
Price Product

0

Unbtindling                               x

I

e e
Pure

(X.Y) (X W Y)

Bundling
e e

Mixed (X.Y) (X * Y)

Bundling                                                 xX

Y                                           Y
- -

Table 11.2:  A Classijication of Bundling Strategies

When the products are sold separately, the strategy is unbundling, and remains the

same for the price and product columns (cell 1). Sears sells Kenmore home appliances

unbundled. Cell 2 represents a case of pure price bundling. In this case, a firm bundles the

two products for one fixed price, without integrating the products or offering them separately.

A classic example would include restaurants that offer only a fixed price menu with

appetizer, entrde, and dessert.   Cell 3 represents a case of mixed price bundling, in which case

the firm sells the separate products (unchanged) in a price bundle, and also sells the products

separately at their regular price. An example would be Samsonite's strategy of selling

different sizes of suitcases separately as well as complete sets at a discounted price.

Cell 4 represents a case of pure product bundling. 1n this case the firm physically

integrates the products and sells only this integrated product bundle. An example is Apple

Computer's strategy of selling its computers and software as one package. Cell 5 represents

the case of mixed product bundling.  In this case. the firm sells an integrated product bundle at

one price, and also sells the separate products at their regular price. An example would be

Circuit City's sale of integrated stereo systems alongside those for the separate products in

the system.
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H.3.2.2 Legality of Bundling
The above classification helps us to sort out the legality of various strategies (see

Table Il.2). This is valuable in view of the limited attention devoted to a clear delineation of

the legal rules on bundling in the marketing, economics, and law literatures. in particular, the

marketing literature avoids all discussion of the legality of bundling although it covers the

legality of truth in advertising or price discrimination substantially (also see Werner 1991  and

1993). Yet bundling is pervasive in marketing  and as important as price discrimination  or

advertising. Moreover, understanding the legality of bundling is crucial to developing

successful price and product bundling strategies.

Legal or economic analysts have not made an effort to abstract clear rules from past

cases, despite a body of case law. Based on a review of the law literature and case law, we

synthesize the proscriptions contained in the relevant Federal laws in two clear rules, the per

se rule and the rule of reason. This simple distinction helps to explain much of the apparent

conflict in court rulings on various cases over the last century. The spirit underlying both
rules is that the bundling strategy of a firm should not hurt buyers by limiting competition.

The per se rule is the more stringent of the two rules.

We describe the per se rule in terms of four conditions,  as follows: Bundling is illegal
per se when  it concerns  (1) pure bundling (2)  of separate products  (3)  by a firm with  market

power and (4) a substantial amount of commerce is at stake. We have already clarified the

meaning of pure bundling and separate products earlier. We here explain market power and

substantiality.

Market power means the bundling firm can "force a consumer to do something that

he  would  not  do  in a competitive market" with regard  to the tying product (Soobert   1995,

footnote 87). Although a monopoly is a clear indication of dominant market power, a
company's power does not have to be complete over all buyers in the market (Fortner

Enterprises v. United States Steel Corp  1969).

Substantiality means that the amount of commerce that is at stake should be high. If

this amount is not high, the practice is legal. How high is high? The U.S. Supreme Court has

noted that as little as $60,800 would be considered substantial (United States v. Loew's

1962). This small number means that this condition is easily met in most markets.

Note that a firm may try to circumvent the law by adopting a mixed bundling strategy

in which it prices individual products so high that consumers buy only the bundle. In this

case, mixed bundling is de.facto pure bundling  and will receive the same legal treatment

iNorthern Pac Ry v. United States, 356 US  1 ).
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We describe the rule of reason in terms of six conditions, as fullows: Bundling  is

illegal  linder  the rule  of reason.  when  it concerns  (1 )  pure  bundling  (2)  qf separate  products

(3)  by a jirm with  market power,  (4 j  involving a substantial  amount  of commerce,  which  (5)

poses  a  threat  that the bundling jirm acquires  additional  market power over at  least one of

the products that is bundled with the tying product. and (6) no plausible constimer benefits

of.fset the potential damage to competition. So, under the rule of reason. each of the four

conditions mentioned under the per se rule are still necessary, but not jointly sufficient, for

bundling to be illegal. While assessing the legality of bundling under the per se rule can be

relatively easy and objective, doing so under the rule of reason is generally more difficult due

to these two additional conditions, which we explain below.

Under the rule of reason, the mere existence of market power over the tying product is

not sufficient for bundling to be illegal. In addition, there should be a substantial threat of the

bundling firm acquiring additional market power over at least one of the products that are

bundled with the tying product. For example, Sandoz Pharmaceuticals bundled Clorazil, a

drug for schizophrenia, with CPMS, Clorazil Patient Management System, a system that

monitored the patient on side effects of the drug (Hurwitz 1991). Although Sandoz possessed

market power through the patented Clorazil drug, it could not acquire additional market

power in the market for monitoring systems because the specific use to monitor

schizophrenics' reaction to Clorazil was a very small part of the total market for monitoring

systems. So this strategy was not illegal.
The sixth condition for bundling to be illegal, under the rule of reason, is that it

produces no benefits to buyers that may offset the potential damage to competition (Meese

1999). If such benefits are present. bundling can still be legal, even though all five previous

conditions are met. Typical offsetting benefits are substantial reductions in costs or major

increases in value by bundling the products. By this logic, pure product bundles may be legal,

if they provide added value and are not merely a bolting together of products. For example,  in

US v. Jerrold Electronics (1961), the court used this factor to find an otherwise illegal

bundling strategy lawful. Jerrold Electronics, an early producer of cable television equipment,

sold community television antennas only bundled with a service contract. The equipment was

very sensitive and customers had no expertise in using it, thus warranting a bundling strategy

to assure quality. Recently the DC Circuit (appeals court), in the context of the Microsoft

case, ruled that any plausible claim  of consumer benefits is enough to satisfy this condition

(United States v. Microsoft Corp., D.C. Circuit, 1998). Note that this statement gives a liberal

interpretation of offsetting buyer benefits. Indeed, the DC Circuit strongly discouraged courts
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from second-guessing manufacturers' design decisions (United States v. Microsoft Corp.,
D.C. Circuit, 1998)

Both of these rules, the per se rule and the rule of reason, have been used over the

course of different legal cases and therefore different applications seem to display a

"conflicting set of rules" (Dansby and Conrad  1984,  p.  377).  The  IBM  case (1936) showed

rigid legal scrutiny of bundling practices, in that the Supreme Court applied the per se rule

avant-la-lettre. The first explicit application of the per se rule occurred in 1947 (International

Salt Co. v. United States). in this case, International Salt Co. leased patented salt dispensing

machines on the condition that the lessee purchased salt for the machines from the company.

Without analyzing evidence of substantial anti-competitive effects nor holding into account

evidence presented by the company that bundling was necessary to maintain quality control,
the court found the company per se guilty of illegal bundling (Soobert  1995)

in  1969, the Supreme Court relaxed the harsh per se rule and moved towards the rule

of reason (Fortner Enterprises v. United States Steel Corp 1969). While it is uncertain which
of these two rules a court will use in a specific bundling case, use of the rule of reason is

growing more common. Therefore, the rule of reason is the most suitable benchmark for

judging on the legality of various bundling strategies.

H.3.2.3  Legality of Various Bundling Strategies
We apply the previous discussion on legality to our classification of bundling

strategies (see Table II.2). We discuss only the case in which, a firm with market power

bundles separate products, because these are necessary conditions for illegality. All

unbundling (cell 1) and mixed bundling strategies (cells 3 and 5) are legal. Pure price
bundling (cell 2) is always illegal, both under the per se rule and under the rule of reason.

Pure product bundling (cell 4) is legal under the rule of reason, if the benefits to consumers

offset potential damage to competition. Note however, that it would be illegal under the per

se rule. Bolting products together is also illegal. Merely bolting products together does not

constitute genuine integration and thus cannot be beneficial to consumers.

Although we have specified clear rules for legality and applied them to various

bundling strategies, ambiguity may still occur in the factual evidence of specific cases. A

good example is the landmark antitrust case United States v. Microsoft Corp. lf one takes the

position that Microsoft does not possess a monopoly position (as MIT economist Richard

Schmalensee did), or that the bundling of Windows and Explorer provides consumer value

(as Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer did), then the bundling of Explorer and Windows is legal.

However, if one takes the position that Microsoft is a monopolist and the bundling of
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Explorer with Windows by Microsoft does not add value for consumers (as the US
government did), then Microsoft's bundling of Explorer and Windows is illegal. Thus the

critical issue in the Microsoft case is the factual assessment of market power and consumer

benefits.

First, does Microsoft possess market power? The presence of market power is a
difficult fact to establish objectively. Especially, the definition of the relevant market is the

subject of intense economic and legal debate. In the Microsoft case, Judge Jackson defined

the relevant market narrowly as "the worldwide licensing of Intel-compatible PC operating

systems" (Jackson 2000). In this market, Microsoft Windows indeed has market power

because of its dominant market share (95%). One can however debate this choice. Would it

be more relevant to also include other desktop operating systems such as Apple or Linux?

How about network operating systems, such as UNIX or Novell?

Second, does the bundling of Explorer and Windows provide consumers with added

benefits, or were the two software packages just bolted together to temper competition? As

the DC Circuit Court indicated, it is very difficult for an outsider to second-guess a

company's design choices, especially in high tech markets. Besides, in this case, what would

be the optimal degree of integration between the two software packages? Who would

determine that?

Thus, while our identification and formulation of clear rules reduces the ambiguity  in

case law, ambiguity still remains in the empirical evidence to which the rules apply. This

problem can be clarified by separating out two stages in the legal process: findings of fact and

conclusions of law. Establishing findings of fact is an empirical issue, which could be clear in

some cases and highly controversial in others, such as the Microsoft case. However, based on

those findings, the conclusions of law should become much clearer with the rules we

formulated.

II.4  Optimality  of Bundling  Strategies

This section discusses the optimality of the various bundling strategies. It explains

under what factors which strategy becomes dominant. Relative to work done in the literature

this section makes the following contributions. First, the economics literature has focused

primarily on profit maximization  by a monopolist (Adams and Yellen 1976; Schmalensee

1982 and 1984. Pierce and Winter 1996), without considering other objectives of firms, other

forms of competition, a firm's cost structure, or consumers' perception of bundles. We

formulate propositions that cover all the key factors that affect the optimality of bundling:
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consumers' conditional reservation prices, objectives of the firm, competition, costs and

consumers' perception of bundles. Second, the literature is ambiguous about the

heterogeneity of reservation prices. In particular, most authors focus entirely on asymmetry

of reservation prices. However, the distribution of reservation prices involves asymmetry and

variation, each of which can affect the optimum strategy. Our discussion clearly explains the

role of each. Third, the literature has largely ignored the important distinction between

product and price bundling. Product bundling is an important alternate focus for bundling
strategies, especially in high tech markets. We formulate propositions that cover the area of

price and product bundling.

0 f the propositions we advance,  most have never been discussed. Of those previously

discussed, at least one (proposition 2) has previously been imprecisely stated and a few are at

least partially supported  in the literature (propositions   1,8  and   12). We discuss and classify

all of these propositions in the interest of completeness. Wherever the literature contains a

partial or full proof for a proposition, we cite it. Although our propositions are firmly
grounded in marketing or economic literature, we also develop a simulation that illustrates

the mechanisms underlying most of our propositions. The use of simulation to do this kind of

sensitivity analyses is a bit uncommon in marketing, although it has been used successfully

before (Rajendran and Tellis 1994; Tellis and Zufryden 1995). Before   we   go   to   the

propositions, we explain the simulation in detail.

11.4.1 Simulation

We illustrate the logic of some of our propositions with numerical examples (see

Table 11.3 and II.4). These examples give the optimal prices for a supplier based on various

distributions of consumers' reservation prices or costs of the supplier. To generate these

examples, we developed a program  that  runs on Microsoft Excel: To determine the optimal

prices, we use a subroutine called Evolver' from Palisade (see www.palisade.com). This is a
powerful optimization routine based on an innovative genetic algorithm. It replaces the

subroutine, Solver, in Microsoft Excel, which does not work well when a spreadsheet has "if-

then-else" statements such as our program does.

Figure  1 provides a flow chart of our program. It consists of the following five steps

or components.

A)  The user must first specify the segments, their sizes, and the distribution of

reservation prices by segment and product (Figure  l A).

B)    The user then assigns an array for the optimal prices that the program tries to

determine (Figure  18)
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C)   Based on those prices, the program contains formulas to determine consumer

surplus for the various offerings (i.e., product and price combinations) (Figure

1C).

D)     Next an array computes unit sales  for each offering (Figure  1 D). This array

contains formulas that incorporate the following rules. i) Sales occur for a

particular offering if and only if consumer surplus is positive and a maximum

among alternatives available. ii) If consumers are exactly indifferent between

buying and not buying, they buy a product. iii) If consumers are exactly

indifferent between buying a bundle and the separate products in the bundle,

they buy the bundle.

E)    Finally, the program calculates the revenues based on the product of sales, the

segments' size, and the prices offered (Figure l E).
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A: Segment Sizes and Reservations Prices
(Input by user)

Segment Sizes Reservation Prices for Product
Segments Combinations

X                   Y                        Bundle
A

User to jill
B                                                                                                                  User  tofill

11

B: Prices to Offer
(Cells to be changed by Excel-Evolver)

Prices for Product Combinations
X                      Y                   Bundle

Excel-Evolver to determine
11

C: Consumer Surplus
(Calculated by Excel with use offormula)

Consumer Surplus
Segments           X Y Bundle

A                                                    Formula:
B                          Reservation Price - Price Offered

11

D: Sales of Product to Each Segment
(Calculated by Excel with use offormula)

Sales to Each Segment
Segments                  X Y Bundle

A                                                          Formula:
If (1) TRUE = bundle sales

If ( 1)  FALSE  => separate product sales for products  with surplus  2
B                                 0

With (1)= Surplus from bundle positive and 2 E surpluses from
separate products
11

E: Revenues
(Objective Function)

Revenues

Excel-Evolver  to  maximize product  of (Sales,  Segment  Sizes and  Prices
Offered)

Figure  II.1:  Flow  Chart  Of Excel Optimization  Program for determining  optimal pricing  of
bundles (displayed here to generate a 2-segment, 2-product example)

The user then uses Evolver to maximize revenues in cell E by varying values in array

B, subject to certain constraints. The basic constraints specify the minimum (the lowest

reservation price) and maximum (the highest reservation price) values that array B can take.
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These constraints are not essential, but they ensure a faster convergence to the optimum. A

technical note and the spreadsheet program are available from the authors.

The program easily determines the optimal prices for a variety of price distributions,

segments, segment sizes, and products. As such it is easier and more flexible than any

program available in the literature. It has three benefits. First, it can generate suitable

examples with minimal computation effort, for papers, classroom use, or demonstrations.

Second, it can help managers determine what strategy is optimal in specific situations. Third,

it can be used to evaluate the robustness of various propositions, when the user generates

examples that stretch the bounds of a particular proposition.

We next proceed to discuss the propositions under each of the five factors:

consumers' conditional reservation prices, objectives of the firm, competition. costs. and

consumers' perception of bundles. Where appropriate, we integrate legality in the discussion

based upon the principles we elucidated above.

II.4.2 Consumers' Conditional Reservation Prices

An important factor in determining which strategy is optimal is the distribution of

conditional reservation prices. We first explain the basic principles about heterogeneity of

conditional reservation prices. We then develop and explain our propositions. We do so in
two general cases: a base case where only price bundles are possible, and an extended case. in

which product bundles are possible.

11.4.2.1 Heterogeneity of Conditional Resen,ation Prices

Many researchers have stated that heterogeneity of conditional reservation prices is

an important factor in determining the optimality of bundling strategies. However, this

heterogeneity has two dimensions. asymmetry and variation. Mainstream economics and

marketing research focuses exclusively on asymmetry in reservation prices (Adams and

Yellen 1976; Guiltinan 1987; Tellis 1986).Only Pierce and Winter (1996) discuss the effect

of variation in reservation prices. This section clearly defines each type of heterogeneity,

relates the two types to each other. and presents a comprehensive treatment of the effect of

different forms of heterogeneity on the optimality of various bundling strategies.
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Reservation Prices ($)
Case 1: Symmetric-Invariable Case 2: Symmetric-Variable

Products Sports Entertainment Sports Entertainment

Segments Illustrated Weekly Illustrated WeeklyPrice Bundle Price Bundle

A                  50           30           80           50           30            80

8                  50           30           80           40           10            50

Case 3: Asymmetric-Invariable Case 4: Asymmetric-Variable
A                          50                30                 80                50                30                 80
B                        30               50               80               10               40                50
Table  II.3.a:  Reservation  Prices for X,  Y in  4  Cases  of Symmetry and  Variation  When  Only a  Price

Bundle is Possible

Case 1: Symmetric-Invariable Case 2: Symmetric-Variable
Sales Average Average

Strategy
Prices $ per

revenue revenueSales
Prices $ per

A B consumer A B consumer
in $ in $

Sports m  = 50           1        1
Unbundling

Sports 111. =40 1 1
*                                                                                                55

Enter. Weeklv = 3<)      1 1 Enter. Weekl> = 30      1      0

Pure Price Bundling Price bundle = 80         1        1 *0 Price bundle = 50         1        1             5(M

Sports Ill. = 50               11         (1                                   Sport  111. -40 0     1

M ixed Price Bundling Enter. Weekly = 30     0      0 8(r Enter. Weekly = 30      0      0             55
Price bundle = 80          1 1 Price bundle = 70 1 0

Case 3: Asymmetric-Invariable Case 4: Asymmetric-Variable
Sports Ill. = 3(1          1       1 Sports 111. = 50 1 ()Unbundling                                                             60                                                    55
Enter. Weekly = 30        1 1 Enter. Weekly = 3()       1       1

Pure Price Bundling Price bundle = 80          1         1 8(1 Price bundle - 50          1         1               5(j

Sports 111. = 5(j 0 () Sporls Ill. = 50 ()       ()

Mixed Price Bundling Enter. Weekly = 50       1)        0 80' Enter. Weekly  = 40      ()        1               60
Price bundle = 80 1 I Price bundle = 80 1 ()

' Ncite that menue-maximi7ing prices here reduce mixed price bundling to de Rk·/,1 pure price bundling Conly bundled sales occur). Eiery
pricine strategy in which consumers hu> separate products .ill reduce profits. This t'urther underlines the ialidity ofproposition 2.

Table II.3.b:  Prices and Sales Generating  Maximum Revenues for Alternate Price  Bundling
Strategies (equally-sized segments)

An asymmetric distribution of conditional reservation prices for two products,  X and

Y, occurs when one consumer segment has a lower conditional reservation price for product
X than another consumer segment, and the former segment has a higher conditional

reservation price for product Y than the latter segment. In other words, an asymmetric

distribution of conditional reservation prices results in a negative correlation of conditional

reservation prices  for two products across consumer segments (Adams and Yellen  1976).  A

segment consists of an identifiable group of consumers within a market with relatively
homogenous conditional reservation prices. For example, consider the demand for magazines

such as Sports Illustrated and Entertainment Weekly. Some consumers (sports fans) will be
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more interested in a subscription to Sports liliastrated than in Entertainment Weekly, while

others (movie buffs) will like the latter more than the former (such as displayed in cases 3

and 4 in Table 11.3a). This is a case of asymmetric distribution of conditional reservation

pnces.

Variation refers to the difference among consumers' reservation prices for the bundle

of products. Suppose Time Inc. considers bundling Sports Illustrated and Entertainment

Weekly. While some consumers, who like to read a lot of magazines or are both sport fans

and movie buffs, may value such a bundle, others may not. As a result, valuation of the

bundled subscription of Sports Illustrated and Entertainment Weekly may vary considerably

among consumers. Variation refers to the contrast in cases 2 and 4 from cases 1 and 3 in

Table II.3.a.  We next cover the optimality of bundling strategies in more detail for two cases:

A) a base case, in which only price bundling is possible and B) an extended case, in which

both price and product bundling is possible.

11.4.2.2 Price Bundling

The base case assumes potential for only a price bundle and not a product bundle.

Let's again consider the magazine example stated above. The reservation price of a bundled

subscription for Sports Illustrated and Entertainment Weekly is equal to the sum of the

conditional reservation prices of both magazines. How does heterogeneity affect the best

strategy for a firm in terms of revenues? Under the assumptions outlined above, we formulate

two propositions:

Proposition    1:    A   price   bundling   strategy   (either   pure   or   mixed)   yields   higher

revenues  than  unbundling  if conditional  reservation  prices  are  asymmetric.

Although this proposition has found substantial support in economics (Adams and

Yellen 1976; Schmalensee  1982),  it  has  not been stated unambiguously,  in that asymmetry
has rarely been isolated from variation in reservation prices. The underlying reason for the

strategy is the following. When there is asymmetry, different consumer segments highly

value different products in the bundle. In such a scenario, a bundle can be designed to appeal

(and more profitably sell) to consumers who would otherwise buy only one product or buy

both products at prices below their reservation prices. In particular, if a firm wanted to

maximize sales, it could price the separate products at the minimum of consumers'

reservation prices for them. However, such a pricing strategy would leave untapped a

considerable amount of consumer surplus. On the other hand, a well-designed price bundle
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can capture most of the surplus arising from the asymmetry in conditional reservation prices.

We call this process the extraction of consumer surplus.

We can also consider price bundling as a price discrimination instrument. Price

discrimination is a strategy in which a supplier sells the same product at different prices to

different segments that value a product differently. The strict case in which the supplier is

charging a different price to each and every consumer is called first-degree price

discrimination. The supplier extracts the full value of each consumer's surplus. By properly

choosing a price for a bundle, a supplier can capture different segments with substantially
different valuations for the individual products in the bundle. As such, price bundling is

called second-degree price discrimination because in this case the supplier will not be able to

take all the consumer surplus of each consumer.

We illustrate the logic with the example in Table II.3.a. Suppose (as in case 3 in Table

11.3.a), some consumers - we will call sports fans (segment A in this case) - value a

subscription to Sports Illustrated so highly that they are willing to pay $50 for it, but only $30

for a subscription to Entertainment Weekly. Others - we will call them movie buffs (segment
B in this case) - are willing to pay $50 for a subscription to Entertainment Weekly but only
$30 for Sports Illustrated. What pricing strategy will maximize revenues? Table II.3.b shows
that price bundling generates more revenues than unbundling. The table presents average

revenues per consumer, which is derived as total revenues divided by the number of

consumers.

Although the size of segment A and B are initially assumed equal, this result applies

to every proportion of sport and movie buffs. If 90% of the consumers are sports fans, the

optimal unbundled prices for Sports Illustrated and Entertainment Weekly, are %50 and %30,
respectively. Revenues are equal to ($50 x 0.9 + $30 x 1)x (number of consumers). Thus all

consumers would buy a subscription to Entertainment Weekly, while only sport fans would
subscribe to Sports Illustrated. A price bundle at $80 would generate ($80 x  1)x (number of

consumers) in revenues, again larger than the unbundled revenues. Also if 90% of the
consumers are movie buffs, unbundled revenues are maximized at a price of $50 for the

Entertainment If/eekly, and $30 for Sports Illustrated This generates ($50 x 0.9 + $30 x  1) x

(number of consumers) in revenues. A price bundling strategy, in which the bundle is offered

at $80 generates  ($80  x  1) x (number of consumers) in revenues, which is again higher than

the revenues when you do not offer a price bundle and offer the magazines separately. Thus

the proposition is independent of segment size.
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Proposition 2:  Mixed price blindling yields higher revenues than pure price bundling

only when reservation prices for the bundle vary across consumers. In al! other cases, pure

price bundling yields at least the same revenues.

This proposition contradicts often-cited statements of Adams and Yellen   ( 1976),

Guiltinan (1987) and others, that "mixed price bundling is ali,·avs at least weakly better than

pure price bundling." In contrast, we state that mixed price bundling is superior only when

the reservation price for the bundle varies. The reason for our different conclusion is that our

analysis disentangles two key dimensions of heterogeneity, asymmetry and variation in

conditional reservation prices. Previous analyses did not make this distinction clear, and their

conclusions for optimality were not complete or accurate. In contrast to mainstream bundling

literature, this proposition has received partial support in the literature (Pierce and Winter

1996).

The  rationale of the proposition  is the following.  When the bundle reservation prices

vary sufficiently, the firm can price the separate products to extract surplus from the segment

with the very high value for it, while pricing the bundle to attract the other segment. So a

mixed price bundling strategy dominates. When bundle prices do not vary, the bundle will be

equally attractive to both segments. Thus a pure price bundling strategy dominates or equals a

mixed price bundling strategy. For example contrast cases 1 and 3 with cases 2 and 4 in Table

11.3.b.

Note that in these cases the revenues from a mixed price bundling strategy merely

equal the revenues from a pure price bundling strategy. The reason is that in these cases

mixed price bundling reduces to a de facto pure price bundling strategy. (Recall from the

legality section, that a de facto pure price bundling strategy is one in which all consumers buy

the bundle because prices on the separate products are relatively high). In a valid mixed price

bundling scheme. prices of the separate products would have to be such that at least one

consumer segment buys one separate product. Then mixed price bundling would become

inferior to pure price bundling. For instance, one such pricing strategy would optimally

charge $49 for Sports Illustrated and %50 for Entertainment Weekly and %80 for the bundle.

In which case, segment A would buy only Sports Illustrated while segment B would buy the

bundle. This would generate a revenue of $64.50 on average.

In practice, legality limits the choice of strategies. While it may be economically

optimal for a firm that faces low price variation to use pure price bundling, this choice may

be illegal  if the firm has dominant market power (see prior discussion under per se rule). A
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mixed price bundling strategy is also illegal if the strategy reduces to a de facto pure price

bundling strategy, as discussed above. Thus consideration of economic optimality must

proceed with evaluation of what is legally prudent.

II.4.2.3 Product Bundling
The possibility of a product bundle enriches the set of potential bundling strategies

(see Table II.2).

Proposition   3:A   product   bundling   strategy   (either   pure   or   mixed)   yields    higher

revenues  than unbundling for  both symmetric and  asymmetric conditional reservation prices,

although the difkrence in revenues will be larger when reservation prices are asymmetric.

Past research has not addressed the optimality of product bundling. Product bundling

strategies yield higher revenues than unbundling strategies because they exploit consumers'

willingness to pay for added value. Because of this added value, the asymmetry in conditional

reservation prices is not necessary for the optimality of product bundling. However, the
difference in revenues between product bundling and unbundling is larger when conditional

reservation prices are distributed asymmetrically rather than symmetrically. The reasoning is

the same as for the case of price bundling in proposition 1, namely the transfer of consumer

surplus from a segment with high conditional reservation prices to that with low conditional

reservation prices. Again, this logic can be easily illustrated by the following example.

Consider the pricing for an integrated stereo system, composed of a receiver and CD
player in Table II.4.a. Note that a product bundling strategy yields much higher revenues than

an unbundling strategy in all four cases (Table II.4,b) However note, that the difference in

revenues is higher when conditional reservation prices are asymmetric (cases 3 and 4 in Table

II.4.b), than when they are symmetric (cases 1 and 2 in Table II.4.b)

Proposition 4: Mixed product bundling can only yield higher revenues than pure

product bundling when reservation prices for the bundle vary. Pure product bundling yields

equal or higher revenues than mixed product bundling when reservation prices do not vary.
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Reservation Prices ($)
Case 1: Symmetric-Invariable Case 2: Symmetric-Variable

Products Receiver CD-player Product Receiver CD-player Product bundle

Segrnents bundle

A 500 250 800 500 250 800

B 500 250 800 450 100 600

Case 3: Asymmetric-lnvariable Case 4: Asymmetric-Variable
A 500 250 800 500 250 800

B 250 50() 800 100 450 600

Table  II.4.a:  Reservation  Prices for X,  Y  in  4  Cases  of Symmetry  and  Variation  in  case  a  Product
Bundle is Possible

Case 1: Symmetric-Invariable Case 2: Symmetric-Variable
Average

Sales Average Sales revenue
revenue perStrategy consumer

Prices $ Prices $ per

A    B         in $ A B consumer
in$

Receiver  = 500                   1 1 Receiper = 450 1 1

Unbundling 750 575

CD Player = 250             1 1 CD Player = 250     1      0

Product bundle =
Pure Product Bundling Product bundle = 800      1 1 800 1 1              6(M}

600

Receiver = 450
Recei er = 500 0     0

CD Player  = 25()     00        10
Mixed Product Bundling CD Player = 250 () () 80 0. 6()0

Product bundle = 10
Product bundle = 800      1        1

750

Case 3: Asymmetric-Invariable Case 4: Asymmetric-Variable
Recei 'er = 25()            1 1 Receiver = 5()0 1 0

Unbundling 50() 50()
CD Player = 250         1 1 CD Player = 250 1 1

Product bundle =
Pure Product Bundling Product bundle = 800      1       1 KI 1 1 600

600

Receiver = 500
Receiper = 5(10 0 0

CD Player = 450        0I

Mixed Product Bundling CD-pl. = 500 0 () 800:                                                0                          625
Product bundle =            0

Product bundle = 8(N)      1      1                                                         1
BOO

' Note that repenue-maximizing prices here reduce mixed product bundl ng to de facto pure product bundling forly bundled sales occur). E,·er>
pricine strategy· in which consumers buy separate products will reduce re,enues. This further underlines the palic ily of propositions 4 and 5.

Table  Ii.4.b:  Prices  and  Sales  Generating  Maximum  Revenues for Alternate Product  Bundling
Strategies (equally-sized segments)

Proposition 3 suggests that product bundling strategies yield higher revenues because

they exploit consumers' willingness to pay for added value. In addition, by adopting a mixed

product bundling strategy, a supplier can exploit the variation in the bundle reservation

prices. If consumers vary in their valuation of the product bundle, then offering only the

product bundle leads to, either a loss of consumers with a low reservation price  for the bundle

(at the high price), or a loss of potential revenues from the segment with high reservation
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price for the bundle (at the low price). Both alternatives result in lower revenue compared to

mixed product bundling, in which a supplier can accommodate all possible segments at

optimal prices.

For example, note, in Table II.4.b, how mixed product bundling yields higher

revenues only in one of the cases (case 4) when reservation prices vary. In all other cases

mixed product bundling yields the same revenues as pure product bundling. The exact point

at which mixed product bundling becomes superior to pure product bundling is dependent

upon the configuration of the conditional reservation prices. As yet we have no precise

formula to determine this point, although our simulation can determine which strategy is

optimal as configurations change.

Although mixed product bundling is superior to other bundling strategies in specific

contexts, when a firm has market power or the benefits to consumers are not clear, mixed

product bundling is far superior to the other strategies, due to the current legal environment.

Pure product bundling strategies by high-profile firms with market power are likely to be
challenged by the U.S. Department of Justice. Even if the company is not found guilty in

court, the legal battle with the government may involve enormous legal costs and

management time. In such cases, mixed product bundling is the best defense against

prosecution because it is legal. Thus, implementation of the economic optimum must be

tempered by legal considerations when implementing strategies.

Proposition   5:   Combining   a  product  with   a   price   bundling   strategy   is   superior   to

mere   product   bundling   if  consumers'   conditional   reservation   prices   (1)   for   the   separate

products and (2) for the price bundle and the product bundle are asymmetric.

Asymmetry between price and product bundles occurs when one segment values

the price bundle but not the integrated product bundle, while another segment values the

integrated product bundle but not the price bundle.

No previous research addresses combining a price and a product bundling strategy, let
alone its optimality. Proposition 5 states two conditions for the optimality of such a strategy.

First, conditional reservation prices for the separate products have to be asymmetric. If not,

price bundles will gain no more revenues than selling the products separately (by proposition

1). Second, consumers' reservation prices for the price bundle and the product bundle must

be asymmetric. In this situation, the firm can price the integrated product bundle to demand a
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premium price from the latter segment, and price the price bundle to exploit the asymmetry in

reservation prices of the former segment.

An illustration for this proposition is the frequency with which companies combine a

product and price bundling strategy, in a variety of industries such as information systems

and sound systems, in which consumers are presented the full array of separate products,

price bundles, and (integrated) product bundles. The reason  is the asymmetry in consumer

reservation prices for all these combinations. Some consumers value a CD player, others

value a receiver, while still others value a good set of speakers. Also, some consumers value

an integrated system, while others like to mix and match their own system and buy the

separate products.

Il.4.3 Objectives of the Firm
The literature on bundling has not dealt with any goals of firms other than profit or

revenue maximization. Consequently, the propositions we formulate in this section have not

been addressed in any way in previous literature. Future research could refine and test these

propositions.

An important alternative goal to profit or revenue maximization may be maximizing

market penetration. This goal is relevant for a new product, particularly in high tech and

Internet environments. In the latter case, rapid market penetration becomes paramount

because a rapidly growing product has the potential of monopolizing the market ("winner

takes  all," see Liebowitz and Margolis  1999). So profit maximization  may be secondary,  at

least initially. In such contexts, bundling a new product with an existing product can be a

critical strategy for success.

A.  Price Bundling.
Proposition  6:  When a.firm's  goal  is  to  maximize  market penetration.first  and profits

second. pure price bundling is either the best strategy, or no worse than any other strategy.

Comparing pure price bundling with unbundling is straightforward. lf a firm strives

for maximum penetration, it would price the separate products in an unbundling strategy at

the minimum of consumers' reservation prices for the separate products. In a pure price

bundling strategy, it would price the bundle at the minimum of consumers' reservation prices

for the bundle. However, from proposition  L the revenues from the latter strategy will always

be higher than (in case of asymmetric reservation prices) or equal to (in case of symmetric

reservation prices) the revenues of the former strategy.
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As we have seen before, the profitability of mixed price bundling stems from selling

separate products to consumers with a high valuation for them, while selling the bundle to the

other consumers. In other words. its optimality is based upon excluding some consumers

from buying all products in the bundle. However, if the company's prime objective is to

increase market penetration, it will not want to exclude any consumers from buying one of its

products. Therefore, if the goal is market penetration, pure price bundling will be superior.

in addition, pure price bundling may also have other strategic advantages. Pure price

bundling may serve as a means of subsidizing trial. In addition, some segments may not even

have heard ofthe new product. Then pure price bundling provides both visibility and trial for

the new product. To the extent that visibility and trial are important in new product diffusion

(Rogers   1995). they provide additional reasons   for pure price bundling. Although   this

proposition may appear to be a bold statement at first, many real-life examples provide some

validation. New software is often included for free with purchased software or hardware (e.g.

Microsoft's Money with the Windows operating system). Free samples of new products are

often included with already existing products in fast moving consumer goods. New financial

services often are free at first to existing customers; once they are well adopted, firms start to

charge for them.

The following example can explain the intuition of this proposition. Consider the

marketing manager at McDonald's responsible for the introduction of a new item, the
McFlurry. To maximize market penetration the marketing manager can bundle the McFlurry

with each sandwich on the menu at the additional price that equals the lowest that any

consumer is willing to pay for it. This is a strategy of pure price bundling and will ensure that

every consumer of any of McDonald's sandwiches tries the McFlurry. Thus the strategy

provides the new product with high visibility, trial, and penetration. In addition, if consumers

value the McFlurry more than the additional price added to the bundle, the strategy creates

consumer surplus for the bundle. In every other price strategy for the McFlurry, its market

penetration would be equal or less.

However, pure price bundling of separate products is illegal  if the supplier has market

power. In such situations, firms may have to adopt mixed price bundling even where pure

price bundling would be superior. Thus here again, when implementing bundling strategy.

what is economically optimum must be tempered with what is legally prudent.

B.  Product Bundling

For product bundles, we formulate the following proposition:
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Proposition  7:  When  a jirm's  goal  is  to  maximize  market penetration first  and profits

second and a product  bundle  is possible,  pure product bundling  is  as  good  if not better than

any   other   strategy:    the   only   exception   is    the   case    in   which   consumers'   conditional

reservation prices (1) for the separate products and (2) for the price bundle and product

bundle are asymmetrically distributed. In the latter case, combining a pure price bundling

strategy with a pure product bundling strategy may be optimal.

The first part of this proposition is in line with proposition 6. The fact that product

bundling also creates added value for consumers only makes the case for the optimality of

'pure' product bundling stronger. Again, pure product bundling will be superior to mixed

product bundling when the optimality depends crucially on the exclusion of certain buyers

from buying the bundle. The optimality of pure product bundling over unbundling is even

clearer, since a supplier can capture added value by selling the product bundle, compared to

selling the separate products. In addition, pure product bundling may provide a new product

with higher visibility and trial. Moreover, since it concerns a product bundle, the link with
perceived functionality is even clearer than in the case of price bundles. Thus, pure product

bundling is superior to any other strategy. The second part of the proposition runs parallel to

proposition 5 for the same rationale as for that proposition.

We can now fully appreciate Microsoft's bundling strategy of Internet Explorer from

an economic perspective. Considering Microsoft's objective of rapid market penetration for

Explorer, a pure product bundling strategy as implemented by Microsoft makes perfect

economic sense. By integrating the browser into the operating system at no extra charge,

Microsoft effectively maximized its market penetration by maximizing the browser's

visibility and trial and also maximized consumer surplus. However, Microsoft clearly

misjudged the optimality of a pure product bundling strategy from a legal perspective. The

legality of the practice is not always clear because it depends on a judgment of a firm's

monopoly power and the offsetting benefits of its product bundling.  Even if Microsoft were

legally right and won on appeal, the whole investigation and court case cost the company

dearly. The case consumed a great deal of top management's time and attention, it lowered

employee morale, talent left to join competitors and the firm lost about 35% of its market

value.
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II.4.4 Competition
The literature on how competition influences the optimality of different bundling

strategies is rather thin. Future research in this area would be fruitful.

A.  Price Bundling
To discuss the impact of competition on the optimality of different bundling

strategies, we can again start with our base case, in which the supplier cannot develop a

product bundle.

Proposition 8: In competitive markets, a mixed price bundling strategy dominates a
pure price bundling strategy.

Research by Matutes and Regibeau (1992) supports this proposition. in competitive

markets, from oligopoly to perfect competition, companies cannot differentiate themselves

from competitors by bundling. Even if a pure price bundling strategy were more profitable,
the strategy would encourage competitors to offer both bundled and separate products. This

mixed bundling strategy would be more attractive to consumers and consequently cut into the

market share of the firm using pure price bundling. Consequently, this firm would also adopt

a mixed price bundling strategy. One can show mathematically that in the long run both

companies sustain their mixed price bundling strategies (Matutes and Regibeau    1992).

However, all of the firms could be better off if they could collude on an unbundling strategy,

since then they could commit to not offering a discount on the bundle, which would increase

their combined profits. Of course, price collusion is illegal.

It is still rather unclear how a mixed price bundling strategy compares with an

unbundling strategy from a competition perspective. Anderson and Leruth (1993) provide
some reasons why firms may prefer unbundling to mixed price bundling in highly

competitive environments. First, mixed price bundling is a readily observable strategy and
thus an easy signal to trigger a response from competitors. On the other hand, if a firm's
marginal costs were unobservable and declining, then retaining its price at the same level and

thereby increasing its profits would not be detected by competitors. Second, unilaterally

adopting a mixed price bundling strategy could likely trigger aggressive pricing by

competitors. Third, firms may try to avoid competing on multiple domains, in essence on a

separate products market and a bundle market. However, Anderson and Leruth's (1993)

assumption that firms are assumed to recognize the implications of embarking upon a mixed

price bundling strategy - i.e. lower profits for both firms - is questionable.
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An illustration ofproposition 8  is the pervasiveness of mixed price bundling strategies
in highly competitive industries, such as telecommunications and banking services. In

telecom, the degree of asymmetry in consumers' conditional reservation prices is high.  Most

telecom products are more or less substitutes (cellular vs fixed telephony). Thus, the revenue

potential from price bundling strategies is substantial. But competition is so intense that firms

cannot force pure price bundles upon consumers. So, the number of calling plans (various
forms of bundling)  has exploded to accommodate for the superiority of mixed over pure price

bundling.
B. Product Bundling

The analysis is similar in the case when a supplier can introduce a product bundle.

although with a slightly different outcome. We propose:

Proposition 9:  In competitive markets.  if the supplier can  introduce a product  bitndle.

mixed product bundling strategies dominate unbundling and pure product bundling

strategies.

This proposition is consistent with proposition 8 and can be supported, at least

partially, by the same logic. Competitive markets preclude clearly differentiated positions.

Even if a firm develops a unique, superior product bundle, a differentiated position is not
sustainable. Competitors imitate the product bundle immediately, with substantial downward

pressure on prices. In addition, consumers that wish to mix and match products and compose

their own system are left unserved. This creates an opportunity to escape price pressure by

adopting a mixed product bundling strategy. A mixed product bundling strategy increases

variety, which in turn increases consumer demand. This result will motivate competitors to

adopt and sustain mixed product bundling strategies (Matutes and Regibeau 1988).
An unbundling strategy is also not optimal. When adopting an unbundling strategy, a

company would forego a profitable opportunity, namely offering a product bundle to
consumer segments that value integration at a premium price. Note that in case markets are

not competitive, in the sense that product bundles can create sustainable differentiation, pure

product bundling can be optimal. 1n this case, the product bundle will provide the company

with a local monopoly and thus reduce price competition (Chen  1997).

To clarify proposition 9, consider Apple's strategy. Initially, the Apple Macintosh was

sold as a pure product bundle of hardware and software. This strategy was optimal since the

Apple Macintosh was unique in performance and ease of use due to its Graphical User
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Interface. However, as time went on and other suppliers rapidly gained on Apple through

product improvements, the Macintosh lost its uniqueness. Consumers found more flexibility

and choice possibilities with competing suppliers, leading to a decline in Apple's market

shares. At that time, a mixed product bundling strategy would have been superior for Apple.

11.4.5 Costs

Little work has been done in marketing or economics that relates costs to the optimal

bundling strategies. Still, costs may be as important to the optimality of bundling just as the

other factors we identified. Thus, costs warrant further academic attention.

Three cost aspects appear relevant to bundling: the relative contribution margin,

economies of scale and scope, and additivity of costs in the bundling process. Note that the

immediate impact of price bundling is to increase revenues. The relative contribution margin

is relevant to price bundling because it increases profits from revenue increases. Economies

of scale and scope are relevant to price bundling because they decrease the costs of additional

sales. Additivity of costs is relevant to product bundling because it determines the extra

margin that the product bundling strategy generates.

However, costs will not be pertinent to the optimality of mixed versus pure bundling

strategies because the costs do not vary much between these two strategies. For instance, the

costs for an opera house of selling only season tickets (pure bundling) or season tickets as

well as individual tickets (mixed bundling) will not be very different.

The relative contribution margin is equal to (price - variable costs), divided by

price. Products, like home appliances, with high variable costs relative to price, have a low

contribution margin. Products, like software, with low variable costs relative to price, have a

high contribution margin.

Economies of scale are decreases in costs per unit as the scale of operation increases.

Economies of scope are decreases in costs per unit of two or more products due to producing

or marketing them together instead of separately. Economies of scale and scope are often

present in technology and telecommunication markets.

Almost all articles on bundling assume costs to be additive. The term additive means

that the ratio of the costs of the bundle to the sum of the costs of the separate products is

equal  to   1   (for an exception, see Hanson and Martin   1990). A variety  pack of cereals  is  a

good example of a price bundle with approximately additive costs. Subadditive costs, in

which the ratio is smaller than 1.or super-additive costs, in which this ratio is bigger than  1,

have largely gone unresearched. The multimedia PC is an example of a product bundle with

subadditive costs. Since modem, CD-ROM and speakers can be miniaturized (no easing,
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separate ports, cable,  etc.) and integrated  in  the PC, production, packaging and distribution

costs are lower than the sum of the costs of the separate products. A turnkey computer

network is a product bundle with super-additive costs. Beyond the costs of the separate

components (like server. terminals, network software and application software) the supplier

has extra costs in seamlessly integrating the network.

Again. we will first develop the base case in which only price bundles are possible.

A.  Price Bundling
We can formulate the following proposition:

Proposition  10:  The profitability  of price  bundling  is  likely  to  be  higher than  that  of

unbundling. (a) the higher the relative contribution margin. and (b) the stronger the

economies  of scale or scope.

The rationale for proposition  1 Oa  is that discounts on high margin products are better

able to raise profits than discounts on low margin products, assuming constant price

elasticity. For example, consider a marketing manager at Sears who is considering a bundle

of a blender and a food processor. Assume that the blender has variable costs of $80 and sells

for $100, while the food processor has variable costs of  $700 and sells for $800. lf Sears

offers a bundle  of the two products  at $810 (amounting  to  a 10% discount).  it only gains  $30

contribution per bundle sold. Since this bundled offer will cut into regular sales margins, the

sales increase must be 300% to make bundling profitable. Compare this with a marketing

manager at Microsoft who considers offering a temporary price bundle. in co-operation with

OEMs, of Microsoft Windows and Microsoft Office. Assume that these products sell at $100

and $60 respectively, and have variables costs of $4 and $5 respectively. lf Microsoft prices

the bundle at $144 (10% discount), it will gain $135 in contribution per bundle sold. A sales

increase of only 12% will make bundling profitable. Thus, assuming constant price elasticity
and equal incremental and cannibalized sales, Microsoft will benefit more from a price
bundling strategy than Sears.

When economies of scale exist, an increase in sales volume will lower costs and

increase profits. Since price bundling can increase sales, it will be more profitable than

unbundling strategies when economies of scale are present. When economies of scope are

present, a firm can jointly produce and market a portfolio of products more economically
than doing so separately. Price and product bundling can increase sales of a portfolio of
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products. Thus such bundling strategies are more profitable than unbundling strategies when

economies of scope are present.

B.  Product Bundling

Product bundling strategies almost always call for attention to costs of the bundling

process. This situation contrasts sharply with price bundling in which the cost structure of the

individual products is important. The reason is that in price bundling, the bundled products do

not change.

Proposition  11:  If costs  of product  btindling  are  subadditive,  a  proditct  bundling

strategy  is  always  superior  to  an  unbundling  strategy,  irrespective  of consumers'  reservation

prices, the.firm's strategic objectives, or the nature of competition.

In many cases product bundling will generate diverse cost savings. The multimedia

PC is a good example of such cost savings. By internalizing the CD-ROM in the PC, costs

can be saved in the casing and the connection of the CD-ROM. The same goes for the

speakers and the modem. Also on-site assembly costs may be lower. Costs that would accrue

from connecting and installing separate components on-site, such as the CD-ROM and

modem, to the reseller, e.g CompUSA, or the manufacturer directly, e.g. Dell, are avoided by

the 'out-of-the-box'-multimedia PC.

In case product bundling generates extra costs, the optimality of product bundling
depends upon the trade-off between the extra costs generated and extra revenues from the

added sales to consumers who appreciate the product bundle. The existence of system

integrators in many industrial markets (Wilson, Weiss and John 1990), points to the potential
profitability of such a strategy. System integrators typically integrate a set of different

products into a system. For instance, companies can buy an entire computer network through

a system integrator, such as Andersen Consulting, versus mixing-and-matching the separate

components, such as server, terminals, and software from different vendors. In many

instances. companies will contract from a system integrator although its total price may be

higher.

11.4.6 Consumers' Perception of Bundles

The discussion above is largely driven by economic principles. However, in the last

two decades, considerable behavioral research has focused on consumers' perceptions of

bundles. Insights developed from these studies may help companies in fine-tuning their
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formulation and presentation of bundling strategies. We synthesize the main conclusions of

this literature in these final propositions on optimality. Previous research shows support for

these propositions. Research in this area is so recent and the area is so rich with phenomena

that further research promises to be quite fruitful.

Most of the behavioral research on bundling is grounded in prospect theory

(Kahneman and Tversky   1979) and mental accounting (Thaler 1985). Central to prospect

theory is the value function. In prospect theory. outcomes are framed as positive (gains) or

negative (losses) deviations from a reference point. The value function is concave in gains

and convex in losses. Mental accounting suggests that people perceive multiple gains as more

rewarding and multiple losses as more punishing than a single gain and a single loss of the

same amount. What are the implications of these principles for bundling strategies?

Proposition  12:  For price information.  it is optimal for companies  to a)  integrate all

price information in a single bundle price rather than present it in a list of separate product

prices. and b) separate the bundle discount in multiple savings rather than present it as a

single saving.

This optimality is driven by considerations on purchase likelihood as well as

subsequent consumption behavior. Several researchers show that presenting consumers with

a single bundle price lowers price sensitivity and increases purchase likelihood (Drumwright

1992; Gaeth, et al. 1990; Yadav and Monroe 1993). The theoretical rationale is the following.

Consumers perceive a single loss as less punishing than multiple losses. Therefore they value

a single bundle price more than one that explicitly sums the prices of the separate products.

For example, suppose consumers are confronted with two possible offerings for

portable PC's:

(a) Take advantage of this great deal: Buy now a portable PC for only $2,500 and
get a Deluxe Case at $99 and printer HP DeskJet 932C at $199 or

(b) Take advantage of this great deal:  Buy a portable PC, with a Deluxe Case and
printer HP DeskJet 923C for only $2,798.

Proposition 12a suggests that consumers prefer the second offering to the first one.

Therefore, it is optimal for companies to present consumers with a single bundle price. Also,

this mechanism sometimes serves to let consumers buy more than they would do if products

were offered individually.

In contrast, when it comes to gains, consumers prefer their gains segregated. They

perceive multiple savings in the bundle as more favorable than a single saving (Johnson,
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Herrmann and Bauer 1999; Mazumdar   and   Jun    1993).    As an illustration consider   the

following two offerings:

(a) Take advantage of this great deal: If you buy all your telecom services from
AT&T, get $200 cash back on your long distance calls and a credit of $100 on
international calling.

(b) Take advantage of this great deal: If you buy all your telecom services from
AT&T, get $300 cash back.

Research shows that consumers value offer (a) more than offer (b).
But also considerations on consumption behavior may drive the optimality of

presenting consumers with a bundled price, rather than a list of separate product prices.

Recent research found that consumers that bought a bundle of products at a bundled price

consumed less of the bundle as compared to consumers that were presented with separate

product prices (Prelec and Loewenstein 1998; Soman and Gourville 2001). Consumers  that

buy a bundle of products at a bundled price perceive far greater ambiguity on the sunk cost of

their purchase compared to consumers presented with separate product prices. This greater

ambiguity "decouples" the sunk cost of the purchase from the extra benefit of consuming the

entire bundle. In other words, consumers that are presented with a bundled price will account

less for the sunk costs of their purchase than consumers that are presented with separate

prices.

Consider two consumers, John and Robert who have purchased tickets for a series of

four NBA games at $20 each. John is presented with a bundled price of $80, while Robert has

paid $20 separately for each of the four games. Because of their mode of payment, Robert has

less ambiguity of the cost of each ticket ($20) than does John. As such, the sunk cost of each
ticket looms larger for Robert than it does for John. For this reason, prior research shows that

Robert has a higher likelihood of seeing all four games.

Although most research indicates support for proposition 12, there  may be exceptions

to this general guideline. For instance, Morwitz, Greenleaf and Johnson  ( 1998)  show  that

partitioned pricing, in which a firm divides a product's price into two mandatory parts, e.g.

the product and shipping charges, can actually increase consumer demand, due to lower

recalled costs. This example suggests the need for more research on potential causes for the

discrepancy. Important topics in this research could be the price differential between products

in the bundle, the salience of the product and bundle prices, and the cognitive effort involved

in evaluating the bundle.
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II.5  Conclusion and  Directions for  Fiirtlier Research

While the economics literature has some in-depth analyses of bundling in specific

situations, the topic has enjoyed only scattered research in marketing. Moreover, the

published studies are fuzzy about some very basic terms and principles. In addition. the

literature lacks a unifying classification of the strategies, clear norms for the legality of the

strategies, and a comprehensive framework for the optimality of bundling strategies. This

chapter tries to address these limitations. It provides a new synthesis of the field of bundling

based on a critical review and extension of the marketing, economics, and law literatures. It

makes the following three contributions.

First, the chapter defines bundling terms and principles to reveal a new. rich set of

bundling strategies. lt presents a classification of these strategies that provides a clear

understanding of the relationship between them. In particular, the classification shows that

price bundling and product bundling are independent strategies, which firms can mix and

match to best meet consumer demand.

Second, this chapter reviews the legal literature to articulate certain fairly simple

conditions that guide the legality of bundling strategies. In particular. it clarifies the current

ambiguity in case law by identifying the per se rule and the rule of reason. The exposition

distinguishes between issues of law, where clear norms are discernable, and issues of fact,

where empirical cases may be quite ambiguous and controversial.

Third, this chapter develops a framework of 12 propositions that prescribe the optimal

bundling strategy depending on five important factors. The literature contains partial

empirical or mathematical support for only three of the propositions (#  1, # 8 and #  12) and it

imprecisely describes one of the propositions (# 2). All the other eight propositions have been

proposed here for the first time. The propositions synthesize a body of knowledge about the

tradeoffs managers must make when choosing among bundling strategies in specific contexts.

This chapter emphasizes that such tradeoffs should account for legality as well as economic

optimality of a bundling strategy.

II.5.1 Implications for Marketing Management
Our synthesis offers answers to the following managerial concerns.

When is blindling illegal? The controversy about and probable strategic errors in the

recent Microsoft case show that bundling is not well understood, even by well financed major

corporations. History shows that engaging in illegal or even potentially illegal bundling

strategies can be very costly. The legal battle takes many years, costing valuable management
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time and large financial resources. An eventual conviction is even more costly, since in most

cases, judges mandate monetary penalties or radical organizational changes. We have defined

clear rules by which managers can easily assess if a certain strategy is illegal or not. Most
important, firms with dominant market power that consider implementing pure bundling

strategies should scrutinize the legality of their bundling strategy. While pure price bundling

for such firms is illegal at all times, pure product bundling may be legal if the bundle offers

substantial added value to consumers that cannot be achieved when selling the bundled

products separately. Faced with these legal constraints, it is often optimal for companies with

dominant market power to resort to value-added product bundling for long-term benefits

rather than to short-term price bundling to gain market share. In this respect, it would have

been better for Microsoft to have invested in unambiguous value-enhancing integration of
Internet Explorer and Windows at the start, rather than merely packaging the browser and the

operating system. This latter initial strategy triggered the original lawsuit.

What are  the drivers  of the  optimality of bundling?  This chapter shows that bundling

is profitable for a variety of reasons and thus deserves more attention from managers. More in

particular, we find that price bundling of existing products may be optimal because it is a

form of price discrimination between different consumer groups and because it decreases

price sensitivity and increases individual consumers' purchase likelihood. We also find that
price bundling yields larger profit increases, the higher the relative contribution margin and

the stronger economies of scope and scale are. Thus services or goods with high development

costs - such as high tech products - generally have more to gain from price bundling than

goods with high marginal costs, such as consumer durables or industrial goods. We find that

product bundling of existing products may be optimal because it creates added value for

consumers, saves costs and creates differentiation in highly competitive markets. We also

argue that bundling a new product with an existing product is an ideal introduction strategy

because it allows extraction of more consumer surplus at equal sales levels. In addition, price
bundling will increase the visibility and trial of the new product, which are important in new

product adoption by consumers. Product bundling may also improve consumers' perceptions
on the functionality of the new product,  when  it is bundled with existing complements.

This discussion suggests that firms that exploit opportunities offered by bundling will

enjoy increases in market shares and profits. Thus developing expertise in designing bundling

strategies may be of prime importance in achieving long-term success. The guidelines we
posit in this chapter may be the first step in enhancing managerial insights in the optimality of

bundling.
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Choose mixed or pure btindling? Prior research generally views mixed bundling as at

least weakly superior to pure bundling. Our discussion shows that this literature may be

misguided because it assumes that pure bundling can never be optimal. In contrast, we

propose that mixed bundling is only superior to pure bundling in highly competitive

environments or when consumer reservation prices vary a fair amount. Moreover, we argue

that for new products, pure bundling strategies tend to outperform mixed bundling strategies.

Pure bundling strategies necessarily bring all consumers of an existing product in contact

with the new product, so they grow aware of it and can easily try it out. Thus developing

expertise on the proper choice between pure bundling and mixed bundling is important to

profitably use bundling strategies.

11.5.2 Limitations and Further Research

This research has several limitations that future research could address. First, product

bundling is relatively new and its use in high tech markets can benefit from further research.

Two questions seem especially pressing: Which factors drive customer preferences for

product bundles in high tech environments? How can suppliers optimally organize

themselves to offer product bundles, when they do not have competence on all products in the

bundle?

Second, limitations of time and space prevented a formal mathematical proof or

empirical validation for each of the propositions. The field would benefit especially from

research that defines the domain and validity of the newly proposed propositions. The most

promising areas of future research appear to be the impact of competition and alternate

strategic objectives on the optimality of bundling. Although past analytical research has

developed some insight on the impact of competition, it is limited mostly to monopoly and

relatively simple forms of bundling.

Third, this chapter does not indicate the relative importance of each of the conditions

for optimality. Intuitively, for price bundling, we suspect that the distribution of conditional

reservation prices is probably the predominant condition for optimality. The reason is that

price bundling by nature tries to exploit the heterogeneity in consumers' conditional

reservation prices. For product bundling, costs seem to be the important condition for

optimality. The reason is that costs determine the amount of value that firms can build into

the product bundle. Empirical research that tests our intuition on this issue would be very

fruitful.

Finally, this chapter focuses on the optimality of bundling towards the end-user

(either consumers or businesses). It did not discuss the optimality of bundling in channels
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(i.e., the optimality of bundling of manufacturer to a retailer). An example of the latter is full-
line  forcing, in which  case a manufacturer forces a retailer to carry an entire  line of products.

Research into this area should be fruitful.

In sum, this chapter underscores the centrality of bundling in marketing. it integrates

research from a variety of perspectives to provide a deeper and more complete understanding
of bundling than is as yet available to marketers. Yet, it suffers from several shortcomings,
which we hope will stimulate further research in this area.



Chapter 3

Buying Modular Systems in Technology-Intensive
Marketss

III.1 Abstract

High technology markets consist of products that are often interdependent and operate

together as a modular system. Although prior research addressed standardization and network

externalities in such markets extensively, it has not addressed the buying of modular systems.

The authors identify two focal decision dimensions of the buyer, namely the decision whether

or not to outsource the system's integration and the decision of how much to concentrate the

purchase of the system components to one or more suppliers. They argue that transferability

and presence of the buyer's know-how, together with the technological environment it faces

drive a buyer's preference for outsourcing system integration and purchase concentration of

the system components. An empirical test in the market for telecom systems shows support

for the theory developed.

' This chapter is based upon a paper with the same title authored by Stefan Stremersch, Allen M.
Weiss, Benedict G.C. Dellaert and Ruud T. Frambach which is presently under review. This study
was financially supported by Alcatel Telecom and the CentER for Economic Research (Tilburg
University). Harry Commandeur, Derrick Gosselin and Debbie MacInnis provided valuable
suggestions on earlier drafts  of this chapter.
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III.2 Introduction

The burgeoning academic focus on technology-intensive (TI) markets parallels the

understanding that Tl markets are not only important but also different (Capon and Glazer

1987;   Glazer   1991). Unfortunately, research   on TI markets remains largely untapped.

Organizational buying behavior in these markets is particularly under researched, though

scholars have established its theoretical uniqueness (Heide and Weiss 1995; Weiss and Heide

1993).

One characteristic of TI markets with enormous implications for organizational
buying behavior is that technological products are interdependent and often operate together

in a modular system (Schilling 2000). A computer works and communicates with other
computers and servers in a network. Application software interacts with the operating system

and other applications. Transmissions and switches are necessary components in a network of

a telecom operator to provide end-users with the ability to communicate. Modular systems

typically consist of 'technologically divisible' components, joined together by a set of non-

proprietary interfaces that allows the components  to  work  (Katz and Shapiro 1994; Morris

and Ferguson  1993).

Modular systems raise two particularly interesting strategic decisions for buyers. First,

because the system components need to be integrated into a system, either by an outside
system integrator or by the buyer itself, the buyer has to decide whether to outsource the

system' s   integration  function  or  whether  to  do  the  system   integration in-house (outsourcing

of system integration decision). System integration is defined as the installment and
interconnection   of the system's components (Wilson, Weiss   and   John 1990). Second,

customers need not buy all system components from the same manufacturer, regardless of

whether they outsource the integration function or not, but instead can mix and match

components from different manufacturers.  As a result, the buyer has to decide whether to

purchase all system components from a single supplier or from multiple suppliers (component

purchase concentration decision).

Advances in information and communication technologies have led many outside

observers (e.g., Tapscott 1996; Davidow and Malone 1992) to advocate that firms should

focus on outsourcing the system integration function and single sourcing system components.

In this case, manufacturers should develop or extend their system integration division and

market towards becoming a sole source for buyers' needs. However, do customers in TI
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markets actually adopt this outsourcing-single sourcing policy when various alternative

courses of action are available (see Figure II. 1)?

Outsourcing System Integration

Outsourcing In-house

m
t' Outsourcing of system

In-house system integration with
  Single integration with system

system components from a
  Sourcing components from a single

single vendor (IV)
E                                                                                    vendor (1)
2
44
'%'

a
-                                                    Outsourcing of system8 In-house system integration with
c Multiple integration with system
U system components from

02 Sourcing components from multiplee multiple vendors (Ill)
: vendors (Il)

2

Figure lit.1: Preferences for Modular Systems

For example, consider the market for telecom systems. the empirical context of this

paper. Discussions with industry observers and participants indicate that while there are

companies who do adopt an outsource-single source policy,  none of the purchasing strategies

for modular systems is clearly dominant and this is likely the case in other industries as well.

Thus, it would be useful to identify the conditions that make the various options attractive.

Prior literature may help in this regard. In particular, the dominant literature in

marketing that has studied outsourcing decisions  is  that of transaction cost analysis  (TCA)

(see  Rindfleisch and Heide   1997  for an excellent review).  The TCA literature  essentially
argues that asset specificity and uncertainty drive outsourcing decisions. However, the TCA
paradigm is rarely applied in a technology context, and its straight application to this context

may be misguided.

For example, the most important form of uncertainty in a technology market is

technological uncertainty. Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt (1986) argued that technological

uncertainty has unique consequences for outsourcing that are not captured by the traditional
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TCA view on environmental uncertainty. Thus, the TCA perspective may only provide partial

insight into this matter (indeed, we will be controlling for asset specificity in our empirical

test).

In addition to technological uncertainty, the presence and transfer of knowledge is

also  central  to our understanding of technology-intensive markets (Glazer  1991; John, Weiss

and  Dutta 1999). However, the prior (TCA) literature has rarely examined these factors  in

the context of buyer's outsourcing decisions. This seems particularly surprising since prior

research has shown that the potential leakage of tacit knowledge is central to our
understanding  of how firms organize their interfirm relations (e.g., Pisano 1990, Dutta  and

Weiss 1997).

As to organizations' purchase concentration decision, surprisingly little literature,

except for the descriptive commentary in the trade and managerial press, discusses what

factors drive a company's preference for single sourcing as compared to multiple sourcing,

let alone develop a theory which has particular relevance in Tl markets. Purchasing theory in

general has identified purchase importance and expertise on the supply market as important

constructs in purchasing behavior, and we will include these constructs as control variables.

But we intend to contribute to this literature by both focusing attention on TI markets and

advancing a theoretical perspective on how transfer and presence of know-how and the
technological environment in these markets affect a buyer's purchase concentration decision.

In sum, we draw on the relatively small but growing literature on technology in

marketing to advance our understanding of outsourcing and purchase concentration decisions

in  TI  markets. Our central premise  in this research  is  that the transterability and presence  qf

the buyer's know-how, together with the technological environment (volatility and
heterogeneity)   it  faces   drives   a   buyer's   preference   regarding  outsourcing  system   integration

and component purchase concentration. Art important contribution  of this research  is that we

demonstrate these effects beyond the effects posited in the existing literature.  Thus, we will
be controlling for various alternative explanations for these two decisions by including other

constructs in our statistical tests. These constructs include asset specificity, supplier

concentration, importance of the system, expertise on suppliers, and component supplier

specialization.   We test a set of hypotheses resulting from the model using a field survey in

which we conducted a conjoint experiment. Although conjoint is rarely used in an
organizational context (Murry and Heide 1998, Wathne. Biong and Heide  2001),  it fits with

the growing use of experimental designs in organizational research.
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The following section presents our research hypotheses. The third section describes

the research design and data collection methods. The fourth section discusses the model and

statistical tests used to analyse the data and presents the results of the study. The final section

discusses the results, the study's limitations and implications for marketing research and

practice.

III.3 Conceptual Framework

The prior literature on technology-intensive markets suggests that they pose unique

challenges for buyers, arising from the presence and transfer of knowledge and technological

uncertainty they face. Our conceptual model, depicted in Figure III.2, draws on this literature

to explain the focal dependent variables in this study, namely, the outsourcing of system

integration and component purchase concentration.

The first set of factors relates to the focal role of knowledge in Tl markets (Glazer

1991). This includes the extent to which tacit know-how is transferable from buyer to

supplier (trans»abilitv) and the extent to which buying firms have know-how  presence).

The second set of factors concerns uncertainty driven by the pace and unpredictability of

technological change (technological volatility) and the degree of dissimilarity between
possible configurations of a high tech system (technological heterogeneity) (Glazer and

Weiss 1993; Weiss and Heide  1993). We hypothesize on the effects of these factors below.

In addition to these focal technology factors, we include factors that prior literature on

outsourcing and purchasing found to be relevant. From institutional economics theory it

seems especially suitable to include transaction-specific assets, supplier concentration and

system importance in our conceptual framework, since they may all be important alternate

drivers of outsourcing decisions. Purchasing theory especially emphasizes expertise  on

suppliers, supplier specialization, and system importance as important drivers of purchasing

decisions and thus they may be important alternate drivers of purchase concentration.
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Figure III.2: Conceptual Framework

III.3.1 Know-how

Know-how has been defined as scientific knowledge applied to useful purposes

(Quinn, Baruch  and  Zien   1997)  and is fundamental  to TI markets (Glazer   1991).    In  this

study,  we are particularly interested in buyers' know-how concerning system integration  and

its underlying technology.

III.3.1.1 Transferability oj tacit know-how
Transactions in TI markets often involve the transfer of tacit know-how between

transacting parties (John, Weiss and Dutta 1999). Unlike codified know-how, which   is

amenable to the printed page, tacit know-how is difficult to convey through documentation
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(Nonaka 1991; Polanyi 1962). Tacit know-how may be embedded in the skills and routines

developed by the buyer (Nelson and Winter 1982), like learning-by-doing.

In this study, we are specifically interested in tacit know-how that is proprietary to the

buyer that might be inadvertently transferred when dealing with outside parties, thereby

creating a leakage hazard. Leakage hazards exist in part because it is difficult to specify and

enforce a contract over domains in which tacit know-how plays a significant role.  This is

because tacit technological knowledge is difficult to price ex ante, and thereby it can enable a

receiving  firm  to act opportunistically (Williamson 1979; Hennart  1988). This problem has

been demonstrated in various contexts. For example, it has been shown that the transfer of

tacit know-how can endanger a buyer's competitive position. After a supplier has absorbed a

buyer's tacit know-how, it may transfer this know-how to competitors of the buyer (Pisano

1990).  Safeguards in the form of contractual (e.g. confidentiality) agreements are difficult for

a buyer to put in place to avoid opportunistic exploitation of this tacit know-how. Tacit

know-how involves property rights that are difficult to control, as they are likely to be

ambiguous and relatively undetectable, and thus contingent claims contracts are difficult to

enforce (Williamson 1975).
Outsourcing of system integration activities makes the buyer particularly prone to the

tacit know-how leakage discussed above. If the buyer decides to outsource, the external

system integrator will develop a close relationship with the buyer's organization. A close

relationship enables transfer or leakage of tacit know-how (Hansen 1999). Therefore,  we

expect that the more tacit know-how is at risk to be leaked, the lower the buyer's preference

for outsourcing system integration.

For the component purchase concentration decision we argue that working with a

single supplier may make leakage of tacit know-how more likely because supplier and buyer

will share stronger ties, as compared to a multiple sourcing situation. This is likely to occur

for several reasons. First, with single sourcing the supplier and buyer's engineers work more

intensively together across the buyer's entire technology base, and thus may develop stronger

ties than in a multiple sourcing context. These relatively strong ties increase the likelihood

that tacit knowledge will be leaked as a consequence of intensive face-to-face communication

between personnel  of the two organizations (Teece 1981). Second, strong  ties are also  more

likely to lead to a more responsive relationship among both organizations' members, since

they will have shared similar experiences over the duration of their relationship (Schwartz

1973), again inducing tacit know-how leakage. This is also consistent with arguments by

Hansen (1999) and Dutta and Weiss (1997) that it is difficult to transfer tacit know-how from
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one party to another if the two have weak ties, as is the case in a multiple sourcing situation.

It is noteworthy that while Hansen (1999) showed that in horizontal networks stronger ties

improved leakage of tacit knowledge, he also argued it may provide more redundant

knowledge, since network actors might receive similar information through a dense network.

However, this is not the case when one considers tacit know-how leakage in buyer-vendor

dyads. The know-how that may be leaked is unique know-how embedded in a buyer's skills

and resources, which remains the same in a multiple and a single sourcing situation. This

further strengthens our argument and we hypothesize:

Hla: The greater the tacit know-how of the buyer that can be transferred, the lower its
preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration.

Hlb: The greater the tacit know-how of the buyer that can be transferred, the lower its
preference for single sourcing over multiple sourcing.

III.3.1.2  Presence  of know-how

Buyers vary in how much know-how they possess. The presence of know-how refers

to the degree of technology expertise, experience, training and competency of a buying

organization.

One stream of literature suggests that the more know-how a company has, the less it

Will prefer outsourcing over in-house system integration. This is because buyers with deeper

know-how will have a higher ability in system integration. This higher ability translates into

increasingly lower costs associated with doing system integration in-house. For example,

John, Weiss and Dutta (1999) argue that, especially in TI markets, once a company has

developed high know-how, the relative cost of using this know-how  is low.

Moreover, the more an organization applies its know-how in system integration, the

more it even further extends and enriches this know-how, which lowers costs even further

(Arthur 1996). These positive feedback effects create increasing returns to the know-how that

is present in the company.

Other streams of literature suggest buyers with the lowest amount of know-how will
be the most likely to prefer in-house system integration. For example, a viewpoint from
transaction cost theorizing suggests that if the buyer know-how is low, it is difficult to
evaluate a supplier's performance (Williamson     1985). A typical    way to avoid    this

performance evaluation problem  is to vertically integrate (Rindfleisch and Heide  1997)  by

doing the system integration in-house.

Others point to the motivation that low know-how firms might have to acquire a

certain threshold level of know-how in order to assimilate new know-how (Cohen and
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Levinthal 1990). The literature on technology adoption, for example, points out the
prevalence of "learning by doing" and not bypassing the ability to gain important

technological learning that accrues with experience (Grenadier and Weiss 1997). Based  on

this literature we might expect that buyers with the lowest amount of know-how will prefer to

learn via in-house system integration.

To reconcile these conflicting perspectives, we propose a curvilinear relationship

between the presence of know-how and the preference for outsourcing system integration, in

which moderate levels of know-how relate to the highest preference for outsourcing.  A
company with moderate know-how will have less positive feedback related to the use of that

know-how, compared to the level that high know-how competitors enjoy. In this case, it is

likely moderate know-how firms will invest resources in the search for and exploitation of

alternate sources of competitive advantage (Arthur  1996).

In addition, a moderate know-how company will already have crossed a threshold

level of know-how. It will therefore have gained sufficient ability to effectively evaluate

suppliers' performance and assimilate new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), thus
making the decision to in-source system integration less likely. We hypothesize:

H2a: The preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration is highest for
buyers with moderate levels of know-how and lowest for buyers with low or high levels of
know-how.

Regarding the effect of know-how on a buyer's preference for single over multiple

sourcing, conflicting arguments can be advanced. On the one hand. based on the

organizational memory literature, we may expect knowledgeable buyers to prefer single

sourcing. Moorman and Miner (1997), for example, argue that change becomes more difficult

and routine is more preferred as know-how increases. A major reason why this might occur is

that the better developed an organization's know-how, the less likely it wants to acquire or

access new information from external sources (Dougherty 1992). Applying the above logic,

we would expect a knowledgeable buyer to have a higher preference for single sourcing over

multiple sourcing, which allows much more routine procedures, compared to a buyer with

less know-how.

On the other hand, Weiss and Heide   ( 1993) argue   that   the less know-how buyers

have, the less they will be able to discriminate between different offerings. As they are less

able to discriminate between competing offerings by component vendors, they lack the prime

motivation to mix and match components from multiple vendors. Second, since they do not

have substantial know-how, they also find it hard to assimilate the information inflow (Cohen
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and Levinthal 1990) that multiple suppliers provide. In this respect, single sourcing is very

convenient to buyers with very little know-how. In contrast, buyers with moderate know-how

have a sufficient degree of absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal  1990) that allows them

to discriminate between different offerings and assimilate knowledge inflow from multiple

suppliers. They also are not eager to implement routine procedures. Thus, we can expect

buyers with moderate know-how to have a lower preference for single over multiple

sourcing, compared to buyers with low and high know-how. We hypothesize:

H2b: The preference for single sourcing over multiple sourcing of system
components is lowest for buyers with moderate levels of know-how and highest for buyers
with low  or high levels of know-how.

III.3.2 Technological environment

III.3.2.1  Technological uncertainty
Technological uncertainty is a multidimensional construct, encompassing

technological  volatility  and technological heterogeneity (Heide and Weiss   1995;  Leblebici

and Salancik 1981).

III.3.2.1. I Technological volatility

Technological volatility refers to the extent to which changes in technology are rapid

and unpredictable. In volatile markets, information is often inaccurate, unavailable or

obsolete (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt   1988).  >From this perspective, institutional economics

literature would argue that organizations encounter contracting problems with outside

suppliers since they may not be able to safeguard unforeseeable contingencies (Klein, Frazier

and   Roth   1990). In consequence, volatility may hinder outsourcing (Walker and Weber

1987).

However, this reasoning, although valid for general environmental volatility, is
inappropriate when it specifically concerns technological volatility. The more volatile

technology is, the higher the likelihood for a technology to become obsolete. As the

likelihood of obsolescence goes up, the expected profitability of,  and with  it the incentive  for,

any bargaining goes down (Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt  1986). Thus, since buyers  are  not

vulnerable to ex-post bargaining over quasi-rents of the contract, the incentive for them to do

system integration in-house disappears. In addition, technological volatility may destroy

competences (Tushman and Nelson   1990). Thus, volatile environments will discourage
buyers of building their own system integration know-how.  In  sum, we expect that companies

respond to technological volatility by outsourcing rather than in-house system integration.
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Also, in markets with high technological volatility, firms generally prefer a high

degree of flexibility (Jackson 1985: Sheridan   1988). Both outsourcing system integration

activities and increasing the number of component suppliers lead to greater flexibility in

decision-making. This is also consistent with the observation of Eisenhardt (1989), that

decision-makers in high-velocity environments increase, rather than decrease. their

alternatives. We hypothesize:

H3a: The greater the technological volatility, the higher a buyer's preferences for
outsourcing over in-house system integration.

H3b: The greater the technological volatility, the lower a buyer's preferences for
single sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system components.

HI.3.2.1.2 Technological heterogeneity

Technological heterogeneity refers to the presence of multiple. partially discrepant

product offerings (Tushman and Anderson   1986).  In the context of systems, technological

heterogeneity captures the technological differences between possible system configurations.

A buyer facing technological heterogeneity has difficulty in obtaining and processing

information regarding all possible system configurations. An independent system integrator is

much better equipped to do so. Also by contracting with a system integrator, firms can

minimize the information they need to process. This is consistent with Payne's (1976)

argument that buyers may respond to heterogeneity by deliberately utilizing only part of the

information available to them. In addition, heterogeneity imposes a need to sort the possible

system configurations   into more homogeneous classes   (Leblebici and Salancik    1981 ).

Cooperating with an external system integrator may be an efficient way for a buyer to do

exactly that.

In environments with high technological heterogeneity, buyers are more likely to

choose existing vendors they are very familiar with (Heide and Weiss 1995). Organizations in

such environments are also expected to have more routine and formal decision procedures

(Leblebici and Salancik 1981). Buyers' inclination  to buy routinely from suppliers  when

technology is heterogeneous. will lead to a tendency to restrict the number of component

suppliers. Therefore. we hypothesize:

H4a: The greater the technological heterogeneity, the higher a buyer's preferences for
outsourcing over in-house system integration.

H4b: The greater the technological heterogeneity, the higher a buyer's preferences for
single sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system components.
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III. 3.2.2 Interactions between Technological Uncertainty and Know-How
Prior research suggests that the relationship between a firm's decision making and its

perceptions of the technological environment depends on various characteristics of a firm

(e.g., Moorman and Miner 1997; Glazer and Weiss  1993). We might therefore expect that the

relationship between a buyer's perceptions of technological uncertainty and its preferences

for outsourcing and purchase concentration are likely to depend on the know-how of the

buyer.

Under H3, we argued that firms will have a higher preference for outsourcing over

in-house integration under conditions of technological volatility, because technological

volatility may destroy any competences built in this domain. Based on the absorptive capacity

literature. we may expect this to be especially true for low know-how organizations.

Organizations high in know-how may be able to keep track of technological change and

assimilate new know-how relatively easy, or at least as good as any outside party (Cohen and

Levinthal 1990). We also argued that firms in volatile environments will prefer a high degree

of flexibility and will therefore have a lower preference for single sourcing over multiple

sourcing. However, under H2b, we argued that firms that are high in know-how are much

more   resistant to change and prefer routine (Moorman and Miner 1997). Therefore.   it   is

conceivable that knowledgeable buyers will be less inclined to seek flexibility, as compared

to less knowledgeable buyers, under increasing technological volatility. These theoretical

arguments lead to the following expectations:

HSa: The positive relationship between technological volatility and a buyer's
preferences for outsourcing over in-house system integration is greater for buyers with low
know-how than those with high know-how.

HSb: The negative relationship between technological volatility and a buyer's
preferences for single sourcing over multiple sourcing of system components is greater for
buyers with low know-how than those with high know-how.

Under H4, we stipulated that organizations might have a higher preference for

outsourcing in conditions of high technological heterogeneity, because they deliberately only

use part of the information available and want to minimize the information they need to

process to cope with complexity. At the same time, we argued under H2a that knowledgeable

organizations seek less new information as compared to less knowledgeable oranizations

(Dougherty 1992). These theoretical arguments   seem to indicate that knowledgeable

organizations might restrict information inflow more easily through outsourcing in reaction to

high technological heterogeneity, as compared to buyers that are low in know-how. We also

hypothesized that firms in environments with high technological heterogeneity, would have
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more routine and formal decision procedures, seeking to work with existing and familiar

vendors (Heide and Weiss 1995). This in turn would support a higher preference for single

sourcing over multiple sourcing. We may expect that high know-how firms will more easily

adapt to such routine procedures in heterogeneous environments. and will thus more easily

single source since they are much better acquainted with routines and procedures, as

compared to low know-how organizations (see under H2b). We hypothesize:

H6a: The positive relationship between technological heterogeneity and a buyer's

preferences for outsourcing over in-house system integration is greater for buyers with high
know-how than those with low know-how.

H6b: The positive relationship between technological heterogeneity and a buyer's
preferences for single sourcing over multiple sourcing is greater for buyers with high know-
how than thosee with low know-how.

III.3.3 Control variables

In addition to the preceding factors that comprise our central theory, we incorporated

five other variables in our empirical study as control variables (see Figure 2). These variables

are adopted from institutional economics (transaction-specific assets, supplier concentration,

and system importance) and purchasing theory (expertise on suppliers, component supplier

specialization, and system importance) and while they are outside of our focal theory, they

are included because they have been directly or indirectly related to our dependent variables.

To the extent that our theory has some validity, we should be able to demonstrate our

hypothesized effects while controlling for the effects of these control variables.

III.3.3.1 Transaction-specific assets

Transaction-specific assets (TSA) or investments are worth more within a particular

relation than outside it (Williamson    1985).    TSA    in    the   case of system integration

predominantly include human asset specificity. the investment in knowledge on the specific

system, and physical asset specificity, other equipment and software that is engineered to

work optimally with the specific system. TSA may create a 'hold-up' problem in the sense

that the buyer is more or less 'locked-in' to a relationship with a particular system integrator.

This creates the potential for opportunistic behavior of the supplier who will try to acquire a

larger part of the quasi-rents. An effective organizational response to asset specificity may be

in-house system integration (Williamson 1985). Therefore, we expect asset specificity  to

negatively affect buyers' preferences for outsourcing over in-house system integration.
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III.3.3.2 Supplier concentration in the system integration market                                                        

Supplier concentration concerns the number of capable and reliable system        
integrators. The process of system integration is inherently one of generating know-how. In
hiring an external system integrator, this know-how creation exposes the buyer to a small-

numbers bargaining problem. Although a contract can be drafted that the created know-how

is the sole intellectual property of the buyer, a substantial part of this know-how will be tacit

and thus cannot be incorporated in a formal contract. A transfer to an alternative supplier will

therefore involve some potential losses in know-how because the new supplier will not have

access  to all tacit knowledge gained by the original supplier (Pisano  1990). This creates a

certain degree of captivity of the buyer, which in turn creates an opportunity for a supplier to

bargain opportunistically

However,   when many alternative suppliers with relevant knowledge on system

integration are present, the cost of switching to an alternative supplier is relatively low

(Lieberman 1991). Therefore a supplier has less opportunity for bargaining opportunistically.
Thus the more alternative suppliers there are, the more a buyer tends to prefer outsourcing to

in-house system integration.

III.3.3.3 Importance of the system

Important systems have a major impact on an organization's profitability (McQuiston
1989). Studies in institutional economics have argued that activities that have a high impact
on company profits are mostly integrated within the company (Lieberman 1991). Therefore,

we expect firms to prefer in-house over outsourcing system integration when it concerns an

important system.

The greater the importance of the system to the company,  the less likely it is to prefer
single sourcing to multiple sourcing. If the consequences of a decision are great,

organizations will generally benefit from extra information acquisition (Johnston 1981).
Single sourcing will restrain the information available to the buyer and therefore may be

undesirable when it concerns systems of high importance. Single sourcing also will make the

buyer more dependent (Klein, Crawford and Alchian   1978)  of that particular component

supplier, which is undesirable if the consequences are great.
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III.3.3.4 Expertise on suppliers

The expertise the buyer has on the characteristics of the different suppliers in the

market will influence its preferences.6 The better a buyer knows the suppliers in the market

and is aware of their characteristics, the less it is exposed to opportunistic exploitation from

its suppliers (Walker and Weber  1984).  The  less  it is exposed to opportunistic exploitation

from its suppliers, the higher its preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration.

Also, the higher the expertise on the supplier market, the lower the risk involved in

opportunistic exploitation due to a high purchase concentration. Thus, we expect that the

higher the buyer's expertise on the different suppliers in the market, the higher its preference

for single sourcing over multiple sourcing will be.

III. 3.3.5 Component supplier specialization

Supplier specialization refers to the differentiation suppliers achieve by focusing on a

narrow subset of products or technologies. A dominant reason high tech firms specialize in

one or a few components of a system is to maintain their technological lead (John, Weiss and

Dutta   1999). Such specialization generally creates higher quality   in a specialized   set   of

components. Quality differences among specialized manufacturers create a major incentive to

mix and match these components of different vendors into a modular system (Schilling

2000). It creates an opportunity for buyers to compose a system that better fits their

idiosyncratic needs (Wilson, Weiss  and  John   1990).  Thus we expect  that the greater  the

degree of component supplier specialization, the lower a buyer's preferences for single

sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system components.

III.3.4 Other Interaction effects

In addition to the main and interaction effects we theorized above, we will also

include all other remaining interaction effects between the environmental conditions and the

company characteristics in our statistical tests for two reasons. First, although we do not have

strong theoretical priors on these interaction effects - and thus do not formulate any formal

hypotheses - it allows us to explore these interaction effects, and possibly enrich our

theoretical framework ex post and thereby generate fruitful avenues for future research.

Second, and most importantly, it serves methodological purposes, which we will elaborate

below (see under subheading "model specification").

« Note that expertise on suppliers  is very distinct from the know-how of an organization. Know-how
refers to scientific knowledge applied to useful purposes or is synonymous to the technology within a
company (Capon and Glazer 1987). Expertise on suppliers however merely reflects how  well  the
buyer knows the various suppliers' characteristics.
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III.4 Method

111.4.1 Research context

The setting we chose for testing our substantive hypotheses is the purchasing of

telecom systems by telecom operators. These systems consist of switches, transmission and

billing software. We picked this context for two main reasons. First, there is sufficient
heterogeneity among companies in this industry on the focal theoretical variables. Second,

telecom systems at this aggregation level are modular.

Since exploratory interviews revealed that the decisions on telecom system buying are

the sole prerogative of the executive committee, we used high-level executives as key

informants. These executives are mostly VPs of technology, VPs of purchasing or CEOs in
telecom companies. This selection assured that respondents had sufficient knowledge and the

ability to report on all aspects of the organizational decision-making regarding systems

purchasing.

We   conducted the study globally,   with   the sample representing 19 countries   in

Europe, Asia, North America and South America. Doing the study globally increases the

generalizability of our findings. Today's telecom industry also is to a large extent a global

industry, making it also of practical interest to conduct the study globally. Since there are

many international interfirm agreements with American telco's, respondents are fluent in
English, which minimizes the extra effort involved in gathering international data.

III.4.2 Research design
The phenomenon under study posed important research design challenges. After

considering various alternatives, we opted for a field experiment administered through mail.
We will first explain the experiment and then explicate why we used this design over

alternatives, especially a retrospective survey.
In the experiment, we presented key informants in telecom operating companies with

eight full-profile conjoint tasks. The conjoint tasks consisted of two parts. First, respondents

were presented with an environmental condition, consisting of seven factors (see Table Ill.1.a
for factors and levels). Second, respondents were asked to give their preference, under this

environmental condition, for each of 6 buying options (see Table III.1.b), which varied on our

two focal buying dimensions, namely outsourcing vs. in-house system integration (in two

levels), and single vs. multiple sourcing (in three levels. one. two or three suppliers)
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l. Transferability of Tacit Knowledge (TACKNOW: adapted from Polanyi  1962)
1:   Our company has substantial proprietary knowledge. which is difficult to document in writing and blueprints. that

could be leaked when dealing with this particular system integrator.
-1:  Our company does not have any proprietary knowledge, which is difficult to document in writing and blueprints,

that could be leaked when dealing with this particular system integrator.
II. Technological Volatility (TECHVOL: adapted from Heide and John 1990: Klein Frazier and Roth  1990)

1:    Changes in telecom technology are rapid and unpredictable.
-1:  Changes in telecom technology are slow and predictable.

1Il. Technological Heterogeneity (TECHNET: adapted from Achrol and Stern 1988: Heide and Weiss  1995)
1 :     There are large technological differences between possible configurations of the telecom system.
-1 :   There are only small technological differences between possible configurations of the telecom system.

IV. Number of Integrators (NRINT)
1:     There is only a small number of suppliers (three or less) that are competent and reliable iii system integration

activities.
-1 :  There is a large number of suppliers (seven or more) that are competent and reliable in system integration

activities.
V, Supplier Specialization (SUPPSPEC)

1:    All component suppliers specialize in a limited set of system components.
-1:  No component supplier specializes in a limited set of system components.

Vl. Transaction-Specific Assets (TSA: adapted from Anderson and Weitz 1992: Heide and John 1988)
1:   We will have to invest a lot of time and effort in employees' knowledge. procedures and equipment to deal with

this particular system integrator. The transferability of such investments to an alternative supplier will  be very
limited.

-1:  We will not have to invest a lot of time and effort in employees' knowledge. procedures and equipment to deal
with this particular system integrator. The transferability of any investments to an alternative supplier will be very
high.

Vl I. System Importance (SYSIMP: adapted from Heide and Weiss 1995: McOuiston 1989)
1 :    The system has a major impact on our company's profits.
-1:  The system has a minor impact on our company's profits.

Table III.la: Environmental Conditions: Factors and Levels

There were eight of such tasks in each survey (pre-tests revealed that respondents

were only willing to assess eight scenarios). In sum, respondents rated six buying options

(consisting of two factors each) under eight environmental conditions (consisting of seven

factors each) on a single dimension of preference (which is the essence of conjoint).

The format we used for soliciting preferences for the six buying options (Table

III. 1.b) has two main benefits, as compared to directly soliciting respondents' preference for

outsourcing and for single sourcing. First, it clarifies to respondents on which specific buying

option they need to indicate their preference. Pre-testing revealed that respondents found this

easier. Second, in the model the first three items indicate a buyer's preference for outsourcing

system integration    and    the last three indicate a buyer' s preference for in-house system

integration. Similarly, the first and fourth item indicate a buyer's preference for single

sourcing and the second, third, fifth and sixth item indicate a buyer's preference for multiple

sourcing. In this way, the measurement controls for one buying dimension while varying on

the other buying dimension (since the two are designed to be orthogonal).
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Very low Very high
Preference Preference

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
ONE single supplier and their integration is OUTSOURCED O U O O O U U
Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
TWO different suppliers and their integration is OUTSOURCED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
THREE different suppliers and their integration is OUTSOURCED  0   0   0  0  0  0   0
Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
ONE single supplier and they are INTERNALLY integrated U O U O U O U
Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
TWO different suppliers and they are INTERNALLY integrated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transmission, switching and billing system are sourced from
THREE different suppliers and they are INTERNALLY integrated    0   0   0  0  0  0   0

Table III.lb: Preference Statements

The experimental design for the environmental conditions was a 24 orthogonal

fraction   of  a   28   full factorial design   in 16 profiles. We split the sixteen versions   of  the

scenarios over two different versions of the questionnaire (using one degree of freedom in the
design). This guaranteed that the factors were not confounded with the versions. Thus, we
obtained two versions of the questionnaire, each containing a set of eight conjoint tasks. To

control for order effects among these conjoint tasks, we developed an additional version of
each original version, in which we randomized the order of the conjoint tasks. Thus, we
obtained four versions of the questionnaire, which we randomly assigned to respondents.

Two choices we made regarding the research design warrant further exposition. They

are the choice of a conjoint experiment over a retrospective study, which is more common in

this type of research, and the choice of ratings over rankings/choices as a dependent variable.

III.4.2.1  Benefits of a conjoint study over a retrospective study

In this section, we detail the three main advantages of a conjoint task, as compared to

a retrospective survey,  in our research context. A first  set of advantages of conjoint is driven

by the fact that it presents respondents with hypothetical situations, rather than real historic

decision-making situations as is common in retrospective surveys. This avoids two important

hazards in retrospective surveys, namely retrospective biases (due to a lack of memory) and

low response (due to confidentiality). While the first is well-acknowledged (Wathne, Biong

and Heide 2001), the second is often under-rated.  In the context of our study, this was a very

important factor. Exploratory interviews with telecom operators (such as BT in the UK and
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Belgacom in Belgium) were only allowed on the condition that no information on historic

buying decisions was revealed, in line with strict company policies. Also any (basic)

questions we asked in the final survey on actual historic purchasing behavior had a high

number of missing values (about 20% of the surveys were incomplete on historic purchasing

behavior). Possible reasons for this high confidentiality may be the strategic nature of the

purchases (the cost advantages operators enjoy often are related to their purchasing policy),

the high investment amount (on average $394,277,843 or approximately  18% of revenues) or

the pressure from a very high merger and acquisition activity within the industry.

Second, from a theory-testing perspective, conjoint analysis permits us to isolate focal

theoretical constructs in an experimental design with orthogonal factors (Murry and Heide

1998). Conjoint, and experiments in general, allows direct probing of the presumed

theoretical mechanisms (Dutta   and   John   1995) and avoids confouding effects (Kuhfeld,

Tobias and Garratt   1994).   In this respect,  it  is  a very promising avenue for organizational

research (also see Sutcliffe and Zaheer  1998).

Third, conjoint analysis allows for very efficient data collection. It allows for multiple

observations per organization, which is difficult in retrospective studies. For instance, in this

study, asking for respondent's perceptions on environmental conditions (such as

transferability of tacit know-how) of multiple purchases would probably result in hale-effects,

which we can avoid in a conjoint study, since we can manipulate the environmental

conditions.

These three advantages also explain the growing use of experiments (Dutta and John

1995;  Sutcliffe and Zaheer 1998), conjoint analysis in particular (Murry and Heide   1998;

Wathne, Biong and Heide 2001), in theory-testing organization research. Also, the use of

experimental scenarios is not that different from asking "what if'-type questions in surveys,

such as on a company's anticipated reactions to supplier actions, substitutability of suppliers

and buyers, or the company's expected reaction towards bad performance (Kumar, Scheer

and Steenkamp 1998; Phillips  1981  and  1982). Both are, to some extent, hypothetical.

III.4.2.2 Benefits of a rating task over a ranking/choice task

In this section, we detail the main reasons why we chose to use ratings over

rankings/choices in our research context. First, ratings provide more information per

respondent than rankings or choice responses, since one obtains absolute scores (absolute

preferences), rather than relative scores (ranking of preferences) (also see Green and

Srinivasan   1978). This extra in formation allows  for more sensitive hypothesis testing  and  is

very valuable in situations, in which data are scarce, such as ours. This may also, at least
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partly, explain the frequent use of ratings in marketing research (Leigh, MacKay and

Summers 1984).

Second, rating tasks may be less complex for, and thus may generate a higher

response from, respondents than choice or ranking tasks because the number of cognitive

steps required to provide an answer   is   less (Johnson and Payne   1985). In rating tasks,

respondents  don't  need to perform a trade-off between the different attributes of different

alternatives, they only need to provide an evaluation o f the alternatives.

Third, rating tasks are also easier to administer through mail. In contrast, rank or
choice tasks usually require a personal interview since the procedure requires a considerable

amount of explanation (Green and Srinivasan  1978).

A possible counterargument could be that choice-based conjoint is more reliable,
since respondents need to make tradeoffs between different attributes, which is closer to real-

world choice behavior (Elrod, Louviere and Davey  1992). For instance, consumers  need  to

trade off product quality and price, since they have a budget constraint. However,
incontrovertible evidence in support of this statement is not available (Wittink, Vriens and

Burhenne  1994) and previous research has shown  that the predictive validity of ratings-  and

choice-based conjoint responses  is very similar (Elrod, Louviere and Davey 1992; Moore,
Gray-Lee and Louviere  1998). An additional argument why this potential drawback  is not a

major concern to us is that in our context, industrial buyers do not need to trade off between

buying dimensions of modular systems. The choice of outsourcing vs. in-house integration is

made separately from the choice of single vs. multiple sourcing.

1II.4.3 Measures for non-manipulated variables
We included scale measures for the know-how and expertise on suppliers, which we

adapted from prior research (Ohanian 1990; Netemeyer and Bearden  1992).  To  rate  know-

how (KNOWHOW), we asked respondents to assess if on the technology of telecom systems

(5 items) and on the integration of telecom components or subsystems (5 items) their

organizations were: (1) not at all knowledgeable - very knowledgeable, (2) not at all
competent - very competent, (3) not at all expert - highly expert, (4) not at all trained - very

well trained. and (5) not at all experienced - very experienced. To rate the company's

supplier expertise (SUPEXP), we asked respondents to assess. on the same five item scale, if
their company was expert on the characteristics of suppliers (5 items).

The final sample shows mean KNOWHOW and SUPEXP scores of 5.55 (a-1.18)

and 5.39 (c-1.12). We subjected the scale items to a confirmatory factor analysis. This

confirmed that a two-factor solution, with KNOWHOW (10 items) and SUPEXP (5 items) as
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factors, fitted the data well. Reliability analysis (KNOWHOW: a = 0.9617; SUPEXP: a =

0.9319) of these two constructs revealed high reliability (Nunnally  1978).

Finally, we inventoried other company descriptors, such as total revenues, total

profits, number of employees, number of DMU members for telecom systems purchasing,

telecom services that the company offered, and length of time for decision-making on

telecom systems purchasing. We also included scale items that measured how expert and

involved the key respondent was in the company's decision-making process, to check if s/he

was a valid key informant. This was the case for all respondents used in the analysis.

III.4.4 Pre-testing and data collection

111.4.4.1 Pre-testing

We developed the conjoint scenarios in cooperation with a global manufacturer of

telecom systems. We organized four meetings, each lasting a half-day, at this company with

two marketing managers who were responsible for different geographical regions, and the

vice-president Marketing for the company worldwide.

We then pre-tested the questionnaire in two European countries, namely Belgium and

the UK. 1n three stages, we contacted five major telecom operators, two in Belgium and three

in the UK. We conducted on-site interviews with vice-presidents purchasing and purchasing

managers at these companies. After the first stage, we revised the phrasing of some of the

factors in the experiment, again with consultation of our business partner. After the second

stage, we made some very small revisions. We used the final stage to check for remaining

problems. The pre-tests revealed that respondents did not suffer from information or task

overload when confronted with the conjoint task and that they understood all measures

employed.

III.4.4.2 Data Collection

Data collection proved to be a real challenge. Our targeted respondents were top-level

executives in a highly dynamic industry fraught with merger and acquisition activity. This

created not only severe time constraints on potential respondents, but also made the exchange

of information very critical. We spent a substantial number of hours (data collection itself

took almost a year) and amount of money (estimated data collection costs are 40,000 USD) to

obtain these data. People in the industry rated our study as one of the most elaborate studies

so far conducted on strategic decision-making of telecom operators.

We used four intertwined approaches to obtain our sample. In a first stage, we sent

out questionnaires to telecom operators in the US and in nine European countries, which were
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randomly drawn from telecom license databases. We contacted these companies by phone to:

(1) check on the list's accuracy; (2) identify key informants within the company; and (3)

check the mail address. The net sample in this stage consisted of 273 companies. After
receiving a pre-notification letter, respondents received a questionnaire after two weeks, a
reminder card after three weeks, a new questionnaire after five weeks, a reminder call after

six weeks and again after seven weeks.

Ina second approach to contact respondents. we asked key account managers of a

global manufacturer of telecom systems to personally deliver the questionnaire to the key-

decision maker in 27 telecom companies in the US. Europe, South America and Asia. Third.
in a joint effort with the telecom research center of a renowned US research university, we

contacted 20 US telecom companies that participated in their activities. Finally, we contacted

9 European telecom operators to conduct personal, on-site, interviews.

In total, we contacted 329 telecom operators in Europe, the United States, South

America, and Asia. Of these, 55 participated in the study and returned usable questionnaires,

for  a total response  rate  of  16.7  %.  Although this response  rate is rather  low,  this  is  not
unusual for research in (international) industrial settings  (John   1984)  or with high-level
executives as key informants (Calantone and Schatzel 2000; Gatignon and Robertson  1989;

Gatignon and Xuereb 1997, Phillips  1981).  Also the total sample size at the unit of analysis,

55 companies. is not unusual in marketing literature (Agrawal and Lal 1995; Olson, Walker

and  Ruekert   1995) and industrial purchasing in particular (Dawes,  Lee and Dowling   1998;
Money.  Gilly and Graham   1998).  Note  that we obtain much information per respondent,

since we obtain preference statements on 6 buying options for 8 environmental conditions per
respondent. The total  sample of observations thus  has a size of 2,640 data points.

We assessed non-response bias by comparing early with late respondents as suggested

by  Armstrong and Overton  ( 1977). We defined the first  75% of returned questionnaires  as

"early" and the remaining 25% as "late". We found no significant differences on descriptive
variables such as revenues. profits, number of employees and investment in telecom systems.
Taking the first 50% of returned questionnaires as -early" and the other 50% as "late", gave

the same result. Accordingly, we can assume that non-response bias is not a significant

problem. Table 111.2 gives an overview of the characteristics ofthe sample.
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Alean trangel
Investments in telecom systems $ 394.277.843 [$ 56.000: $ 9.500,000.000]
Revenues for 1998 $ 2,158,529.657 [$ 170.000. $ 35.000.()00.000]
Profits for 1998 $ 280.141,3781- $ 65.100. S 2.200.000.000]
Employees for 1998 10.754 [4: 195.876]

Number ofcountries in sample                                                              19
Number of European respondents                                                          34
Number of US respondents                                                                   17
Number of Asian respondents                                                                2
Number of South American respondents 9

Table III.2: Sample Characteristics

III.5 Analysis and results

III.5.1 Model specification
To test our hypotheses as developed in the theory section, we first model buyers'

preferences as a function of the explanatory variables. This yields two parameter vectors that

represent the effect of the explanatory variables on buyers' preferences for outsourcing of

system integration vs. in-house system integration, and for single sourcing of vs. multiple

sourcing of system components. Next, we test for differences in parameter estimates for

outsourcing versus in-house system integration and for single sourcing versus multiple

sourcing, using a Wald statistic.

Marketing scholars have argued before that preference ratings are closer to ordinal-

than interval-scaled measures (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994) Therefore, we model buyers'

preferences using an ordered probit structure, which accounts for the ordered nature of
preference ratings. For the preference for outsourcing versus in-house system integration, we

specify the following equation:

(1)      PREFu = (ao + 00'Xi + 110'Xj + 40'X,Xj)*Xc,+Cat + Pi'Xi + 111'Xj + 4,'XiXj)*(1-Xo)+

70'Ci +  Ao'Aj +  2 4

1n equation (1), Xo represents a dummy, which takes on the value 1 for the
outsourcing options (buying options  1  through  3) and the value 0 for the in-house system

integration options (buying options 4 through 6). Xi is a vector of the buyer characteristics

KNOWHOW, KNOWHOWSQ (KNOWHOW*KNOWHOW), and SUPEXP. Xj is a vector

of the factors in the environmental conditions, TACKNOW, TECHVOL, TECHHET,

SUPPSPEC, NRINT. TSA, and SYSIMP. Bo (resp. B,) and 40 (resp. 4,) are vectors that

capture parameters for the impact of buyer characteristics and environmental factors on a
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company's preference for outsourcing (resp. in-house integration). A (resp.  49) is a vector of

parameters, which captures all interactions between buyer characteristics and environmental

factors. These interactions capture heterogeneity in the 'l parameters, which may bias the

estimates if they are not properly accounted for. Ci represents the country in which the

respondent firm is active. Through these country dummies, we account for unobserved

heterogeneity related to possible differences in the markets respondents faced. Finally,

through the term 10'Aj, we include fixed effects for possible differences in preference

statements (see Table III.1.b). This captures possible heteroscedasticity between preference

statements: The corrections through Yo'Ci along with KNOWHOW, KNOWHOWSQ and
SUPEXP also capture the within and between subject aspect of the data at hand. 50,j is

distributed as N[0,1].

For the preference for single versus multiple sourcing, we specify:

(2)    PREFij = (as + Bs'X, + ils'Xj + gs'XiXj)*XS+(aM + BM'X; + RM'Xj + 41'Xixi)*(1-

XS)+  Ys'Ci + AS,Ai +  2 4

In equation (2) XS represents a dummy, which takes on the value 1 for the single

sourcing options (buying options 1 and 4) and the value 0 for the multiple sourcing options

(buying options  1,2,5 and 6).  Xi and Xj  have the same meaning as in equation (1). AS (resp

BA,) and 'ls (resp. /13,) are vectors that capture parameters for the impact of buyer

characteristics and environmental factors on a company's preference for single sourcing
(resp. multiple sourcing). G (resp. 0,) is a vector of parameters, which captures all

interactions between buyer characteristics and environmental factors. Ys'Ciand ls'A have the

same rationale as before. E''d, is distributed as N[0,1].
We estimate multivariate models (1) and (2) using the maximum likelihood

procedure. We then test our hypotheses using a Wald statistic for linear restrictions. In our

case, we test restrictions of the form R/7 = 0, Rtl = 0, and R&- 0, where the difference in the

estimates for the outsourcing vs. in-house system integration is tested to be significantly

different from zero (e.g., Boi - B 11 = 0; 1101 -1111=0; 40'-411=0)· We test for the difference in the

7 More specifically, since w·e include a constant a we can estimate 3 additional fixed effects, which
are in the vector A for the response scenarios for outsourcing (resp. vertical integration). By
combining this constant and the three fixed effects in the vector A, we allow for different intercepts
for all preference statements pertaining to outsourcing   and vertical integration. This allows one of the
latent cut-off points  in the ordered probit model  to be different across preference statements. Which  in
turn allows the different preference statements to have different variances, thus, in sum, allows for
heteroscedasticity in the preference statements.
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estimates for the single sourcing vs. multiple sourcing options in an analogous manner. In

general, the test can be specified as:

(3)                         W=[Rbl'{Rvar(b)R'}-'[Rbl

Ill.5.2 Results
The results of the models, as in equations 1 and 2. are depicted in Table III.3. The

results generally support the notion that considerations on the presence and transferability of

know-how and the technological environment it faces drives a buyer's preferences towards

outsourcing of system integration and single sourcing of system components. More

specifically:

•      For H l,a s predicted, the greater the tacit know-how  of the buyer  that  can  be

transferred, (a) the lower its preference for outsourcing over in-house system

integration (%2-17.67, p<.01), and (b) the lower its preference for single

sourcing over multiple sourcing (X,-8.43, p<.01)

•   For the quadratic effects as predicted in H2, we find that (a) there exists an

inverted U-shape relationship between a buyer' s preference for outsourcing

over in-house system integration (2-3.59, p<.10), and (b) there exists a

curvilinear relationship (U-shape) between a buyer's know-how and its

preference for single sourcing over multiple sourcing of system components

(%2-7.35, p<.01). Since these effects may be difficult to interpret, we included

Figure 111.3, which depicts the effects of know-how on both preferences (note

that know-how goes from -3.1 to + 1.5 since it concerns factor scores).

•  As predicted by H3, technological volatility (a) positively affects a buyer's

preferences for outsourcing over in-house system integration (%2-7.57, p<.01),

and (b) negatively affects a buyer's preferences for single sourcing over

multiple sourcing of the system components (%2-4.17, p<.05).

•   Contrary to H4, technological heterogeneity has no significant effect on either

(a) a buyer's preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration

(%2-0.23), or (b) a buyer's preference for single sourcing over multiple

sourcing of system components (X2=0.25)

•  Contrary to H5 and H6, we found no significant interaction effects between

technological uncertainty and know-how, both for buyers' preferences for

outsourcing over in-house system integration (volatility: x40.00;
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heterogeneity: x2-2.38) and for single sourcing over multiple sourcing system

components (volatility: x2-0.67; heterogeneity: X2-0.97).

As for the other variables we included, we find no significant effect of asset

specificity or the number of integrators. We find a negative effect of system importance as

expected, although it is very weak in the second model. Supplier expertise, as expected,

positively affects  both a buyer' s preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration
and single sourcing over multiple sourcing of the system components. Supplier specialization

negatively affects, as expected, a buyer's preference for single sourcing over multiple

sourcing of the system components.

As for the interaction effects between the experimental variables and company

characteristics, know-how and expertise on suppliers, we find that in the outsourcing model,

five interaction effects are significant, all related to interactions with supplier expertise. There

is a negative interaction effect between supplier expertise and tacit know-how transferability

(%2=8.36, p<.01), supplier specialization (%2-3.02, p<.10), transaction-specific assets

(x2=3.47,  p<.10), and system importance (%2-4.43, p<.05). There   is a positive interaction

effect between supplier expertise and the number of integrators there are (%2-3.91, p<.05). In

the sourcing model, there are only two weakly significant interaction effects, one positive

between know-how and supplier specialization (%2-3.18, p<.10), the other negative between

supplier expertise and transaction-specific assets (%2-3.19, p<.10). We discuss these results in

the next section.
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Variables Coefficient Coefficient Preference Hypothesis
Outsourcing In-House

(Outsourcing over in-
House)

Sign    %2 (sign. level)

Know-How
Transferability of Tad Know ledge -. 1252 .0533 -I.* 17.67(<.01) -(Hla)
(TACKNOW)
Technological know-how (KNOWHOW) -.1750 .0973 -*** 24.47 (<.01)

(Technological know-how)2 -*           3.59 (.06)
(KNOWHOWSQ)

-.0893 -.0255
n (HZa)

Technological Environment
Technological Volatility
(TECHVOL)

.0375 -.0771 +... 7.57(<.01) 1 (Hja)

Technological Heterogeneity -.0237 -.0441 +          0.23 (.63) +(H4a)
(TECHHET)
Supplier Specialization .-0206 -.0011           + 0.22(.64) N/A
(SUPPSPEC)

Other Variables
Transaction-specific Assets

.0206 -.0065 + 0.43(.51)
(TSA)
Number of integrators -.0213 .0312             -             1.60(.21)                 +
(NRINT)
System Importance -.0550 0451 -** 5.82 (.02)
(SYSIMP)
Supplier Expertise 17.96 (<.01 )-.0525 -.2310 +***                        +
(SUPEXP)

Interaction Effects
With Know-How
Know-how * Tacit know-how transferability -.0266 .0212             -             1.15(.28)
Know-how * Technological volatility .0!26 .0105 +           0.00 (.96) -(H5a)

Know-how * Technological heterogeneity .0220 -.0471 + 2.38(.12) +(H6a)
Know-how * Supplier specialization .0051 -.0218 + 0.40 (.53)

Know-how * Number of integrators -.0058 -.0094 + 0.01 (.93)
Know-how * Transaction-specific assets .0167 -.0053 + 0.27(.60)

Know-how * System importance -.0012 .0241         -        0.34(.56)

With Supplier Expertise
Supplier Expertise * Tacit know-how -.0545 0706 -*** 8.36 (<.01)
transferability
Supplier Expertise * Technological volatility -.0157 .0121        -       0.46(.50)
Supplier Expertise * Technological heterogeneity .0007 -.0206 + 0.24 (.62)

Supplier Expertise * Supplier specialization -.0428 .0289 -*         3.02 (0.08)

Supplier Expertise * Number of integrators .0396 -.0423 +I. 3.91  (0.05 )

Supplier Expertise * Transaction-specific assets -.0423 .0342 -* 3.47 (0.06)

Supplier Expertise * System importance -.0626 .0243 -.. 4.43 (0,04)

*p <.10.**p < 0.05.***p<0.01

Table  III.3a:  Preference for Outsourcing over In-House System Integration
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Variables Coefficient Coefficient Preference Hypothesis
Single Multiple

(Single over Multiple
Sourcing)

Sign    X2 (sign. level)

Know-How
Transferability of Tacit Knowledge

8.43 (<.01)-.1278 -.0013 - *** -(Hlb)(TACKNOW)
Technological Know-How ( KNOWHOW) .0459 -,0767 +** 5.04 (.02)

(Technological Know-How) U (H2b).0056 -.0855 +*** 7.35 (<.01)(KNOWHOWSQ)

Technological Environment
Technological Volatility

-.0776 .0092 -** 4.17(.04) - (H3b)(TECHVOL)
Technological Heterogeneity -.0511 -.0289          -           .25 (.62) + (H4b)(TECHHET)
Supplier Specialization -1268 .0465 -*** 16.52 (<.01) -(H7)(SUPPSPEC)

Other Variables
Transaction-specific Assets

-.0095 .0155           -           .34 (.56)(TSA)
N/A

Number of integrators
.0271 -.0064 .62 (.43)(NRINT) N/A

System Importance
-.0510 .0162               -               2.49(.Il)(SYSIMP)

Supplier Expertise -.0575 -.1854 +*** 8.71 (<.01)         +(SUPEXP)

Interaction Effects
With Know-How
Know-how * Tacit know-how transferability -.0069 -.0120 + 0.01 (.91)

Know-how * Technological volatility .0335 -.0004 + 0.67 (.41) + (H5b)
Know-how * Technological heterogeneity -.0427 .0011           -          0.97 (.32) + (H6b)
Know-how * Supplier specialization 0407 -.0334 +I 3.18(.07)
Know-how * Number of integrators .0091 -.0153 + 0.34 (.56)
Know-how * Transaction-specific assets .0282 -.0059 + 0.67 (.41)
Know-how * System importance .0209 .0069 +           0.11 (.74)

With Supplier Expertise
Supplier Expertise * Tacit know-how

-.0272 .0135          -          0.81 (.37)transferability
Supplier Expertise * Technological volatility -.0399 .0168      -      1.79(.18)
Supplier Expertise * Technological heterogeneity -.0196 -.0077           -           0.07 (.80)
Supplier Exper·tise * Supplier specialization -.0211 -,0004 - 0.24 (.63)

Supplier Expertise * Number of integrators -.0131 .0041            -           0.16 (.69)

Supplier Expertise * Transaction-specific assets -.0539 .0220 -*            3.19(.07)

Supplier Expertise * System importance -.0450 -.0067          -          0.82 (.37)

*p < .10:**p< 0.05· ***p<0.01

Table III.3.b:   Preference for Single over Multiple Sourcing
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III.6 Discussion

Ill.6.1 Theoretical Implications
This paper is the first in marketing to study the buying of modular systems. It clearly

delineates underlying dimensions of modular systems (system integration and system
components) and focuses on two particularly interesting buyer decisions, namely the
outsourcing of system integration and component purchase concentration.  In this manner. this

paper could be a first stepping-stone towards more research on the particulars of modular

systems. such as IT, telecom. and medical systems, which consume a substantial part of

today's economy.

Outsourcing decisions have received considerable attention from marketing scholars

in the past, most often in a transaction cost framework. This paper shows that in TI markets,

other factors are at play. We find that especially the presence and transferability of know-
how, together with the technological volatility buyers perceive, may determine if a company

outsources system integration or not. This framework contrasts with the institutional

economics paradigm of which focal variables receive no support (such as TSA and market

concentration). We conjecture that technology markets may be a boundary condition, in
which transaction cost theorizing is of limited value. That transaction cost theorizing is
somewhat contingent is not a new idea, but has been found in prior research (Weiss,
Anderson and Maclnnis 1999). These findings do raise  the  role of transaction costs versus

technology factors, in technology markets as a potentially fruitful area of research. For

instance, we find that buyers may prefer to do system integration in-house to safeguard their

tacit k n o w l ed ge  ( H 1 a ), rather than their transaction-specific assets.  We  also  find that buyers

react differently to technological uncertainty (H3a), as to general environmental uncertainty

in TCA theories.

And while know-how generally plays a modest, if any, role in prior vertical

integration theories, we find it has particularly interesting effects towards the outsourcing of

system integration in technology markets. We find that moderate know-how firms have a
higher preference for outsourcing system integration, as compared to both high know-how
and low know-how firms (H2a). Buyers with moderate know-how presumably are satisfied

with their present know-how base and have sufficient know-how to effectively evaluate

suppliers' performance and assimilate new knowledge. While at the same time, they have less
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positive feedback effects from using their know-how, compared to more knowledgeable

competitors. In sum. although this is only a first exploration and needs further work, we

identify technology factors that may be more pertinent drivers of outsourcing in technology

markets than TCA factors.

Purchase concentration has received surprisingly,  in view of the coverage in trade and

managerial press, little academic attention. We explore this organizational decision and find

that especially moderate know-how buyers have a low preference for single sourcing, as

compared to high and low know-how buyers. Buyers with moderate know-how are able to

discriminate between different offerings and assimilate knowledge inflow from multiple

suppliers, motivating them to mix and match system components from multiple vendors

(H2b). We also find that buyers tend to avoid single sourcing situations when they fear tacit

knowledge leakage (H lb)  and when they perceive the technological environment  to be  very

volatile (H3b) These theoretical findings may be a first exploration of the purchase

concentration construct and may stimulate future research in this area.

In contrast with our theory, we do not find any significant effects for technological

heterogeneity.  This  is not surprising in  view of the weak explanatory power of this variable in

previous studies  on TI markets (Weiss and Heide   1993). Two possible explanations arise.

The influence of technological heterogeneity may be consistent but very weak, in comparison

to variables such as technological volatility, making it more difficult to pick up in statistical

analyses. It is also conceivable that contrary effects are at play. As such, increasing

differences between alternative system configurations may increase an organization's

information processing requirements and make restricted searches inadequate (Nelson and

Winter  1982). Both outsourcing system integration and single sourcing system components

may restrict the information inflow to the buyer, which may be undesirable.

Finally, we also explored interaction effects between the environmental conditions

and buyers' know-how and supplier expertise. Our findings in this respect show a very mixed

picture. In contrast with our exploratory hypotheses H5 and H6, we cannot support that

buyers with low know-how may react differently to technological uncertainty, as compared to

buyers with high know-how. Since these interactions were posited as exploratory, the lack of

support is not that surprising. Still, in view of the focal role of know-how and technological

uncertainty in TI-markets, we would encourage further research, which examines if

knowledgeable buyers react differently to technological uncertainty, as compared to novices.

As to the other interaction effects we included, we discovered no systematic theoretical

pattern ex post, which may yield more insight into our focal phenomena.
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III.6.2 Implications for marketing management
First, we find that buyers' preferences for outsourcing system integration and single

sourcing system components are contingent upon the presence and transferability of know-
how and the technological uncertainty they perceive. This nuances the position of industry

observers that push firms towards outsourcing and single sourcing. Outsourcing and single

sourcing also yield many hazards, which are not always recognized in the trade press. Most

importantly, outsourcing and single sourcing makes tacit knowledge leakage more likely,
which for some companies, like European incumbent telecom operators is an important

argument to spread purchases among several suppliers and not to outsource. Buyer firms also
have varying degrees of know-how, which also affect their position on outsourcing and single

sourcing. In sum, this paper provides a much more nuanced perspective upon the outsourcing

and single sourcing debate as is common in the trade and managerial press.

Second, our findings may be of practical use to suppliers in TI markets, telecom in
particular. For example, our finding that buyers are concerned about tacit knowledge leakage

to suppliers when they outsource or concentrate their purchases may help suppliers to
overcome this barrier. In their positioning and communication, they may learn to deal with

buyers' concerns regarding tacit knowledge leakage.

Our finding that buyers with moderate know-how will have a higher preference to

outsource but a lower preference for single sourcing may aid suppliers in their targeting

decisions. Suppliers that seek more business in system integration - such as pure system
integrators - clearly have to target buyers with moderate know-how; while suppliers that are

strong in component technology, but do not want to integrate forward in system integration -
such as Alcatel - must especially target very knowledgeable incumbent telecom operators or

new entrants that are low in know-how. Suppliers that seek to be a single source for their
customers - such as Nortel - should also target telecom operators that are low or high, but not

moderate, in know-how.

Our findings also can guide suppliers' strategic decisions as to their objectives

towards doing system integration for their customers or being a sole source. In this respect, it

is important for suppliers to be able to assess future market trends. Although our study is

cross-sectional, it can aid in such assessment. Over time, buyers in Tl markets become more

knowledgeable and technological volatility may increase or decrease. This will affect the
potential number of buyers that prefer outsourcing of system integration or a single source for
the system components. The telecom industry for instance evolves from voice to integrated

data/voice transmission, which is an entirely different technology compared to the past. The
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transition to this new technology will bring higher technological volatility and will make the

know-how of knowledgeable buyers to a large extent obsolete. From our theoretical

framework, we can deduct that this will lead to increasing outsourcing of system integration

and multiple sourcing of system components. In other words, the increasing volatility of

telecom technology creates an opportunity for pure system integrators, which some of them

are already trying to capture. Since pure system integrators are not involved in component

manufacturing, telecom operators that want to outsource system integration may see them as

ideal partners.

III.6.3 Limitations and directions for future research

Although hypotheses tests were generally consistent with the developed theory, there

are certain limitations to this study we wish to note. First, although we assessed a conjoint

study to be the best possible method given the theoretical objectives of the study, it remains

unclear if the relationships we found will hold if tested in a retrospective study. Although we

would definitely welcome attempts to research the phenomenon in a retrospective field study

one should be conscious about the difficulty of such endeavor (see above).

Second, the sample size is rather low. We have done everything possible to increase

response rates in the chosen application field. New studies that extend on our theoretical

framework would benefit from a larger sample, through more statistical power. Although the

telecom industry is a fascinating environment in view of its rapid evolution today, time

pressure on executives is prohibitive of large-scale research studies that depend upon their

cooperation. Besides this, validation in another industry would certainly contribute to the

external validity of the theory developed.

Third, although our results yield some insights into possible dynamics in buying

behavior, it is evidently a cross-sectional study. A longitudinal or historical study that

explains dynamics in buying behavior and attitudes in TI markets would be most valuable.

On the basis of our results we would expect this to be tied to the evolution in the presence of

know-how, technological volatility, and growing supplier specialization.

Fourth. our results show strong support for the role of technological factors, such as

know-how and uncertainty. However, the transaction cost variables are low in significance.

While we posited some plausible explanations for this finding, it would be interesting to

study the role of these variables in technology markets in some more detail. In addition, this

study makes abstraction of commitment and trust in relationships, which may safeguard

knowledge transfer. Research on safeguarding mechanisms for tacit knowledge leakage

would be most valuable.
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Overall, the buying of modular systems in TI markets remains an interesting and

challenging topic. The least we hopefully have achieved is generating interest and excitement

in this phenomenon.



Chapter 4

Buying Behavior in Technology-Intensive Markets: The
Role of Embeddedness8

IV.1 Abstract

Prior research on technology-intensive (TI) markets makes abstraction  of the social

context in which transactions take place. In contrast with this prior literature, the authors

show that buyer-vendor transactions in Tl markets are relationally and structurally embedded

in an interfirm network. Their main premise is that buyers in Tl markets prefer vendors with

whom they can share a strong tie, and that in turn buyers want these vendors to share strong

ties with their component manufacturers. This is an important addition to TI literature and to

the on-going debate on the strength of ties in the sociology, management and marketing

literatures. The authors also specifically consider how characteristics focal to TI markets,

such as the know-how buyers possess or the pace of technological change they perceive.

affect the extent to which buying behavior is relationally and structurally embedded. An

empirical test in the computer network market shows good support for the developed theory.

m This chapter is based upon a paper with the same title authored by Stefan Wuyts, Stefan Stremersch,
and Philip Hans Franses. The Institute For the Study of Business Markets (Penn State University) and
the Goldschmeding Center o f Economics for Increasing Returns (Nyenrode University) generously
provided financial support for this study. Stefan Wuyts gathered the data reported in this paper.
Shantanu Dutta and Ruud Frambach provided many insightful comments on earlier versions ofthis
chapter.
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IV.2 Introduction

Technology-intensive (TI) markets  are the main drivers of the growth of our economy

and impose unique demands on market participants (Glazer   1991).   More in particular,
organizational buying behavior in TI markets yields unique challenges to marketing

knowledge (Heide and Weiss 1995; Weiss and Heide 1993). Although   this is widely
recognized. research on technology-intensive markets is scarce. Extant theory is concentrated

heavily  in the game-theoretic modeling tradition (John, Weiss and Dutta  1999)  and is clearly

under-socialized.

In contrast with this under-socialized view of TI markets, this study shows that an

important aspect of TI markets is that (1) the expected tie between buyer and vendor, and (2)

the current ties between vendor and component manufacturers determine a vendor's

attractiveness to buyers. In line with economic sociology, we say that organizational buying
behavior in TI markets is embedded.

In embedded markets, purposive economic action is embedded in systems of social

relations, both in time and structure (Granovetter 1985). Recently, a growing research stream

on embeddedness has begun to develop in marketing (Frenzen and Davis 1990; Murry and

Heide 1998; Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001; Wathne, Biong and Heide   2001),    in

management (Ahuja 2000; Gulati and Gargiulo 1999; Hansen 1999; Powell, Koput   and

Smith-Doerr 1996, Rowley, Behrens and Krackhardt  2000)  and in sociology (DiMaggio  and
Louch 1998; Granovetter  1973 and  1985;  Raub and Weesie  1990; Romo and Schwartz  1995;

Uzzi 1997).

If history or future expectations of the relationship influence the actor's present and

future behavior or status, we say that the actor's behavior or status is relationally embedded

(Gulati 1998). Buyer behavior is relationally embedded  when the relationship the buyer

expects to have with his vendor will affect his preferences to buy from that vendor. In

marketing literature, relational embeddedness has received scattered attention since its

introduction by Bonoma and Zaltman    ( 1978). The resulting literature on relational

embeddedness shows similarities with paradigms such as the political economy paradigm

(Achrol,  Reve and Stern 1983; Amdt 1983, Dwyer and Welsh 1985; Stern  and  Reve  1980)

and the relationship marketing paradigm (Anderson and Weitz 1989. Dwyer, Schurr and Oh

1987;    Levitt    1983). More specifically, prior marketing literature examined relational

embeddedness in consumers' purchasing behavior (Frenzen and Davis 1990), channels
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(Murry and Heide 1998: Wathne, Biong and Heide    2001), and horizontal alliances

(Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001).

lf the network structure influences the actor's present and future behavior or status,
we say that the actor's behavior or status is structurally embedded (Cohen, Robinson and

Edwards 1967). Buyer behavior is structurally embedded when the relationships between the

vendor and component manufacturers affect a buyer's preferences for that vendor.

Surprisingly, structural embeddedness received far less attention than relational

embeddedness (Anderson, HAkansson and Johanson  1994). To the best of our knowledge, no

prior research in marketing has integrated relational and structural embeddedness in a single

theoretical framework.

But why are TI markets both relationally and structurally embedded? TI markets are

knowledge-intensive environments. Knowledge turns monolithic products into systems,

composed of distinct components often manufactured by a set of different component
manufacturers (John, Weiss and Dutta   1999).   At  the  same time, knowledge bases  in  Tl

markets have a high turnover rate, since rapid technological change makes present knowledge

bases obsolete (Capon and Glazer   1987).   As a result, knowledge transfer in interfirm

networks is a key objective for companies in TI markets, for both vendors and buyers (Glazer

1991; John, Weiss and Dutta 1999). Prior literature has emphasized the role of embeddedness

in knowledge transfer (Gulati 1998; Hansen 1999).

The focal debate in the embeddedness literature is on the optimality of strong versus

weak ties. The strength of a tie is the frequency and closeness with which two organizations

interact (Granovetter 1973; Hansen  1999). The mainstream thought embeddedness literature

seems to bear is that weak ties are preferable to strong ties in complex environments

(Granovetter 1973; Rowley, Behrens and Krackhardt 2000). In contrast, our study argues and

shows that buyers prefer strong ties to weak ties in Tl markets, which are complex

environments by definition.

The central premise of our study is that buyers prefer strong ties for the focal

relationship with their vendor as well as for the third ties this vendor has with component

manlifacturers. This central premise is grounded in the importance of knowledge transfer in

buyer-vendor relationships in TI markets. We also examine how factors that are focal to

technology literature,  such as the buyers' know-how and the perceived pace of technological

change affect our strength of ties argument. Consequently, this study makes the following

contributions:
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( 1) We argue and show that Tl markets are embedded. We also examine how factors that are

focal to Tl markets, such as the know-how buyers possess and the pace of technological

change they perceive, influence the effects of embeddedness.

(2) We combine relational and structural embeddedness, while most prior research in

marketing only studied relational embeddedness.

(3) We show that buyers in Tl markets prefer strong focal and third ties, while prior research

in management and sociology has especially emphasized the benefits of weak ties.

This study also has important managerial implications for vendors in Tl markets. We

show that vendors should look beyond the focal dyad with buyers. They should develop a

comprehensive network perspective that includes the nature of their relationships with

component manufacturers. We also show that vendors should try to develop strong ties with

their customers as well as with component manufacturers. In this manner, they add the most

value to buyers in that they optimize knowledge transfer to the buyer. Our study also has

implications towards vendors' targeting and positioning decisions. We show that depending

upon buyers' know-how and the pace of technological change they perceive, buyers will have

different preferences towards the relational and structural embeddedness ofthe vendor.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. The following section develops the

conceptual background of the study and the research hypotheses. The third section presents

the research design, the methods employed to gather and analyze the data, and the results of

the data analysis. The fourth section discusses the empirical findings, the limitations of our

study, and the implications towards future research and managerial practice.

IV.3 Conceptual Background

The predominant role of knowledge transfer in TI markets effectively transforms

buyer-seller exchanges into transactions for knowledge (John, Weiss and Dutta 1999. Teece

1988). Considerations on knowledge transfer thus determine buying behavior and attitudes to

a large extent. The way in which an actor is embedded in a larger network will determine his

success in managing such knowledge transfer ( Hansen  1999).

Several authors have also raised knowledge search as an important construct in

assessing a firm's embeddedness   in a network (Hansen 1999; Rowley, Behrens   and

Krackhardt 2000). Through search, companies can locate and identify attractive knowledge

bases. Once the firm has located and identified attractive knowledge bases it can target

knowledge transfer in a later stage (Hansen 1999). Although we recognize that this can be a

useful activity for a vendor in his own right. knowledge search by the vendor has no
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immediate benefits to the buyer. This conforms to the premise that knowledge search has no

value for a single transaction, unless it is immediately tied to knowledge transfer in that

transaction itself (Granovetter 1973).9 This reasoning further underlines the focal   role  of

knowledge transfer in exchanges in TI markets.

Prior literature argues that embeddedness plays a key role in understanding

knowledge and information flows between organizations (Burt 1992; Granovetter  1985). The

study of the role of embeddedness in knowledge transfer considers tie strength to be the key

construct (Granovetter 1973; Hansen 1999; Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). We build upon
theories on interfirm knowledge transfer to combine relational and structural embeddedness

in a comprehensive theory.

Further, we argue that the extent to which buying behavior is relationally and

structurally embedded is contingent upon three main factors. First, a buyer's direct access to

knowledge bases that reside with component manufacturers makes indirect knowledge

transfer through the vendor more beneficial.  If the buyer has little  or no direct access to  such

knowledge bases, the vendor performs the role of go-between, and thus spans a structural

hole  in the buyer's network (Burt  1992).  The  fact that the vendor spans a structural  hole  in

the buyer's network alters the benefits from knowledge transfer.

Second, a buyer's know-how determines his absorptive capacity. or his ability to

recognize, assimilate and apply new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1990) Buyers with
sufficient know-how benefit more from knowledge transfer than buyers that lack know-how.

Thus the buyer's level of know-how affects his preference for the embeddedness of a vendor.

Third, also the pace  of technological change a buyer perceives will affect the benefits

the buyer derives from the knowledge transfer in the network. Rapid technological change

makes information more time-sensitive (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt   1988).   This  has   two

predominant effects. On the one hand, it will necessitate speedier and more frequent

knowledge transfer to stay abreast of technological change.  On the other hand, a higher pace

of technological change will reduce the value of the knowledge transferred in view of its

rapid obsolescence.

In sum, we expect that a buyer's direct access to knowledge bases. his current know-

how, and his perceived pace of technological change alter his preferences towards the

relational and structural embeddedness of a vendor.

" In this respect, note that we focus upon the preferences a buyer develops towards a particular
vendor, rather than the inclusion of that vendor in a consideration set (also see Heide and Weiss
1995)
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IV.3.1 Relational Embeddedness

Relational embeddedness, as measured by the strength of the focal buyer-vendor tie is

a focal determinant of buying behavior in Tl markets, in view of its role in knowledge

transfer.  In TI markets, knowledge is often highly complex (John, Weiss and Dutta  1999). Tie

strength is especially important when it concerns the transfer of such complex knowledge,

while knowledge that is not complex can easily be transferred regardless of the strength of

the tie (Polanyi 1966).

Knowledge complexity has two dimensions, that is, the extent to which knowledge is

tacit   and the extent to which knowledge is dependent (Hansen   1999).   In Tl markets,

knowledge is often both tacit (John, Weiss and Dutta  1999) and dependent (Teece  1986).
"Tacit knowledge is knowledge "that cannot be explicated fully even by an expert

(Polanyi 1966). Tacit knowledge  thus   has  a low level of codifiability (Winter   1987).

Exchange parties may find it difficult to contract over the transfer of tacit knowledge before

that transfer has actually occurred. By definition, contracts on tacit knowledge cannot be

written since the knowledge to be transferred cannot be codified. This raises the possibility

that the exchange partner behaves opportunistically and does not fully deliver his end of the

bargain. Dutta and Weiss (1997) show that firms structure their relations in specific ways to

overcome these tradability problems.

The second dimension of knowledge complexity is whether the knowledge is

independent or rather an element  of a  set of interdependent components (Teece   1986).  We

have argued before that monolithic products get transformed into systems in TI markets

(John,  Weiss and Dutta   1999). This implies interdependence of knowledge  in TI markets.

Terminals in a computer network function in conjunction with communication devices, with

other terminals and with the server. Hence, decisions regarding terminals have to be based on

knowledge concerning communication devices and the server.

In case knowledge is more tacit and dependent, knowledge transfer requires more

frequent interaction (Hansen  1999). Such interaction results in relationship-specific heuristics

(Uzzi 1997). These heuristics   in turn facilitate the process of assimilating complex

knowledge for the buyer (Polanyi 1966).

The closeness of the interaction determines the willingness of the vendor to spend

more  effort in accurately  articulating the tacit knowledge (Granovetter  1982).  It also makes

the vendor more available to assist the buyer in assimilating the interdependent knowledge

components residing with component manufacturers. In line with these theoretical arguments,

we expect that buyers prefer a strong focal tie with their vendor to a weak focal tie.
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This is in line with previous research by Hansen (1999) and Uzzi (1997). Hansen

( 1999)     finds    that new product development teams    that have strong     ties with other

organizational subunits  are more effective   if knowledge is complex.   Uzzi   ( 1997) finds  that

there is more exchange of tacit knowledge in close relationships as compared to arm's length

transactions.

Hl:   Buyers  in Tl markets prefer a strong focal tie to a weak focal tie with their
vendor.

IV.3.2 Structural Embeddedness

The buyer will not only decide on the strength of the focal tie with a vendor. A

vendor's attractiveness to buyers is also a function of the strength of third ties, that is, the

strength    of the vendor' s    ties to component manufacturers (Anderson, Hhkansson    and

Johanson 1994). Knowledge bases and other resources in TI markets often reside in different

firms (Kogut 2000; Teece 1992). Third  ties to component manufacturers can provide  a

valuable access to these different knowledge bases in an industry (Anderson, HAkansson and

Johanson 1994).

Successfully accessing these knowledge bases in Tl markets goes beyond merely

retaining a large number of third ties. Indeed, firms must be able to effectively transfer tacit

and dependent knowledge across these ties (Powell, Koput and Smith-Doerr   1996).   If the

vendor has strong third ties, the buyer will find it easier to mobilize tacit and dependent

knowledge present in the entire network, compared to a situation in which these ties are

weak. Component manufacturers will be more willing (Granovetter  1982),  and able, through

relation-specific  heuristics (Uzzi  1997), to share knowledge with the vendor. The buyer will

therefore mobilize the industry's knowledge sources more easily through the vendor if the

vendor has strong ties with component manufacturers.

In sum, strong third ties are beneficial to the buyer since they indirectly enlarge the

accessible base of tacit and dependent knowledge. This idea is consistent with previous

research. Gulati and Gargiulo (1999) and Gulati, Nohria and Zaheer (2000) contend that

strong third ties provide a firm with a unique opportunity to tap into an industry's resources.

We hypothesize:

H2: Buyers in TI markets prefer strong third ties between vendor and component
manufacturers to weak third ties between vendor and component manufacturers.
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In addition, we may expect a buyer's preference for third tie strength to interact with

focal tie strength. While it is common to prior marketing literature on buying behavior to

isolate dyadic interaction from the surrounding relationships, we argue that the relationship

between buyer and vendor serves as an indirect link with knowledge bases that reside with

component manufacturers.

Vendors in knowledge-intensive environments become more attractive as they occupy

a more central  role  in the interfirm network (Gulati and Gargiulo  1999). More specifically

vendors' ability to assimilate fine-grained information from component manufacturers

enhances their attractiveness towards buyers. As argued before, in TI markets such transfer

requires strong third ties. However, a vendor's third ties and their resources determine what is

achieved in the focal relationship between buyer and vendor (Anderson, Hakansson and

Johanson 1994). Vendors' access to the knowledge bases of component manufacturers makes

a strong focal tie with such vendors more attractive to the buyer.

We hypothesize:

H3: Buyers in Ti markets prefer a stronger focal tie when third ties are strong,
compared to when third ties are weak.

IV.3.3 Direct access

We argued that the buyer benefits, through knowledge transfer, from a strong focal tie

with the vendor and strong third ties between the vendor and component manufacturers. The

buyerrnay have direct access to the knowledge bases of component manufacturers, in

addition to the indirect access he has through the vendor. Direct access to the knowledge

bases of component manufacturers refers to the number of strong ties the buyer has with

component manufacturers (Ahuja 2000). The number of strong ties with component

manufacturers will affect a buyer' s preference  for a strong focal  tie  and for strong third  ties.

I f the buyer lacks direct access to the knowledge bases of component manufacturers,

then there is a structural hole between  buyer and  component  manufacturers  (Burt  1992).  In

this case, the vendor that fills the structural hole performs the structural role of go-between,

indirectly linking the two through third ties. This provides the vendor with brokerage

opportunities, in that he derives information and control benefits from his structural position

(Burt  1992).  Information  benefits encompass More access to different information flows and

early access to new  information  (Burt  1992  and  1997;  Hargadon  and Sutton  1997).  Control

benefits imply that the vendor has a say in whose interests are served and can play demands

of buyer and component manufacturers against one another (Burt 1997). These information
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and control benefits of the vendor allow the vendor to claim a larger part of the quasi-rents of

the transaction.

Socialization through close relationships serves as a hedge against potential

opportunistic exploitation of information and control benefits (Rowley, Behrens and

Krackhardt 2000: Walker, Kogut  and  Shan 1997). Firms in close relationships can deploy
tactics that promote goal convergence, which makes them less vulnerable to potential

opportunism (Wathne and Heide  1999).

As such. socialization may reduce the vendor's tendency to distort information and to

play demands of buyer and component manufacturers against one another. Therefore, buyers

that lack direct access may prefer a stronger focal tie, as they are more susceptible to the

vendor's opportunistic behavior.

H#a: The less direct access to component manufacturers buyers in TI markets have,
the more they prefer a strong focal tie.

Under hypothesis 2, we argued that buyers prefer strong third ties to be able to access

knowledge bases that reside with the component manufacturers. However, in case buyers do

not have direct access to these knowledge bases, strong third ties bear two risks.

First, when a buyer has no direct access, the knowledge from component

manufacturers that he indirectly receives through the vendor is not verifiable. At the same

time. the vendor has an incentive to manipulate and even 'bias' information to the buyer

(Burt  1997). By manipulating the  knowledge he transfers from component manufacturers to

the buyer. he can better exploit his position as broker (Burt  1997). Thus, the accuracy of the

knowledge that the buyer accesses through third ties is uncertain if the buyer is unable to

verify this knowledge directly.

Specifically in the computer network market, Violino and Caldwell (1998) mention

the objective and truthful representation of information by computer network vendors as a

primary concern among buyers. Feldman and March (1981) emphasize precision and

reliability of information as focal determinants of its value. The unreliability and potential
imprecision of the knowledge transferred constrain the benefits a buyer derives from indirect

knowledge transfer through third ties, and subsequently his preference for strong third ties.

Second, vendors that link otherwise unconnected buyers and component

manufacturers have more control over whose interests will be served in the transaction at

hand (Afuah 2000; Burt 1997).  If the vendor maintains close relationships with component

manufacturers, there is a higher possibility that vendor and component manufacturers would

collude against the buyer. Such behavior would impede accurate knowledge transfer to the
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buyer, which would reduce the benefits that result from strong third ties. Lack of direct

access to component manufacturers may therefore lower a buyer's preference for strong third

ties. Hence, we hypothesize:

H4b: The less direct access to component manufacturers buyers in TI markets have,
the less they prefer strong third ties.

IV.3.4 Know-How

Know-how is a prime asset in Tl markets (Glazer 1991). Know-how refers to

scientific knowledge applied to useful purposes (Quinn, Baruch and Zien  1997).  The know-
how buyers possess will affect the benefits they receive from strong focal and third ties.

First of all, a firm's know-how determines its absorptive capacity, that is, the ability

to recognize, assimilate and apply new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal 1994). The more
knowledgeable buyers are, the better they can assimilate new knowledge (Cohen and
Levinthal 1990). Prior know-how increases both the ability to memorize new knowledge and

the ability to use new knowledge. The main reason is that assimilation of new knowledge

occurs in processes of associative learning (Bower and Hilgard 1981). Therefore,   more

knowledgeable buyers will be more able to assimilate the (complex) knowledge transfer

gained through stronger ties, focal as well as third ties.

In addition, more knowledgeable buyers will have a stronger motivation to acquire

new knowledge through strong focal and third ties. More knowledgeable buyers have

stronger feedback effects from acquiring new knowledge. These positive feedback effects

enhance the increasing returns on the knowledge transfer achieved through strong ties (Arthur

1990). Strong third ties also provide an organization with a sense of belonging to a larger

information-processing network, which is imperative to knowledgeable buyers in TI markets

(Glazer 1991). In sum, we hypothesize:

H5: The more know-how buyers in TI markets have, the more they prefer (a) a strong
focal tie and (b) strong third ties.

IV.3.5 Pace of Technological Change
Knowledge bases in technology-intensive markets are subject to frequent change

(John,  Weiss and Dutta  1999).  The  pace of technological change refers to the rate at which

computer networks and their features are changing (Weiss and Heide  1993).

Essential to the pace of technological change is that it creates uncertainty (Aldrich

1979). Rapid technological change makes knowledge more time-sensitive. It determines the

extent to which knowledge in a given period looses its value in subsequent periods (Glazer
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and  Weiss 1993; Moorman and Miner  1997).  This  has two effects. First, a rapid  pace  of

change may destroy a buyer's competences (Tushman and Nelson  1990). This enhances  the

value of knowledge transfer for the buyer, who needs to cope with the rapid obsolescence of

his own knowledge base. Second, as knowledge grows obsolete more quickly, speedy

transfer of knowledge is imperative (Weiss and Heide  1993). The knowledge gained today is

of less value tomorrow.

As we have argued before, strong ties enhance speedy knowledge transfer. In view of

the higher motivation related to a stronger tie, buyers are able to access more knowledge at an

earlier time  (Uzzi   1997).  Note  that  this is consistent with previous technology literature.  For

instance, Heide and Weiss (1995) find that in turbulent environments, buyers are more likely

to choose existing vendors - with whom they have stronger ties by definition - over new

vendors.

1n sum, we hypothesize:

H6:  The more rapid buyers in TI markets perceive the pace of technological change to
be, the more they prefer (a) a strong focal tie and (b) strong third ties.

We also argued before that buyers are solely dependent on the vendor for accurate

information when they do not have direct access to component manufacturers. This

dependency leads to control and information benefits which the vendor may exploit to the

disadvantage  of the buyer (Burt  1992). We hypothesized  that the buyer may react by seeking

a stronger focal tie (H4a) with his vendor, while seeking weaker third ties with component

manufacturers (H4b), as compared to situations in which the buyer has direct access to

component manufacturers.

A rapid pace of technological change will strengthen the effects hypothesized  in  H4a

and H4b. At the level of the focal tie, the lack of direct access creates an opportunity for a

vendor to exploit his information and control benefits. Actions that the vendor undertakes to

this end may slow down a buyer's reaction to technological changes (Mintzberg, Raisinghani

and Theoret 1976). Reaction speed to technological change is a major determinant of success

in turbulent environments (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988) Hence, we expect the negative

relationship between direct access and preference for a strong focal tie to grow more negative

when pace of technological change is higher.

At the level of the third ties, we argued that vendor and component manufacturers

may collude more easily against the buyer through strong third ties in case the buyer has no

direct access. A rapid pace of technological change will further enable such collusion. High
volatility makes future outcomes unpredictable and in that sense creates problems in writing
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contracts. In essence, contracts will always be incomplete in important respects in turbulent

markets (Klein, Frazier   and   Roth    1990).   For this reason, we expect   that the positive

relationship between direct access and preference for strong third ties is stronger when pace

of technological change is  high.

An additional argument towards both focal and third ties relates to the accuracy of

knowledge provided by the vendor. As we argued before, lack of direct access may entice

opportunistic behavior by the vendor in the sense that he might distort or bias knowledge.

The vendor's opportunities to distort or bias knowledge grow larger in technologically

volatile environments. A rapid pace of technological change makes it difficult for a buyer to
evaluate information (Sutton, Eisenhardt and Jucker 1986). Direct access to component
manufacturers may bring relief for the buyer, as this second source of knowledge will help in

evaluating the knowledge provided by the vendor. In sum, we hypothesize:

H7: The more rapid buyers in TI markets perceive the pace oftechnological change to
be, (a) the stronger is the negative effect of direct access on the buyer's preference for a
strong focal tie. and
(b) the stronger is the positive effect of direct access on the buyer's preference for strong third
ties.

IV.3.6 Other variables

In our model we included three other variables that are related to embeddedness.

However, since their effects are theoretically straightforward, we did not develop any formal

hypotheses. These variables are the valence of the focal and third ties and the number of third

ties.

IV.3.6.1 Valence

Valence in interfirm exchanges refers to a continuum from cooperative (positive

valence) to competitive (negative valence), in accordance with Wish (1976) and Iacobucci

and Ostrom (1996). We can best describe negative valence as the intrinsic motivation of
exchange parties to behave opportunistically. Positive valence refers to the absence of this

motivation due to the presence of trust between the exchange parties.

Trust enhances the effectiveness of cooperation in interfirm exchanges (Bucklin and

Sengupta 1993). Prior studies have provided ample evidence of increased failure probability
when exchange parties are competitors in other markets  (Park & Russo 1996). Cooperation
between competitors often results in learning races that hamper effective knowledge transfer

(Baum, Calabrese and Silverman 2000).  On the basis of this literature, we expect that buyers

will be less able to source knowledge from the vendor and from his component manufacturers
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if focal and third ties are negative in valence, as compared to a situation in which these ties

are positive in valence. Thus, buyers will prefer a focal tie and third ties that are positive in

valence to a focal tie and third ties that are negative in valence.

IV.3.6.2 Number of Third Ties
In prior studies, researchers have been unable to disentangle the number of third ties

and the strength of third   ties (for examples, see Hansen 1999; Rowley, Behrens   and

Krackhardt 2000). Although strong third ties require more time investment, this does not

necessarily imply that vendors with strong third ties have less third ties than vendors with

weak third ties. Avoiding the potentially confounding effect of the number of third ties and

the strength of third ties is of prime importance for a clear understanding of the underlying

theory. Joining both constructs into one and the same Construct obscures a clear theory

underlying the strength-of-ties phenomenon.

As argued above, third ties provide vendors with access to knowledge bases that

reside with component manufacturers. The more third ties the vendor has, the more

opportunities he has to diversify his knowledge on the market of components. Therefore, we

expect that buyers prefer a vendor with many third ties to a vendor with few third ties.

IV.4 Methodology

The next subsection discusses the research design. The second subsection presents the

data collection. The third subsection discusses the development of the questionnaire. The

fourth subsection describes the measures we used in this study. The final subsection discusses

the method we used to test our hypotheses and presents our findings.

IV.4.1 Research Design
We tested the hypotheses described in the previous section with a conjoint design. We

preferred a conjoint design to several alternative research designs - of which a retrospective

field study is the most obvious - for distinct reasons.

First, buyers may have difficulties in identifying weak third ties, since by definition

parties with weak ties are only connected to a limited extent (Granovetter  1973). A research

design in which we would ask the buyer to characterize a vendor's third ties would suffer

from a bias favoring strong third ties. Such bias would invalidate the research design as a test

for the developed theory on structural embeddedness.

Second, the nature of relationships changes over time. Actors may perceive

relationships differently at different times (Anderson, Hdkansson and Johanson  1994).  We
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want to assess the influence of ex ante relationship perceptions on buyers' preferences. A

retrospective study - in which we would ask respondents ex post about their relationship

perceptions and their according preferences - would introduce severe biases.

Third, pre-tests showed that respondents found the conjoint tasks to be very realistic.

Customers are regularly approached by vendors and are used to make assessments of a

vendor's characteristics. Our conjoint task was designed to describe the situation in which a
buyer is being approached by a vendor and must develop its preferences based upon the

embeddedness  of that vendor.

In sum, we assessed a conjoint experiment as the most appropriate research design.

Organizational researchers have emphasized the usefulness of such experimental methods

before (Dutta  and  John 1995; Sutcliffe and Zaheer 1998), conjoint analysis in particular

(Murry and Heide 1998; Wathne, Biong and Heide 2001).

IV.4.2 Sampling and Data Collection
The sampling frame for this study was a database containing detailed information on

officially registered companies. We randomly selected 1750 medium-sized firms from  four

different industries based on the industry code.

In a second stage, we contacted these firms by telephone, for four reasons: to (1)
check if the firm met our selection criteria; (2) identify a key informant within a selected

firm; (3) request participation;    and (4) check the mailing address.    We only selected

respondent firms that either recently bought a computer network or that would be interested

in buying one. We imposed selection criteria on the key respondent within the company, that

is, the key respondent had to be (1) experienced and knowledgeable on the phenomenon

under study; and (2) able and willing to participate (Campbell 1955).

The final sample consisted of 745 (43%) firms that met our selection criteria. All key

informants received a questionnaire consisting of the conjoint experiment and additional

questions. We provided several incentives to enhance the response rate. First, we included a

letter supporting the study, signed by the director of a large association for medium-sized and

small enterprises. Second, we promised to deliver a benchmark instrument to respondents,

which allowed them to compare their IT-investment policy with the policies of their

competitors. Third, we promised to donate $5 to charity - cancer research - for each
completed questionnaire. Fourth, we mailed reminders. containing a second copy of the
questionnaire, three weeks after we sent out the original questionnaire.

Of the 745 firms we contacted, 189 returned completed questionnaires, for a response

rate  of 25.4%. This response rate compares favorably with response rates previously reported
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in the literature in this field of research. We deleted the questionnaires of eight respondents

since they did not meet our key informant selection criteria, in that they were inexperienced

and not knowledgeable on the decision under study. We deleted twenty additional

questionnaires since they provided incomplete information on focal theoretical variables.

Table IV. 1 describes our sample in some more detail.

Average turn-over 1999 (in USD) 30,820,000 [645,000 ; 730,000,000]

Average profit 1999 (in USD) 2,105,000 [- 975,000 ; 36,000,000]

Average number of employees 118 [3 ; 485]

Average number of employees in IT 7[0;110]

Yearly investment in computer network 90,773 [0 ; 1,590,000]

% o f respondents in industrial services                                                  50

% o f respondents in food production                                                       10

% of respondents in machine production                                              20

% o f respondents in transport                                                                     20

Table IV. 1: Sample characteristics

To assess the possibility of non-response bias in our data, we compared early and late

respondents following the procedures suggested by Armstrong and Overton (1977). We

defined "early" respondents as respondents that returned the questionnaire before we sent out

the reminder. We defined "late" respondents as respondents that returned the questionnaire

after we sent out the reminder. We found no differences between "early" and "late"

respondents on firm characteristics such as size, know-how, profitability, and revenues.

Defining the first 75% of our respondents as "early" and the last 25% as "late" also did not

yield significant differences between "early" and "late" respondents. Thus, non-response bias

in our data does not seem to be a substantial problem.

IV.4.3 Development of Questionnaire
We developed a questionnaire that included sixteen full profile conjoint tasks of five

factors with two levels each. The conjoint design was an orthogonal half fraction of a 25 full

factorial design that allowed for estimation of all main effects and two-way interaction effects

(p. 42, Louviere  1988). In the conjoint task, we asked respondents to rate their preferences for

a vendor characterized by the manipulated attributes on a 7-point scale going from very low
preference to very high preference. We preferred ratings to rankings or choices since they are

more time efficient for respondents and easier to administer through mail (Green and
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Srinivasan   1978).   The  use of ratings  is also fairly common in marketing research (Leigh,

MacKay and Summers 1984).

Evaluating five factors in a full profile scenario is within the boundaries of a

respondent's cognitive ability (Green and Srinivasan 1978). By restricting the nunnber of

levels to two for each factor, we avoided an important problem in conjoint - the number-of-

attribute-levels problem (Currim, Weinberg and Wittink 1981; Wittink, Krishnamurthi  and

Reibstein  1989). The pre-tests showed that respondents did not suffer from cognitive or task

overload when confronted with sixteen full profile scenarios.

The questionnaire also included other measurement scales on constructs such as direct

access, know-how, and pace of technological change.

To initially develop the conjoint scenarios and scales in the questionnaire, we

consulted the academic and management literature. We conducted on-site interviews with

three vendors, three customers and three component manufacturers. Each interview lasted

about two hours. We also visited approximately 75 websites of vendors. Using this procedure

we were able to develop realistic conjoint profiles, in the terminology of the respondent.

We pre-tested the questionnaire in personal interviews with five customers. On the

basis of these interviews we slightly revised the conjoint scenarios. We also provided a

clearer explanation of the conjoint factors employed.  In this stage, we also decided to provide
respondents with an example profile. We adopted minor changes in the measurement scales.

In a third stage, we conducted a pilot study. We mailed 400 questionnaires and
received 35 completed questionnaires without any additional response-enhancing incentives.

The pilot study generally confirmed the validity of our measures and indicated support for

our initial hypotheses. Based on the pilot study, we fine-tuned scale measures. We also

further clarified the conjoint experiment. Finally, as mentioned before, we developed several

incentives to increase the response rate.

IV.4.4 Measures

This section contains the conjoint factors and the measures for the non-manipulated

variables. The five factors that constituted the conjoint task are presented in Table IV.2. The

five factors are the structural and relational embeddedness variables identified in the theory

section. Note that in line with industry terminology, we refer to computer network vendors as

system integrators and to component manufacturers as hardware and software manufacturers.
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1. Focal tie +1: This system integrator will cooperate very intensively and very
strength frequently with your company.
(STRl)

-1: This system integrator will cooperate less intensively and less
frequently with your company.

2. Focal tie +1: Your company's relationship with this system integrator will be rather

valence cooperative.
(VALl)

1:
Your company's relationship with this system integrator will be rather
competitive.

3. Third tie +1: This system integrator cooperates very intensively and very frequently
strength with his hardware and software manufacturers.
(STR2)

1:
This system integrator cooperates less intensively and less frequently
with his hardware and software manufacturers.

4. Third tie +1: This system integrator's relationships with hardware and software
valence manufacturers are rather cooperative.
(VAL2)

1:
This system integrator's relationships with hardware and software
manufacturers are rather competitive.

5. Number of     +1: This system integrator cooperates with a large number of hardware and
third ties software manufacturers.
(NR)

1:
This system integrator cooperates with a small number of hardware and
software manufacturers.

Table IV.2. Conjoint Factors and Levels

The   strength   of the focal tie factor   (STR 1) varied in terms of whether the system

integrator would cooperate very or less intensively and frequently with the buyer (Hansen

1999). The valence of the focal tie factor (VAL 1) varied in terms of whether the relationship

of the system integrator with the buyer would be rather cooperative or rather competitive

(Wish 1976; Iacobucci and Ostrom  1996). The strength of third ties factor (STR2) varied  in

terms of whether the system integrator cooperates very or less intensively and frequently with

hardware and software manufacturers. The valence of third ties factor (VAL2) varied in terms

of whether the system integrator has a rather cooperative or rather competitive relationship

with hardware and software manufacturers. The number of third ties factor (NR) varied in

terms of whether the system integrator has relationships with a large or a small number of

hardware and software manufacturers.

A complete list of the scales used to measure the non-experimental factors is

presented in the Appendix. It concerns direct access, pace of technological change, and
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know-how. Our measurement for direct access (ACCESS) relied on previous research by
Ahuja (2000). The measure is the number of strong ties a buyer has with hardware and

software manufacturers. Our measurement for pace of technological change (PACE) relied on

previous research by Heide and Weiss (1995). This scale measures buyer's perceptions of the
extent to which particular dimensions of the computer network market, such as workstations,

servers, operating system, and application software were changing. The reliability of this
scale (alpha    =    0.90)    is high (Nunnally    1978). Our measurement for know-how

(KNOWHOW) relied on previous research by Ohanian (1990) and Netemeyer and Bearden

(1992). This scale measures the extent to which a buyer is knowledgeable, competent, expert,

trained and experienced on computer networks. The reliability of this scale (alpha = 0.75) is

satisfactory (Nunnally  1978)

IV.4.5 Test of Hypotheses
To test our hypotheses, we developed an ordered probit model. Preference ratings are

closer to ordinal- than interval-scaled measures (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Wittink,
Krishnamurthi and Reibstein 1989). Therefore, we considered  it more appropriate to model

buyers' preferences using an ordered probit structure, which accounts for the ordered nature

of preference ratings (Greene 2000).

We used an effects coding scheme to represent the two levels of the five factors (see

Table IV.2). We coded the first level as +1 and the second level as -1. We defined two-way

interactions by multiplicative cross-product terms between relevant factors (Green and

DeSarbo  1979). We regressed the three-way interaction term of direct access, technological

pace and tie strength on its three main variables and three two-way interaction terms. We

inserted the corresponding residual series in the ordered probit models to measure the impact

of the three-way interaction effects. By adopting this procedure. we are certain that the

variance explained by the three-way interaction terms is unrelated to the individual main

effects and two-way interactions.

The likelihood ratio statistic of the model shows high fit (LR-stat: 759.17).  This chi-

squared distributed statistic  with 18 degrees of freedom is highly significant  (prob.   <

0.0000001). Thus. the model explains sufficient variance overall to justify examining the

individual effects.
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Variable Estimated Std Error Expected Sign Hypothesis
Coefficient

STRl .338 *** .025                      +                         H l

STR-2 .194*** .025                    +                       H2

STR1*STR2 043** .020         +           H3
STR 1*ACCESS -.033** .014          -           H4a

STR-2*ACCESS .028** .014                    +                      H4b

STRl *KNOWHOW ,069*** .021                                             HSa

STR2*KNOWHOW .014 .021                                        HSb

STRl *PACE .013 .021                                             H6a

STR2*PACE -.032 .021                                        H6b
STRl *ACCESS*PACE -.028* .017                    -                      H7a
STR2*ACCESS*PACE .033** .017                  +                    H7b

VALl .419*** .021          +           Other

VAL2 .146*** .020                  +                   Other

NR .084*** .020           +           Other

KNOWHOW -.029 .021 Control

ACCESS .020 .015 Control

PACE .037 .026 Control

ACCESS*PACE .004 .017 Control

**':p< 0.01: **·p<005:*:p< 0.1
Table IT.3: Model Results

The results are presented in Table IV.3, where we abstain from the estimation results

of the threshold parameters. We find that buyers significantly prefer vendors with a strong

focal tie and strong third ties to vendors with weak ties (BSTRI = 0.338, p < 0.01; BSTR2 =

0.194, p < 0.01). This supports Hl and H2.
As hypothesized under   H3,    we    find a significant and positive interaction effect

between focal tie strength and third tie strength ( STRI 'STR2 * 0·043, p < 0.05)

The interaction of direct access and tie strength is significant and negative at the level

of the focal tie (BSTRI•ACC = -0.033, p < 0.05), while it is significant but positive at the level of

the third ties (BsTR2•Acc = 0.028, p < 0.05). This supports our prediction that buyers who lack

direct access to component manufacturers prefer to have a stronger tie with the vendor, while

they prefer weaker third ties (H4), as compared to buyers who have such direct access.

The  interaction  of a buyer' s know-how  and tie strength is significant and positive  at

the level of the focal tie ( STRIIKNOWHOW = 0.069, p < 0.01), but insignificant at the level of

the third ties (BsTR2•KNowHow = 0.014, p - 0.52). The results thus only partially support our

hypotheses under H5.

Contrary to our predictions under H6, we find no support for the existence of an

interaction effect between pace of technological change and tie strength (1 STRI'PACE - 0·013,

p = 0.53; BSTIC•PACE = -0·032, p = 0.13).
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We do find a significant and negative three-way interaction effect between direct

access, pace of technological change, and focal tie strength as hypothesized under H7a

(BSTRI*ACCESS.PACE - -0·028, p < 0.1). We find a significant and positive three-way interaction

effect between direct access, pace of technological change, and third tie strength as

hypothesized under H7b (BsTR,•AccEss·pAcf = 0.033, p < 0.05). The pace of technological

change does not seem to have a direct effect on tie strength, but rather it strengthens the

interaction effects of direct access with tie strength.

Regarding the effects of valence and number of third ties, we found the effects we

expected. We found buyers to prefer a relationship with their vendor that is positive in

valence (BVALI - 0·419, p < 0.01). We also found that buyers prefer the vendor to have

relationships with component manufacturers that are positive in valence (BvAL, - 0.146, p <

0.01). Finally, we found that buyers prefer vendors with many third ties to component

manufacturers to vendors with few third ties to component manufacturers (BNR - 0.084, p <

0.01).

Note that we included the other variables depicted in Table IV.3 for control purposes.

IV.5 Discussion

IV.5.1 Theoretical Implications
Our results lead to four main theoretical conclusions. First, TI markets are embedded.

We found that the expected buyer-vendor interaction and the network structure the vendor is

embedded in, affect a buyer's preferences towards a particular vendor. More specifically, we

found that expectations on the strength and valence of buyer-vendor interaction significantly

influence a buyer's preferences for a vendor. We also found that a vendor's network

structure, as measured by the strength, valence and number of third ties a vendor has with

component manufacturers, significantly influences a buyer's preference for a vendor. These

findings support our notion that Tl markets are embedded and thus that many theories on Tl

markets are under-socialized.

Second, we highlighted the importance of structural embeddedness as complementary
to  relational  embeddedness. The significant effects of third tie variables on buyers'

preferences are a clear indication that studying buyer-vendor interaction merely dyadically
leads to an incomplete understanding of the embeddedness of relationships. We also found

that the strength of third ties interacts with the strength of the focal tie (H3). This means that
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studies that isolate relational embeddedness from structural embeddedness may not only

provide an incomplete picture, but may also suffer from omitted variable bias.

Third, we found that buyers prefer strong to weak focal and third ties  (H 1  and  H2).

This finding contrasts with recent management literature that posits that suppliers may benefit

from weak ties to their partners in turbulent and knowledge-intensive environments.

Granovetter (1973) argued that weak ties connect an actor with nonredundant knowledge

bases, which lead to the belief that in turbulent and knowledge-intensive markets weak ties

outperform strong ties (Rowley, Behrens and Krackhardt 2000). From the perspective of a

buyer in TI markets, weak ties do not provide access to knowledge since the buyer is not able

to source complex knowledge through  such  weak ties (Hansen 1999). Although  weak  ties

may eventually transform into strong ones, this process takes much time (Hansen  1999).  The

potential transformation of weak into strong ties thus may be of limited value to a buyer

deciding on an individual purchase. Thus, buyers are not likely to derive any value from

weak ties.

Fourth, although buyers in our sample prefer strong to weak focal and third ties at all

times, we did find that a buyer's direct access and know-how, together with the pace of

technological change he perceives. affect a buyer's preferred tie strength.

We found that a buyer that lacks direct access prefers a stronger focal tie with the

vendor and weaker third ties of the vendor with component manufacturers, compared to a

buyer that has direct access to component manufacturers (H4). These results support our

theoretical argument that is grounded in structural holes theory.

We also found that buyers with more know-how prefer a stronger focal tie with the

vendor, compared to buyers with less know-how (H5a). This finding supports our argument

that buyers with more know-how have the absorptive capacity needed for successfully

assimilating new knowledge and are more eager to access new knowledge bases in the

industry. We did not find support for the hypothesis that they would also have a higher

preference for strong third ties (H5b).

Somewhat surprisingly, we found no support for our hypotheses that buyers

perceiving a higher pace of technological change would prefer a stronger focal (H6a) and

stronger third ties (H6b), compared to buyers who perceived a lower pace of technological

change. This is surprising in view of prior literature that emphasizes the link between the

pace of technological change and the need for new information (Tushman and Nelson  1990;

Weiss and Heide 1993). However, in addition to the effects we hypothesized, contrary effects

may be at play. In high velocity environments, firms benefit from more comprehensive
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knowledge (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt   1988). Too strong ties, however. may endanger  the

comprehensiveness    of the knowledge the buyer receives    (Uzzi 1997). Therefore,    a

paradoxical picture emerges. On the one hand, buyers prefer rapid access to new knowledge,

for which strong ties are beneficial. On the other hand, strong ties may endanger the

comprehensiveness of the knowledge received. These two effects may cancel out. However,

further research is needed to understand these unexpected results.

Finally, we find support for the three-way interaction we hypothesized between direct

access, pace of technological change and tie strength (H7). Buyers that lack direct access to

component manufacturers prefer a strong focal tie and weak third ties, and these effects are

strengthened under conditions of a high pace of technological change. Under high pace of

technological change, reaction speed is more important, the future is less predictable and

knowledge accuracy is more difficult to assess, enhancing the risk for the vendor's

opportunistic behavior.

IV.5.2 Managerial Implications
The present study has many relevant managerial implications. Recognizing that social

factors influence buying behavior in TI markets and acting accordingly may significantly
alter a firm's performance. More specifically, our study has the following implications for
vendors in TI markets.

First, vendors should look beyond the dyad with the buyer and should develop strong

ties with component manufacturers. We find that a vendor with strong ties to component

manufacturers will have more success in attracting buyers, as compared to a vendor with

weak ties to component manufacturers. Vendors should also emphasize their strong third ties

in their communication.

We find that the network structure of a vendor influences the relationship a customer

is seeking. Buyers will prefer stronger ties with vendors that have strong ties with component

manufacturers. Therefore, vendors that invest more in the development of strong ties with

component manufacturers will find buyers more willing to develop a strong focal tie.

Second, our findings regarding the interaction effects we hypothesized, help a

company in making its targeting decisions. For instance, a company with weak third ties may

better target buyers that have little direct access to component manufacturers. Buyers with

little direct access have no way of verifying the accuracy and truthfulness of the vendors'

knowledge, and they may feel as if the vendor and component manufacturers collude against

him. Such buyers may prefer a vendor with somewhat weaker third ties. In case the buyer has

no direct access, vendors also need to prove their good intentions by other means, such as
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maintaining close interaction with the buyer or possibly building a reputation as a trustworthy

exchange partner. For buyers that perceive the pace of technological change to be high, the

effect of direct access becomes even more substantial.

Third, weak third ties require less time investment as compared to strong third ties,

and therefore vendors may need to consider a trade-off between many weak or few strong

third ties. Our results show that buyers care more about third tie strength than about the

number of third ties. Thus, from a commercial perspective, it may be better for a vendor to

develop a few strong third ties rather than many weak third ties if he is faced with such a

trade-off.

IV.5.3 Limitations and Future Research Directions

The results and implications drawn from this study should be viewed in the light of

the research method employed. The research method we chose to test the developed theory

suffers from several limitations.

Prior research has argued that experiments suffer from a lack of external validity. Do

respondents' preferences   in an experimental setting reflect their company's attitudes   and

behavior in real-life settings? We have several indications that our data may not suffer

substantially from a lack of external validity. First, our pre-tests revealed that respondents

regarded the conjoint task to be very realistic.

Second, we also explored the external validity of our data using additional

information provided by respondents. 73 of our respondents named the computer network

vendor they recently contracted. We visited each of these vendors' websites and registered

whether they explicitly communicated their relationships with component manufacturers (1)

on their homepage, (2) in their company description, or (3) in a direct link from the
homepage. We studied whether this communication of third ties was associated with the

importance the corresponding respondents attached to third tie characteristics in the

experimental condition. We found that this association was significant (p < 0.05) and

positive. Though exploratory, these results make us confident that our experimental study

may not substantially suffer from a lack of external validity. Anyhow, we feel that the

literature may benefit from a field study on this phenomenon. However, researchers

embarking upon such research effort should consider the potential problems - as we
mentioned earlier - related to such endeavor.

Another limitation of our study is that we focus on buying behavior in one single

market. We would welcome research on high tech products other than computer networks

that may generalize our findings.
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Overall, the embeddedness of TI markets remains challenging. Although our study

undoubtedly suffers from shortcomings, we hope that the least we have achieved is

generating interest in this particular area of research. We also hope that future research will

further our knowledge on this phenomenon.

IV.6 APPENDIX: Scale Measures

IV.6.1 Direct Access to Component Manufacturers
With how many hardware and software component manufacturers does your company have
weekly contact?

IV.6.2 Know-How on Computer Network
(Cronbach Alpha 0.90)

We measured this construct using a seven-point scale consisting of five items.

Concerning the characteristics  of computer networks, would you consider your company to

be   (1)   not   at all knowledgeable   - very knowledgeable;   (2)   not   at all competent   -   very

competent; (3) not at all expert - highly expert; (4) not at all trained - very well trained; (5)

not at all experienced - very experienced.

IV.6.3 Pace of Technological Change
(Cronbach Alpha 0.75)

We measured this construct on a seven-point scale consisting of five items. We

anchored the scale by No changes taking place and Frequent changes taking place (Heide

and Weiss 1995):

1.     The nature of workstations for computer networks.

2.    The nature of servers for computer networks.

3.    The nature of Network Operating Systems.

4.    The nature of application software.

5.    The nature of network technology in general.
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Does It Really Take Two To Tango? Modeling Indirect
Network Effects in Hardware and Software Growth 10

V.1 Abstract

Indirect network effects refer to the increasing expected utility of hardware as

availability of software increases. This phenomenon is important because it often involves

industry indecision about investing in hardware and software and frequent calls for

government intervention. The debate often revolves around which comes first, takeoff in

hardware sales or takeoff in software availability. The marketing literature has mostly

overlooked the role of indirect network effects in new product growth. Although the
economic literature analyzes indirect network effects theoretically, it suffers from three

limitations. First, it does not study variations in indirect network effects over time. Second, it

does not provide a clear answer on the question "which comes first, takeoff in software

availability or takeoff in hardware sales?" Third, it rarely includes a formal empirical

validation of the phenomenon, or econometric models to do so. The authors of this study

address these limitations. They propose a multivariate regime-switching model that

incorporates indirect network effects, formally estimates the point of takeoff in both hardware

sales and software availability, and allows for variation in indirect network effects over the

life cycle. The model is estimated on newly gathered archival data on consumer electronics.

The results indicate that hardware sales generally take off before software availability takes

off. The authors also find that indirect network effects are negligible in the introduction stage,

but positive and highly significant in the growth stage of the product life cycle. The proposed

regime-switching model is rich and performs better than several rival models. The paper has

important managerial and policy implications.

10 This chapter is based upon a paper with the same title authored by Stefan Stremersch, Gerard J.
Tellis and Philip Hans Franses, which is presently under review. The Goldschmeding Center of
Economics for Increasing Returns (Nyenrode University) generously provided financial support for
this study. Henk Speijer (Marketing Intelligence, Philips Consumer Electronics), Derek Baine (Paul
Kagan Associates) and Peter N. Golder (New York University) delivered part of the data on which
this study is based.
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V.2 Introduction

"A familiar  high-tech variation  on an age-old comindrum  is stalling acceptance  of the much-heralded computer.storage
medium  known  as  D 1,-D-ROM:   Which  comes  fi,·31.  alfordahle  hardware  or a wealth  of software?  The  installed  base  or  the
content providers? David Pescovitz in: The Los Angeles Times, July 21,1997.

Television sets. CD players. DVD players. The functionality of each of these products
to the end-user depends crucially upon the available content or software for them. Television

sets are of no use without broadcasting. CD players only become an attractive purchase if an
abundant range  of new albums is released  on  CD.  And  what can one do with a DVD player i f
the major movie studios only release their movies on videotape?

Formally, economists say that products such as TVs, CD players and DVD players

display indirect network effects. This term refers to the increasing expected utility of the
hardware as availability of software  increases  (Economides  1996).  We  need  to  distinguish

this term from the more commonly used term of direct network effects. Direct network
effects occur when the expected utility of hardware increases directly with the number of
other users. Examples of such products are the telephone, fax, and E-mail (Shapiro and

Varian  1999).

We use the term hardware to refer to the primary durable product, such as a TV, a
CD player and a DVD player. We use the term software for the durable or non-durable

product that complements the primary hardware, such as programming (TV), Compact Discs

(CD player), and DVD movies (DVD player). We define software availability as the number

of software items available for a particular hardware at a given point in time, such as the

number of broadcasting channels or number of hours broadcasted (TV), number of CD

releases (CD player) and the number of DVD releases (DVD player).
Indirect network effects are of prime interest to marketers because they create

interdependence between the growth in hardware sales of and software availability for a new

product (Gupta,  Jain and Sawhney 1999). Economists have credited indirect network effects

as being the main driver for the failure or the success of a new technology (Ducey and Fratrik

1989; Postrel 1990). Examples of such failures are Quadraphonic sound and the Videodisc,

while examples of such successes are the CD Player and Color Television.

Explaining how indirect network effects play out over the life cycle enriches our

understanding of the failure or success of a new technology. Current models of new product

growth do not capture indirect network effects satisfactorily. As a result, companies in

network markets do not have the appropriate decision-support tools to understand the growth

of their new products. Improving upon the existing models  is a valuable step towards a better

understanding of the dynamics of network markets.
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In developing the theory on the role of indirect network effects in new product

growth, we build on prior literature in economics and marketing. Economic research on

indirect network effects has occurred primarily in the last two decades and has been mostly

theoretical. lt has focused on (1) coordination between software and hardware industries

(Church and Gandal 1993a; Economides and Salop 1992; Farrell and Shapiro   1992);  (2)

standardization (Church and Gandal 1992: Economides  1989;  Katz and Shapiro  1985,  1986,

1992 and 1994) and (3) buyers' technology adoption decisions (Church and Gandal 1992;

Katz and Shapiro  1986 and  1994).

Our review of this literature suggests that many important issues remain unclear. First,

economists argue that new technologies undergo a chicken-and-egg problem that can stall

mass acceptance of a new technology (Church and Gandal  1992). They argue that hardware

sales cannot take off without the availability of software, while software providers may balk

at providing software for a new (hardware) product that has not taken off. While economists

have developed analytical models to study optimal coordination mechanisms between the

hardware and software industry to minimize this problem, they have not provided a clear

answer on the eventual outcome. Specifically, they do not answer the question, which comes

first, takeoff in hardware sales or takeoff in software availability?

For example, on analyzing Color Television, Ducey and Fratrik (1989, p. 68)
conclude, "...audiences had a limited incentive to purchase color television sets until there

was a fair amount of color programming available to them from local television stations. On

the other hand, program distributors... saw their incentive  to pay for a relatively expensive

upgrade to color moderated somewhat by the rate of audience acceptance of color sets".

Other researchers speculate on a leading role of software availability, "as soon as

programming became widely available, household penetration of color TVs took off rapidly"

(Gupta, Jain and Sawhney  1999, p. 412-413). A resolution of this chicken-and-egg problem

may signal to managers and stock market analysts whether and when to invest in hardware or

software.

Second, although economists usually emphasize the mutual dependence between

hardware sales and software availability in the first years of a new technology, they have not

studied variations in indirect network effects over time. As illustrated in the opening quote, in

the first years of a new technology, a continuous debate rages between hardware

manufacturers and software providers, often involving public policy makers (e.g. FCC,
standards organizations), as to causes of sluggish sales, appropriate remedies, and appropriate

levels of investments by providers of hardware and software. For example, hardware
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manufacturers generally call for government intervention to promote higher software

availability. Software providers resist such involvement by pointing to the low sales of

hardware and suggest greater investments by hardware providers. Testing the strength and

direction of the role of indirect network effects, and allowing for variations over time, may

throw light on this controversy and provide guidelines for managers and public policy

makers.

Third, while economists casually cite examples of indirect network effects, they have

rarely carried out a formal empirical validation of the phenomenon or provided econometric

models  to do so (Gandal 1995; Gandal, Kende and Rob 2000). Validation of the phenomenon

is important for managers and public policy makers (e.g. FCC). Some recent case studies

raise doubts about the strength of network effects or the related theory of path dependence

(Liebowitz and Margolis   1999). Thus formal empirical models and estimation  are  very

relevant.

Marketing researchers have rarely addressed the role of indirect network effects in the

growth of new products. This is remarkable since they have covered the role of direct

network effects extensively (e.g. Brynjolfson and Kemerer 1996; Majumdar     and

Venkataraman   1998;   Xie and Sirbu 1995). Marketing researchers  also  have not modeled

growth in software availability itself' t. Models of diffusion and takeoff currently do not allow

for indirect network effects12 (see Mahajan, Muller and  Bass  1990,  for a review of diffusion

models).

One notable exception is a study by Gupta, Jain and Sawhney (1999). They do a
conjoint study in which consumers choose whether to adopt or not to adopt new hardware, on

the basis of both hardware (such as price) and software attributes (such as the amount of

available software). While their model is useful for predicting demand as a function of

product attributes, it suffers from a few limitations, some of which the authors themselves

indicate. First, the authors use an experiment to estimate demand. So they cannot address the

interdependencies of software and hardware in real markets. Second, they do not allow for

the interdependence between hardware and software to vary over the different stages of the

" Note that we model growth in software availability, not growth in software sales or software
diffusion (Givon, Mahajan and Muller 1995)
u Note that contingent diffusion models (e.g. Bayus 1987, Peterson and Mahajan 1978) model the
growth of unit sales of complementary products. This is different from modeling indirect network
effects (which the respective authors never claim to model), where the influence of the availability of
a complement (software) on (hardware) unit sales is modeled. Also note that while analogical
diffusion models (Bayus  1993) can provide sales forecasts for a new product in network markets, by
using the known sales history of another product in network markets, it does not estimate indirect
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life cycle. Third, they do not answer the question "which comes first, takeoff in software

availability or takeoff in hardware sales?" Fourth, they apply their model to one single

market, Digital Television.

In the light of this review, our study contributes to the literature in three  ways.

•  First, we propose a theory about the role of indirect network effects in new product
growth, that addresses the influence of software availability on hardware sales and vice
versa. The theory leads to specific hypotheses on the variation of this influence over the
life cycle and to a resolution of the chicken-and-egg problem, of which comes first.
takeoff in hardware sales or software availability.

•  Second, we propose a new econometric model to test this theory of indirect network
effects. Most prior research relies on analytical models and foregoes any econometric
analysis of the phenomenon in real markets. We compare the new model's fit and
prediction to several alternative models. Our econometric model provides practitioners
and academics with a valuable tool to understand the evolution of hardware sales and
software availability in network markets.

•  Third, we model hardware sales and software availability using new data on several

consumer electronics, such as Compact Disc player, Laser Disc player, CD-ROM, Black
and White Television, and Color Television.  Most of these data have not been used in the
literature before because collecting these data involves great effort and time. Analyses of
these markets provide a fresh view of their evolution.

The second section of the paper develops our theory of indirect network effects. The

third section proposes our econometric model. The fourth section explains the data. The fifth

section explains the model estimation and presents the results. We conclude by discussing the

results, the implications and limitations of our study and present avenues for further research.

V.3  The  Role of Indirect Network Effects in New Product Growth

Figure 1 graphically presents the role of indirect network effects in new product

growth, following our theory. Our theory on the role of indirect network effects consists of

three distinct, but interrelated components (see Figure V. 1). The first component (A in Figure

V. 1), addresses the question of whether and how software availability influences hardware

sales. A second component (B in Figure V. 1) deals with the drivers of software availability,

especially incorporating the role of hardware. A third component (C in Figure  V. 1), addresses

the order of takeoff in hardware sales and software availability. it attempts to answer the key

question: Which takes offfirst, software availability or hardware sales?

Takeoff is the point of transition from the introduction to the growth stage in a

growth curve and  is a critical event  in the growth of a new product or technology (Golder and

Tellis 1997). Sales  of a new product grow  300 to 400% around takeoff, which often signals

network effects itself. Also the researcher has to be able to identify such an analog product
beforehand, which is difficult.
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the future success of the new product. To study the role of indirect network effects in new

product growth, we use takeoff as a focal concept for several reasons.
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Figure V.1  Growth of Hardware Unit Sales  and Software Availability

First, network economists argue that there is a threshold in software production that is

required in the long run for a viable product category (Church and Gandal 1992). Takeoff is

such a threshold that signals the potential mass acceptance of the new product and its ultimate

success. Expectations on mass acceptance of new hardware are core to the theory of indirect

network effects (Katz and Shapiro  1994).
"Second, prior research in sociology of networks posits the concept of -critical  mass

to collective action (Granovetter 1978; Markus 1990: Marwell, Oliver and Prahl   1988:

Oliver,  Marwell and Teixeira 1985). Sociologists refer to the idea that some threshold of

participants or action has to be crossed before a social movement. such as a riot, "explodes"

into being. 1n treating takeoff as a focal concept, we consider it to be such a threshold that

marks the birth of collective action towards mass acceptance of the new product. Whether
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this event has taken place or not will affect the role of indirect network effects in new product

growth.

Third, strong evidence in the marketing literature indicates that marketing parameters

differ over stages  of the life cycle (Parker 1992). These differences occur primarily because

of the different types of consumers that enter at each stage,  such as innovators, early adopters,

early majority, late majority, and laggards ( Rogers   1995). In particular, Golder and Tellis

(1997) found that takeoff occurs at about 2-2.5% of penetration, which represents Rogers'

first 2.5% of innovators. These innovators may react differently to hardware and software

compared to the early adopters or early majority. As a result, the interdependence of

hardware and software may vary over the life cycle.

In sum, these reasons support takeoff as a focal concept in our study of the role of

indirect network effects in new product growth. Below, we discuss each component of our
theory in detail and formulate testable hypotheses.

V.3.1 The Effect of Software Availability on Hardware Sales

As we argued above, in some applications hardware is of no use without software. A

TV is of no use without broadcasting and a CD player is of no use without Compact Discs.

This intuitive understanding makes the theory of indirect network effects appealing. This

theory argues that with an increase in the size of the network, more software becomes

available, which in turn  leads to a further increase in the  size of the network.

Software availability for a new technology affects the consumer's utility of the system

(Church and Gandal  1992). The increasing number of software titles opens up a wider array

of consumption experiences. For instance,  in the early days of the Compact Disc technology,

the number of CD titles available to consumers was quite small. Many new releases were

only available on vinyl records while all CD releases were also available on vinyl records.

This shortage severely restrained the utility of a Compact Disc Player. The provision of

additional software has a positive influence on the utility of the new product and increases  its

benefit to consumers. The increase in benefit draws ever more consumers to adopt the new

product (Rogers  1995). This interdependence leads  to the basic premise of indirect network

effects that boosting the availability of software increases hardware sales (Farrell and Saloner

1985; Gupta, Jain and Sawhney 1999).

Do indirect network effects hold equally strongly at all stages of the life cycle of a

new product? In particular, do they hold during the introductory stage? The dominant view

today among academics and practitioners is that indirect network effects are very strong in

the very first years  of a new product or technology (Gupta,  Jain, and Sawhney 1999), before
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the product has taken off. Indeed a strong belief among industry observers is that slow growth

in available software in the first years after a new product's introduction can lead to sluggish

growth in hardware sales and may even cause the failure of many new products.

Industry analysts offer the above explanation for the demise of the quadraphonic

audio (Postrel 1990). Similarly, shortly after the introduction of the Digital Video Disc
(DVD) player and especially Digital Television (DTV). many industry observers blamed the

movie and broadcasting industries, respectively, for their slow adoption of digital technology.

In line with these conclusions, public opinion cried out for government intervention to

stimulate adoption of the new technology by software providers in order to ensure growth of
hardware sales and success of these new media.

However, counter to this popular intuition, We posit that indirect network effects have

a much weaker influence in the first years of a new technology than later on in the product

life cycle. The key reason is that consumers who enter the market in the introduction stage -

the innovators - have different characteristics from later adopters that enter in the growth

stage (Golder and Tellis 1997; Rogers  1995). We expect that innovators, in contrast to later

adopters, will not be significantly influenced by software availability in their new product

adoption decision, for two main reasons.

First, software availability is a risk factor to a consumer. If the new product does not

capture a substantial installed base, software providers will refrain from providing additional

software and eventually the hardware manufacturers will retreat, saddling the consumer with

a useless product. However, people that enter the market at different times have very different

risk attitudes.

1nnovators are better able to deal with and are less concerned about risk (Robertson,

Zielinski and Ward  1984).  They are venturesome (Rogers  1995) and have a desire to be rash,

daring, and risky. Innovators also seek novelty (Hirschman  1980). They posses an internal

drive or motivating force for novel stimuli. Innovators are also more optimistic about risk

factors compared to later adopters (Rogers  1995).  Thus, for all these reasons, we expect that

innovators are much less concerned with software availability than are later adopters.

Second, software makes the functionality of the innovation comprehensible to the

consumer. When software is relatively sparse, consumers need to imagine future uses of the

new product. Innovators are better  able to comprehend  a new product's functionality  even

without a wide array of software for it. Innovators are more creative and are better able to

abstract (Hirschman 1980; Rogers 1995). Innovators  also more easily comprehend  a  new
product's functionality, since they tend to be more educated and intelligent than later adopters
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(Robertson, Zielinski  and  Ward 1984; Rogers   1995). In addition, innovators  have a richer

collection of other technology products  than later adopters (Gauvin and Sinha   1993).  From

their experiences with these products they can make analogies about the new product more

easily. Thus, we expect that innovators do not need abundant software to assess a product's

functionality.
Since innovators enter the market before takeoff, software availability is not likely to

be a major factor in hardware sales before takeoff On the other hand, since later adopters,

who enter the market after takeoff, are much more likely to be influenced by software

availability in their adoption decision, software availability is likely to have a strong and

positive influence on hardware sales after takeoff.

In sum, we hypothesize:

Hi:  Before the takeoff of hardware sales, hardware sales are independent of software
availability. After the takeoff of hardware sales, software availability has a significant and
positive influence on hardware sales.

We refer to the effect of software availability on hardware sales as the use network
effect.

V.3.2 Determinants of Software Availability
Software availability is the outcome of software companies' provision decisions.

Typically the creation of software involves large development costs that are many orders of

magnitude larger than the marginal cost of production (Church and Gandal 1993b; John,

Weiss and Dutta   1999).   Thus,   for  each new hardware technology. the software industry

incurs substantial costs in gearing up to provide software for that particular technology. For

example, Farrell and Shapiro (1992) calculate that a switch from analog to digital

broadcasting would cost a local TV station anywhere between $5 million and $12 million,

while local TV stations are acquired for a median price of $25 million. For quadraphonic

audio, producing records required far more expensive studio time than conventional

technologies, such as stereo. Producers, mixers, and artists had to make decisions about

where to locate performers and microphones in the studio and how to mix down many

recorded tracks into four channels (Postrel 1990).

However, in the first years of a new technology - before hardware takeoff - it is not

clear to software providers whether new hardware will find mass acceptance among

consumers or fail completely. Software providers face a huge risk in investing in a new
technology early if they have to abandon a new technology before they have recovered their

fixed development costs (Whang  1992).
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Faced with this uncertainty in the introduction stage of the new product, software

firms model their software provision decisions after the decisions of other software firms.

They perceive each other as faced with a similar situation, inducing imitative behavior

(Majumdar and Venkataraman 1998). Imitative behavior is generally assumed to economize

on the costs of decision-making in a world of uncertainty (DiMaggio and Powell 1983;

Jensen  1982). The early presence of other software providers  in the market,  may also signal
an attractive market to other software providers, who consequently enter (Kim, Bridges and

Srivastava 1999). Porter (1980) argues that imitation   may   be an optimal strategy   for   a

company when faced with substantial uncertainty on factors such as future market size.

As a result, before the takeoff in hardware sales, software provision follows its own

momentum, powered by imitative behavior. In this stage, hardware sales will not be an
important determinant of software availability, since in this stage, the evolution of hardware

sales will not yield much information that is of interest to software providers. Growth is

sluggish at levels below a penetration of 2.5 % (Golder and Tellis 1997; Rogers  1995). In this
respect, the evolution of hardware sales does not yield any information on the possible mass

acceptance of the new product.

Historical market evidence strongly supports this view. In the first years of the CD-

ROM market, software providers followed Microsoft that championed the adoption of the

CD-ROM among software providers. Although Bill Gates was not sure yet of the benefits the

CD-ROM would provide to the software industry, he was willing to bet $200 million on it
just  to  find out (Stross 1996). Under Bill Gates' personal direction, Microsoft invested

substantial resources in composing a list of attractive multimedia titles for the CD-ROM,
which was updated weekly ("The Vanilla Top Twenty"), developing CD-ROM titles in a

specialized "CD Consumer Group" unit and acquiring other CD-ROM software providers. It
also worked with a group of industry representatives from Sony, Philips, Digital, and Apple
to accelerate the establishment of a single standard. Finally, Microsoft also organized the first

conferences on the CD-ROM technology and its opportunities. Other software providers that

followed Microsoft's lead were primarily driven by the strong vision of Bill Gates on CD-

ROM and not by early consumer adoption of the hardware, which was sluggish for many

years.

In the Compact Disc market, Sony's record division, CBS/Sony Records, delivered

the first 50 CD titles, under explicit directions to take the lead from Sony's CEO (Nathan

1999). Similarly, visionary musicians like Herbert Von Karajan and Herbie Hancock

embraced the CD very early and created a chain reaction among fellow musicians. Although
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the Compact Disc found substantial resistance among record labels and artists, the decision to

provide new CD titles in the introduction stage of the new technology was made quite

independently of hardware sales.

Finally, the FCC has typically been a strong force in the provision of broadcasting for

new hardware (Ducey and Fratrik  1989). The early provision of broadcasting for new media

has been more influenced by FCC directives and the provision decisions of competitors,

rather than incremental evolution in early sales of TV sets.

On the other hand, a software provider's decision calculus undergoes a dramatic

change once hardware sales take off. After that, software providers catch a glimpse of the

mass market (Moore, Johnson and Kippola  1998) and uncertainty regarding the new medium

fades. increasingly, software providers meticulously follow hardware sales to tailor their

software offering to a growing market. Just as hardware manufacturers start building capacity

to meet the demands of a growing market (Golder and Tellis  1997), the takeoff of hardware

sales signals software providers to tailor their capacity to the growing sales of hardware. We

hypothesize:

H2 Before the takeoff of hardware sales, software availability is independent of
hardware sales. After the takeoff of hardware sales, hardware sales have a significant and
positive influence on software availability.

We refer to the effect of hardware sales on software availability as the base network
effect.

V.3.3 Which Comes First, the Takeoff in Hardware Sales or the Takeoff in Software
Availability?

Although the economic debate on the related chicken-and-egg problem has examined

underlying coordination problems, it has not resulted in a clear answer to this question. Some

authors have expressed the view that software availability takes off before hardware sales

take off. Church and Gandal (1992) for instance state that software availability has to cross a

threshold before hardware sales can take off.

From an investment perspective though, one would argue the opposite. The adoption

of a new technology promises future revenue growth and profitability to the hardware

industry. Hardware manufacturers also spent a substantial amount of money on research and

development (R&D) before any marketing plans get drafted. Introducing the new hardware

can recover some of this investment in R&D. Thus, hardware manufacturers generally have

high stakes in the new technology as of its introduction.

In contrast, in the early years of a new technology, it is much less clear what the

benefits are towards the software industry. The future mass acceptance of the product and
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thus the future profitability of software provision for the new technology is highly uncertain.

Also software providers do not yet have a vested interest in the new technology. For instance,

while faced with huge costs to switch from analog to digital broadcasting, the benefits for a

TV  station of going digital  are  far from clear (Farrell and Shapiro 1992). Broadcasters  will

not be able to charge more for advertising, while American consumers are not expected to

watch more TV than the current 7-hour average. In addition, before hardware sales of digital

TV sets have taken off, penetration will be very low, between 0.5-2%. At such low
penetration, digital broadcasters will have little market share to gain from analog

broadcasters, since only very few viewers are equipped with digital TV sets. Similar

calculations can be done for other technologies. Also in the case of the Compact Disc or

Quadraphonic Sound, the benefits for the recording industry were far from clear at the onset

of the technology, while the costs to provide titles   were huge (Nathan 1999).13   In   sum,

software providers generally have a low stake in the new technology.

In view of the much higher stakes of hardware manufacturers compared to software

providers, we expect hardware manufacturers to invest more heavily in the promotion of the

medium (through advertising, distribution intensity, and price) than software providers in

increasing software availability. This asymmetry would support the notion that software

providers will only invest heavily in software availability after hardware sales have taken off,

when the mass market is looming. Thus, takeoff in software availability would only occur

after takeoff in hardware sales.

Our reasoning is consistent with sociological theories on collective action, especially
the effect of the heterogeneity of interests on the outcome of collective action.  In case the

interests of the hardware manufacturers are bigger than those of the software providers, the

hardware manufacturers will be the drivers behind the collective action supporting the

medium. Olson (1965) terms this phenomenon "the exploitation of the great by the small".

The party with a high interest - such as hardware manufacturers - will participate in every

action targeted towards mass acceptance, while those with a small interest - the software

providers - will participate less or not at all and will take a free ride (Oliver, Marwell and

Teixeira 1985).

Further support comes from casual observation on industry practices. Often the

relative advantage of a new technology remains unclear to other market participants - such as

software providers - until the point of takeoff, after which they can glimpse the mass market

I 3 Note that, while the introduction ofthe Compact Disc eventually led to an increase in the total
market size, the recording industry did not expect such an effect to take place.
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(Moore, Johnson and Kippola  1998).  The fact that software providers cannot see a substantial

relative advantage during the introduction stage will temper their rate of adoption and create a

very sluggish growth in software availability.

In sum, we expect the takeoff in hardware sales to lead the takeoff in software

availability. However, this asymmetry does not preclude the takeoff in software availability

from closely following that in hardware sales. Theories on collective action for instance argue

that close ties will enable mobilization of resources (Granovetter 1973; Marwell, Oliver and

Prahl  1988: Snow, Zurcher and Eckland-Olson 1980) Hardware manufacturers and software

providers can develop close ties through diverse means, such as vertical integration (e.g. the

takeover of CBS/Sony Records by Sony) and joint promotion (e.g. the Philips DVD

Entertainment Group). Government can also directly intervene to promote or force

coordination between the hardware and software industry (e.g. the US Federal

Communications Committee) Hardware manufacturers with close ties to software providers

will find it much easier to mobilize the software industry to provide software for new

products, compared to when they do not have close ties. Based upon our theoretical

arguments above, we hypothesize:

H3: The takeoff in hardware sales leads the takeoff in software availability.

V.4 Modeling Indirect Network Effects

To parsimoniously and comprehensively capture our theory of indirect network

effects, a suitable econometric model should ideally have the following properties:

•  Provide an estimate for the time-to-takeoff of both hardware sales and software
availability.

•  Allow for the influence of multiple explanatory variables on both the sales of
hardware and the availability of software, including interdependence between these
two temporal processes.

•    Allow for differences in parameter estimates of the explanatory variables before and
after takeoff.

•  Not place a heavy burden upon the amount of data needed for estimation. This
condition would ensure the easy applicability of the model given the paucity of the
data in this area.
We propose a multivariate regime-switching model that seems ideally suited to

estimate indirect network effects, according to these criteria.

V.4.1 Multivariate Regime-Switching Model for Indirect Network Effects

Models that allow for state-dependent or regime-switching behavior have recently

become popular  in time series applications (Terasvirta 1994) Although regime-switching

models have not been used in marketing and management science, they have been applied
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before in macroeconomics to study business cycles (Granger and Teriisvirta 1993; Terdsvirta

and Anderson 1992), consumption (Jansen and Terasvirta 1996), money demand (Lutkepohl,

Terasvirta and Wolters  1998), and GDP  (Kim and Nelson  1999).

Following our theoretical exposition, we model both hardware sales and software

availability as a function of two regimes, the introductory and growth stages of each of their

respective life cycles. Further, we model hardware sales, y,,as a function of (1) a constant;  (2)

past hardware sales, and (3) software availability, thus:

Y,  = (ah.1  + (i,ty,-1  +... + (i.py,-p + A.)·r,-1 +... + /4.,tx,-q)(1 -G(s,; 4,, r,))
(1)

+ Cal'.1 + Yh.ly, -1 4- ··· -1- Yh.py,-p + *2.125-1 + ... + /12.,t:r,_4)G(s, ;4-,, T,) + e;

We model software availability, x, as a function of (1) a constant; (2) past software

availability; and (3) hardware sales as follows:

x,  =(a,.1  + 8,ix,_1  +... + A.,x,_„ + BE.ly,-1  +... + 1191....Y,_„)(1 -G(s,;4-,.r,))
(2)

+ (a,,2 + 7'.lx,_1 + ... + y,I, X,_,  + fl.ty,-1 + ··· + /9...Yi.. )G(s,; 4., T,) + E;';

where  a,  d M A  and yrepresent vectors of structural parameters to be estimated;

G(.) is a transition function, with takeoff parameters & and  r, to be estimated, which

we will discuss in detail below;

t=1, . . . T i s a n index for time;
p, q, v, and w are indices for the time lag in the explanatory variables;

8
1 and E; are error terms.

We assume the errors follow a time-series process, with zero mean, constant

conditional variance, unpredictable by their own past and by any other variable (white noise

process). We also assume that the errors are independent across the two equations. Note that

we model the interdependence between yearly hardware sales and software availability,
rather than between the cumulative hardware sales and software availability (Gandal, Kende

and Rob 2000). Although taking the cumulative would not significantly affect our estimates

of takeoff or the structural parameters, it would not ensure that the errors are a white noise

time series. We next explain the model structure, structural parameters, and model

advantages.

V.4.1.1 Model Structure

Each of the above models (or equations) consists of a weighted average of two

expressions, the first for the introductory stage (or regime) and the second for the growth

stage (or regime). G is the transition function that specifies the weighting and is designed to

vary from 0 to 1. The logistic function parsimoniously fits this constraint, thus:
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(3)         G(s,;4„ r,) = (1 + exp{- C, (s,  - r, )})-1, with J,  > 0,i = x, y:

By this formulation, when G is close to  1. the model captures the growth stage, while

when G is close to 0, the model captures the introductory stage. When G lies between 1 and

0. the model captures the takeoff, with G = 0.5 representing the midpoint (or location) of the

takeoff. The parameters 4. and rk which define the value of G, represent the nature of the

takeoff.

While s, is quite flexible and can take different forms': we here define it quite simply

as the time since introduction. r, is the parameter that captures time-to-takeoll When s, is

very small with respect to ri, the time period is much before the takeoff, and G is close to 0.

In contrast, when s, is very large with respect to r„ the time period is much after the takeoff,

and G is close to 1. When s, equals ri then we are at takeoff, and G is 0.5.

4 is the sharpness parameter and captures how sharp the takeoff occurs. When 4 is

very  large, G moves rapidly  from  0  to  0.5  to  1, and takeoff is sharp.  When  G  is  small.  G

moves slowly from 0 to 0.5 to  1, and takeoff is smooth. Note that this model allows takeoffof

hardware sales to differ from takeoff of software availability, in both time-to-takeq# and

sharpness of takeoft
To clarify further how this transition function behaves, we plot four curves for two

extreme values each of 4, the sharpness parameter. and 4, the time-to-takeoff parameter.

Figure V.2 presents the four graphs with the X-axis representing time and the Y-axis

representing sales. Proceeding anti-clockwise from the top-right. the first quadrant of this

figure depicts a growth curve with  a transition  function that has a large value of the sharpness

parameter (4 - 50) and a small value of the time-to-takeo# parameter (T, = 3) This

represents a growth process in which takeoff occurs early and is sharp. The second quadrant

depicts a growth curve with a transition function that has a small value of both the sharpness

(4 = 1.3) and the time-to-takeoff parameter CT, = 3) This represents a growth process in

which takeoff occurs early and is smooth. The third quadrant of this figure depicts a growth

curve with a transition function that has a small value of the sharpness  parameter (4 =  \.3)

and a large value of the tinte-to-takeottparan,eter ( r - 8) This represents a growth process

in which takeoff occurs late and is smooth. The fourth quadrant of this figure depicts a

growth curve with a transition function that has large values of both the sharpness (C, = 50)

and the time-to-takeoffparameter (r, = 81. This represents a growth process in which takeoff

14

s, can be a lagged endogenous variable, an exogenous variable, a (function of a) linear time trend or
a (possibly nonlinear) function of lagged endogenous variables.
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occurs late and is sharp. (ln the interests of brevity, we do not show the shape the transition

function itself takes in each ofthese quadrants.)

Smooth (4 - 1.3) Sharp (4,= 50)

25000[

-

Early (4=3)
.... ; .... Cj          early and smooth takeo# /1.-early and,»T 'ake.1,
- -           ki-_ 1

Time Time
„„•

. ,-                j
-    1 -    1

Late (4 = 13)    , l {-
late and smooth takeojI g late and sharp takeo<              /

.,..1 3/ - -i
- -- ./

Time Time

Figure  V.2:  Sales  Evolution and  Takeoff As  a  Function  of   and  r

V.4.1.2   Interpretation  of  Structural  Parameters

We now proceed to the interpretation of the structural parameters. In the model, a.  (i

14  B,  and y represent vectors of parameters to be estimated  in  each of the structural equations.

The vector a represents the constant terms. We term d the dormancy parameter (4 for

hardware sales and 4 for software availability), since it represents the effect of the
autoregressive term in the introduction stage in which the new product is "dormant". We term

ythe growth parameter, (for hardware sales b and software availability 7,), since it represents

the effect of the autoregressive term in the growth stage in which the product is "growing".

We term v the use network parameter, since it captures the cross effect, if any, of software

availability on hardware sales. reflecting the usefulness of hardware due to available

software.  We term B the base network parameter, since it captures the cross effect,  if any,  of

hardware sales on software availability, reflecting the influence  of the hardware  base  on

software availability. Thus the model allows for differential effects of hardware sales and
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software availability on each other, enabling estimates of two types of network effects: base

network effects and use network effects. The model also allows for differential effects in each

stage of the life cycle.

V.4.1.3 Model Advantages
What is appealing about this model is that it determines the nature and location of the

takeoff, the effects of hardware and software, and the network effects, all in a single

parsimonious model. In contrast. Golder and Tellis (1997) develop a heuristic rule to

determine takeoff, independently from the model estimation. Also parameter estimates are

dependent upon the respective regime, in line with our theory of indirect network effects. The

model we propose can also be straightforwardly extended to incorporate other explanatory

variables, a larger number of transitions, and time-varying parameter estimates within a

regime. The key factor that limits its flexibility is the availability of data.

Note that the model has several advantages over the traditional diffusion model. First,

it directly provides an estimate of takeoff. Second, it provides for asymmetric estimates of

two types of network effects, each of which can vary over the stages of the life cycle. Third.

it allows for differential effects of other exogenous variables in different stages of the life

cycle. Fourth, it allows for an asymmetric growth process, such as a very long introduction

stage and very short growth process, or vice versa. (In contrast, diffusion models impose

symmetry between the pre- and post-growth stages). Finally, proofs are available that the

parameter estimates are consistent and asymptotically normal. (In contrast, with the diffusion

models, proofs for consistency or asymptotic normality of the estimators are not available)

V.5 Data

Accurate historical data on new product growth are very difficult to obtain for

independent researchers. Even more difficult is to match them with data on software

availability for that market. Although industry observers often carefully track software

availability in the early stages of the new technology, data are rarely kept for more than  five

years. Still, since we feel that the absence of historical data is a major hurdle to this area of

research, we carried out an extensive archival study, that took a large amount of time and

effort. This section explains the data collection, sampling, and measurement.

V.5.1 Data Collection

While sales data before takeoff are typically difficult to collect (Golder and Tellis

1997), data on software availability are even more difficult to find. Although tracked by
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private companies, these data are not public and they are generally not kept for longer than

about five years. To obtain the data we needed we used the archival approach, sourcing

multiple publications and firms (Golder 2000).

First, we examined the published literature on consumer electronics (e.g. Ducey and

Fratrik 1989; Golder and Tellis 1997). Second, we examined statistical yearbooks  in  the

archives of the libraries in two renowned US universities (e.g. the Broadcasting and Cable

Yearbook, the Television Factbook, the Broadcasting Yearbook, the International Television

and Video Almanac, and the CD-ROM directory). Third, we contacted organizations directly

to assess and access their data archives. We contacted approximately 30 public institutions

and their libraries (UN, the US Federal Communications Commission, US Senate

Committees, recording and broadcasting associations, consumer electronics manufacturers'

associations). We also contacted approximately 20 private companies that are market

research companies, media consultants, manufacturers or software providers. This search

involved organizations and sources all around the globe, such as in the US, Japan, and

Europe. This made the data collection procedure very lengthy and difficult. One researcher

spent about 6 months searching for and retrieving data from these archives. In addition, we
tried to combine different sources to check for consistency in the data series.

V.5.2 Sampling
For our sample, we focused on consumer electronics, because economic and

marketing researchers claim that this class of products shows substantial indirect network

effects.

After an extensive search, we were able to get suitable data on 14 categories in seven

network markets as follows: Black and White TV and broadcasting, Color TV and color

broadcasting, Compact Disc Player and Compact Discs, Laser Disc Player and Laser Discs,

CD-ROM and CD-ROM discs, Satellite TV and programming, and DVD players and DVDs.
We had annual  data  on the first 10 categories  on  this list, quarterly  data  on  the  next  two

categories (Satellite TV and programming) and weekly data on the last two (DVD player and

DVD movies).

When series in the latter two markets (Satellite TV and DVD) were aggregated to the

annual level, observations were insufficient for inclusion in the analysis. Also these markets

did not mature yet, which may provide unstable estimates of our model parameters in the

growth stage.  So  in the interests of generalizability and consistency,  we used only the first ten

categories, for all of which we have annual data.
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Although we focused on the US market, we could not obtain data on Compact Disc

releases and Laser Disc releases for the US. For these two markets, we have data on CD

Player sales and Compact Disc releases in the United Kingdom and Laser Disc Player sales

and Laser Disc releases in Japan. Although the sample is small it compares favorably with

prior research on indirect network effects. Other studies are based on a single network market

(Cusumano, Mylonadis and Rosenbloom 1992: Farrell and Shapiro 1992; Gupta,  Jain  and

Sawhney  1999)  or 2-3 interrelated markets (Ducey and Fratrik  1989).  in this regard, note  that

prior diffusion research has regularly stated that data on software availability are simply not

available (e.g. see Putsis, et al.  1997). Also, because each of the markets we study involves

two separate categories (each for hardware sales and software availability), we actually have

10 series.

V.5.3 Measures

Hardware sales of Black and White TV, Color TV, Compact Disc Player, and CD-
ROM are yearly unit sales of these products to the consumer. We used yearly Laser Disc

Player shipments to dealers as a surrogate for Laser Disc Player unit sales to consumers.

For software availability, we used the following measures. For Black and White TV,
we used the yearly number of TV stations on air. For Color TV, we used the yearly number

of hours broadcasted in color. For Compact Disc Player, we used the number of new releases

of Compact Discs per year. For Laser Disc Player, we used the number of new releases of

Laser Discs per year. For CD-ROM, we used the number of CD-ROM titles available per

year.

As we explained in the model section, we formally estimated the year of takeoff in

both series. Takeoff thus was measured as the location of the transition function in the

regime-switching model.

We constrained the time series we used to the introduction and growth stages of the

life cycle, consistent with the focus of our study. We identified the end of the growth stage

and the onset of maturation as the first year with two successive years of negative growth

following the growth stage. We choose this measure because of three reasons: (1) we avoid

identifying one period of negative growth as maturation, while it could just be an aberrant

data point; (2) it fits the general notion of the onset of maturation, as a significant slowdown

of the category (Goldenberg, Libai and Muller 2001: Golder and Tellis  1997);  and  (3)  it  is

consistent with prior research on diffusion of innovations.

To compare parameter estimates across markets and improve convergence of
estimation routines we indexed unit sales and software availability by dividing all values in
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the  series  by  the last value  of the respective series.   15     (That  is,  the  last  year - index  year).

Because the last year need not be the one with the highest sales, the transformed series were

not necessarily right constrained to 1.

V.6 Model Results

This section explains the estimation, presents the parameter estimates, and evaluates

the model's overall performance.

V.6.1 Estimation

If enough observations are available, the proposed model can be estimated on

individual time series. However, the paucity of observations (at the annual level) posed

serious challenges to the model estimation. To deal with these challenges, we followed a two-

step estimation approach.  In the first step, we estimated the time of takeoff, represented by

parameter  r„ at the level of the individual time series.  In this step, we thus obtained the time

of takeoff for each individual series.  In the  second  step, we fixed the parameter  r, to the value

we obtained in the previous step and consequently estimated the other parameters, d AL /I

and  y in equations  (1)  and (2) pooled across markets, while the constants ah./,ah 2,  as./,a, 2

were not pooled and thus were treated as being specific to each market.

To cope with the paucity of the data, we further simplified the model structure by

setting  p,  q,  v,  and w, equal  to  1,  thus only capturing a one-period  lag. This assumes  that

decision makers use a one-period adjustment period, which is a reasonable assumption in this

case. We also restrict the sharpness parameter 4 to a large value (=50). This assumption is

reasonable in the case of takeoff, since Golder and Tellis (1997) have described takeoff as

being characterized by a clear jump in sales in about 90-95% of all cases. However, we did

conduct sensitivity analyses on 4, varying 0 from very small values to very large values, and

found that it did not significantly affect our estimates.

Note that for firms involved in the industry, more complete data may be available,

even at the weekly level, thus leading to many more observations. In that case, the analysis

can adopt the full model proposed here, in all its richness.

We estimate the takeoff parameter  ri, and the parameter vectors  a.  d  /4  B,  and y of

models (1) and (2) with nonlinear least squares. For instance, for model (1), we estimate the

parameters 8= Cah.L, at,wl• 6i,.i. p 1 i. Pl. I· A. 1., 4.) as:

15 Note that this only scales the point estimates and does not affect the sign or standard errors of the
estimates in any way, nor does it affect the fit of the model.  This indexing  is fairly common in
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T

(4)          8 =argmin QT(8) = arg minX(y,  - F(y,;0))2,
0                       8      1=1

with:

Fty,:0,  = cali.1  + 6h.,Y,-, + lf.ix,_t)(1 -G(s,; 4,, r,)) + (ah.3  +
(5)

Y h.l Y i4 + ti. ix,_1)G(s, ; 41, r,  )

We estimated model (2) in an analogous manner. If the errors 1, are normally distributed.

NLS is equivalent to maximum likelihood. Otherwise NLS estimates can be interpreted as

quasi-maximum likelihood estimates. Under certain regularity conditions (see Potscher and

Prucha 1997, Wooldridge    1994),   the NLS estimates are consistent and asymptotically

normal, or:

(6)      47(0-4)-+N(O,C),
Where 66 denotes the true parameter values. The estimation can be performed using

any conventional nonlinear optimization procedure (Hamilton  1994).

V.6.2 Parameter Estimates

This subsection presents the parameter estimates of the model in equations (1)-(3).

We first discuss the takeoff parameters  for 10 categories of hardware sales and software

availability in the five network markets we study. We then discuss the estimates for the

structural parameters.

V.6.2.1  Takeojf Parameters
Table V.1 depicts the introduction year of new hardware in each of the 5 markets we

examined and the estimate for takeoff of hardware sales and software availability as

determined by our model. Golder and Tellis (1997) publish the year of takeoff, using their

threshold heuristic,  for  4  of the 10 categories we study, B&W Television, Compact  Disc

Player, CD-ROM, and Color Television. For Color Television and Compact Disc Player, our

estimates are identical to that of Golder and Tellis (1997), while in the case of CD-ROM and

Black and White Television, our estimates are one year later.

Market Introduction Hardware sales Takeoff in software
Year Takeoff availability

Compact Disc 1983 1985 1987

Laser Disc 1981 1987 1988

Color Television 1954 1962 1962

Black & White Television 1939 1949 1954

CD-ROM 1985 1991 1992

Table V.1: Takeoff years

nonlinear time series analysis (Franses and Van Dijk 2001).
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In our sample, takeoff in hardware sales occurs on average 6.4 years after

introduction. The time-to-takeoff in our sample is consistent with the findings of Golder and

Tellis  (1997), that post-WWII products  take  off an average 5.8 years after introduction  and

that consumer electronics take off an average 5.1 years after introduction. The average time

to takeoff of software availability in our sample is 8.2 years. We cannot compare this result

with prior studies, because none has studied growth in software availability.
We find, in line with our hypothesis, that takeoff in hardware sales leads takeoff in

software availability  by 1.8 years on average. More specifically,  we  find that takeoff in
hardware sales leads takeoff in software availability in four out of five markets, namely

Compact Disc, Laser Disc, Black & White Television and CD-ROM, while in the other

market, Color Television, takeoff in hardware sales coincides with that in software.

V.6.2.2 Structural Parameters

Table V.2 presents the parameter estimates for equations (1) and (2). Column 2 and 3

present the parameter estimates of the hardware sales model, before and after takeoff.

Columns 4 and 5 present the parameter estimates of the software availability model, before

and after takeoff The intercepts for Black and White Television, Compact Disc, CD-ROM,
Color Television and Laser Disc represent the constant terms in equations    ( 1)   and   (2),

respectively before and after takeoff.

The variables Hardware Sales at t- 1 and Software Availability at t-1 represent lagged

hardware sales and lagged software availability, respectively before and after takeoff, from

equations (1) and (2).

Variable Hardware sales Equation Software Availability Equation
Before Takeoff After Takeoff Before Takeoff After Takeoff

Intercept Black 0.064 0.531 ** 0.027 0.120
and White (0.074) (0.107) (0.062) (0.167)
Television
Intercept Compact -0.001 0.330** 0.052 0.154
Disc (0.075) (0.075) (0.060) (0.125)

Intercept CD- 0.027 0.416** 0.060 0.124
ROM (0.049) (0.079) (0.045) (0.119)

Intercept Color TV 0.032 -0.008 0.061 0.384**
(0.068) (0.083) (0.050) (0.088)

Intercept Laser 0.089 0.377** 0.089 0.272**
Disc (0.071) (0.083) (0.060) (0.120)
Hardware sales at 1.055 0.330** 0.090 0.403*
t-1 (0.698) (0.163) (0.132) (0.228)
Software -0.277 0.379** 0.768** 0.471**
Availability at t-1 (0.512) (0.147) (0.256) (0.193)
0LS standard errors in parentheses. ** Significantly different from zero at the 5% level * Significantly different
form zero at the  10% level.

Table V.2: Parameter Estimates
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The parameter estimates support the theory we developed above. More in particular,

we find that software availability has a significant and positive influence on hardware sales in

the growth stage. However,  this in fluence is insignificant  in the introduction stage  (H i).  The

autoregressive components have a positive sign, as one would expect.

The results for the software model also support our theory in that hardware sales have

a significant and positive influence on software availability in the growth stage (H2). Also in

line with this hypothesis, we find that software availability thrives solely upon its own

momentum during the introduction stage.

Note that, although the standard errors are of about the same magnitude, the intercepts

after takeoff are generally significant, while the intercepts before takeoff are not. The reason

for the difference  is that sales before takeoff start off at 0.

To further allow for detailed interpretation of the results, we tested, with a Wald

statistic, if the point estimates for the effect of hardware sales on software availability are

significantly different from the effect of software availability on hardware sales. On the basis

of our findings, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that these effects are equal  in  size.

V.6.3 Model Evaluation
We  evaluate the model in terms  of its  fit with the  data and in terms  of its ability to forecast

future observations.

V.6.3.1 Fit

The overall fit of the model is excellent.  The fit of the  10 individual categories is high

with R-squares going from 0.73  to 0.98.  For six out of the ten categories, the pooled model

yields an R-squared of more than 0.9.

To further judge the model's fit, we also compared the model's performance with

three comparison models. The first comparison model we identified is a non regime-

switching (linear) model with indirect network effects. This model has the following

structure:

(7)       y, =ak.1 + 4.ly,-1 + /4.Ix,-1 +E,1, t= 1,...,T;

(8)    x, =a,.1 + A.I.r,-1 + Bi.jy,_1 +E;,t= 1,...,T;

The second comparison model we identified is a regime-switching model without

indirect  network  effects.  It has the following structure:

Y,  = (ah.1  + 4.ty,-1 )(1 -G(s,;4,, r, )) +
(9)

(ah.3 + Yh.ly,-1 )6(s, ;4,, T, ) +E, ,t -1,...,T;
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x, = (a,.i + it.tx,_t)(1 - G(s,;4-,, r,)) +
(10)

(a,.2 +Lix,_r )G(s,;C.,r,) + E;,t=1,...,T;

The symbols we use in equations (7)-(10) parallel those used in equations (1 )-(3). yi,

respectively y,-1. represents hardware sales at time t, respectively at time t-1. x„ respectively

X,-I, represents software availability at time t, respectively at time t-1. ri., 4, a, 5, p, #, and y

represent unknown parameters. The error terms e and  E; are assumed to follow a time series

process, with zero mean, constant conditional variance, unpredictable by their own past and

by any other variable. We assume that the errors are independent across time series. The

transition function Rs,; 4. Ti) again represents the transition from the first to the second

regime and its specification is given in equation (3). Again, we restrict G to a large value (=

50). We also used estimation procedures that are similar to the estimation procedure we

followed for the model as expressed in equations (4)-(6). We estimated the parameters, d /4

R and yin equations (7)-(10), with NLS, pooled across markets, while the constants ah 1,ah,2,

a,. 1, a,· 2, were not pooled and thus were treated as being specific to each market. For the

model expressed in equations (9) and (10), we also followed our two-step procedure as we

did with the estimation of the proposed model. In the first step, we estimated the time of

takeoff, represented by parameter  r„ at the level of the individual time series. In the second

step, we fixed the parameter r, to the value we obtained in the previous step and consequently

estimated the other parameters in the model.

The third comparison model we identified is the well-known Bass   di#usion   model,

which we estimated following the routine in Bass (1969). Note that we separately estimated a

Bass model for both growth in hardware sales and growth in software availability. We
estimated these models pooled across markets in order to compare the results with the other

models, which were also pooled across markets.

We  compared fit using the Schwarz criterion, which we compute  for  the 10 model

equations jointly by evaluating the determinant of the residual covariance matrix. This is the

most stringent fit criterion in our case, since the Schwarz criterion heavily penalizes

additional model parameters or complex model structures (Greene 2000). We show the
Schwarz criterion for the four models below (a more negative value indicates a better fit

relative to the number of included parameters):
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Proposed Alodel Comparison Comparison Comparison
Model l: Model II: Model 111:

Non Regime- Regime- BASS
Switching with Switching

Indirect Network without Indirect
Effects Network Effects

SC: -59.394 -56.523 -58.688 -59.338

Table V.3.  Comparison of Model  Fit

We can clearly see that the proposed model outperforms the three comparison models

we identified (after taking into account the number of parameters). Although on this criterion,

it outperforms the Bass model by only a narrow margin, the model is valuable because it

provides several additional parameters and insights.

We further assessed the robustness of our empirical findings in two different ways.

First, we added a category-specific trend to the series. This turned out to deteriorate the fit

and the efficiency of our estimates. Second, we tried to estimate the autoregressive

coefficients at the category-level, while only pooling the indirect network effect parameters.

Due to the very sparse data at hand, this provided strange point estimates.

V.6.3.2 Forecasting
An alternative test of a model's performance is its ability to forecast. It is common to

use one-step-ahead forecasts for this purpose. In this procedure one re-estimates the model

holding back a "future" observation which one then attempts to forecast using the parameters

estimated on the remaining observations.

By way of illustration, we used this method to forecast the final year of both series

(hardware and software)  in each of our five markets.  We do so sequentially,  each time for one

market, while including all data for the other markets in the model. This rule yields five pairs

of forecasted values,   or 10 forecasted observations in total. We calculate the absolute

percentage errors between one-year-ahead forecasts and actuals  for  the 10 observations  for

our proposed model and each of the comparison models. Results  are in Table V.4.
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Comparison Model Comparison ComparisonProduct Software/ Proposed I: Non Regime- Model II: Model III:Market Hardware Model
Switching with Regime-Switching BASS
Indirect Network without Indirect Diffusion
Effects Network Effects Model

Black & White Hardware 0.26 11.57 3.61 0.59
TV Software 27.12 3.66 75.25 38.02

Hardware 9.12 15.76 5.48 15.42
Compact Disc Software 14.44 18.26 52.18 25.5

Hardware 59.28 61.64 63.06 85.28CD-ROM Software 2.73 9.96 26.64 28.58
Hardware 32.11 30.84 40.22 273.04Color Television Software 49.2 62.71 12.2 58.65

Hardware 16.9                          11 15.05 70.95Laser Disc Software 0.71 18.45 15.64 68.99

Mean Absolute 21.19 24.39 30.93 66.50

Percentage
Error

Table V.4:  Absolute  Percentage  Errors of One-Year Ahead Forecast

We can see that for most series, the proposed model outperforms the three comparison

models. The MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) ofthe proposed model is 21.19, which

is better than that of the non regime-switching model with indirect network effects

(MAPE=24.39), the regime-switching model without indirect network effects (MAPE=30.93)
and much better than the Bass model (MAPE=66.50). Based on paired t-tests of the absolute

percentage errors across markets, the improvement in forecasting over the Bass model is

significant at 0.10 level. Further, at 21.19,  the mean absolute percentage error of the proposed

model can be considered low.

We conclude that the proposed model is superior in forecasting to the other models.

This result is notable because we compare a fairly comprehensive model, which contains

much information, to very parsimonious models. This result supports our premise that the

extra information the proposed model generates, leads to better insight into market evolution

and thus delivers better forecasts.

V.7 Discussion

This section presents the summary of our findings and discusses the implications and

limitations ofthis research.
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V.7.1 Summary of Findings

V.7.1.1 Takeoff

First, our findings indicate that hardware sales on average take off before software

availability takes off. At the level of individual markets, we find that in 4 out of 5 markets,

hardware sales take off before software availability takes off, while in one other market, the

two coincide. Many economists have studied coordination problems between the software

and hardware industry. However, until present, they were not able to empirically discern what

leads what. That is, they could not determine whether the evolution in software availability

leads the growth in hardware sales or vice versa? The present paper indicates that hardware

sales tend to lead software availability. We do not find this relationship for Color Television

probably due to the widespread vertical integration of hardware manufacturers, such as RCA,

in the provision of color programming.

Our findings also indicate that the average time to takeoff of new consumer

electronics is 6.4 years. We thus find that consumer electronics take off rather quickly, as

compared to other consumer durables (Golder and Tellis  1997).  We  also  find that software

availability takes off an average 8.2 years after the first software was made available. This

finding indicates that both hardware sales and software availability generally linger at very

low  levels for quite a number of years before they take off.

V.7.1.2  Indirect  Network  Effects  and  Software  ProWsion

Regarding the effect of hardware sales on software availability and vice versa, we find

that hardware sales affect software availability only after, and not before, takeoff. We

similarly find that software availability affects hardware sales only after, but not before,

takeoff The finding that indirect network effects only play out after takeoff is an important

and counterintuitive finding. Prior research does not study variations in the influence of

indirect network effects, while at the same time most authors seem to stress the importance of

indirect network effects before takeoff.

V.7.1.3 Modeling Indirect Network Ejfects

The multivariate regime-switching model we developed fully incorporates indirect

network effects. We find that our model outperforms, in fit as well as forecasting, alternative

models, such as the Bass model, by a considerable margin. This model is the first in

marketing as well as economics which models the role of indirect network effects in the

growth of new hardware based on real data. Thus, it is a valuable tool for further empirical
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study of indirect network effects as well as for forecasting in markets in which indirect

network effects are at play, such as consumer electronics.

V.7.2 Implications
This study's findings have important managerial implications for hardware

manufacturers, software providers, and public policy makers. More specifically, it answers

the following questions:

Which comes first.  takeoff in hardware sales or takeoff in software availability? The

finding that takeoff in hardware sales leads takeoff in software availability indicates that

hardware manufacturers generally (should) take the lead in stimulating the diffusion of new

hardware. Often, the chicken-and-egg problem between hardware and software is framed in

terms of market failure. However, we posit that there are strong theoretical reasons why this

order  is a rational outcome  in a market.  In 1965, Mancur Olson formulated his theory  on

collective action and stipulated that the exploitation of people with a high stake, by people

with a small stake ("the exploitation of the great by the small"), is not an aberrant outcome or

market failure, but rather it is the normal outcome of rational individual decisions. In this

respect, hardware manufacturers should recognize that they should not count on the support

of the software industry, but rather lead the software industry in supporting the new medium,

by other marketing instruments such as price, promotion, and distribution intensity. It is only
if they do this that the software industry will follow their lead and push the new hardware

towards mass acceptance. For public policy, it seems that forcing the software industry to

take the lead in providing software for new hardware disturbs normal market behavior and

may be inefficient.

What is the role of indirect network effects in the growth of new hardware? We find

that software availability and hardware sales are interdependent after takeoff, but they are

independent before takeoff. Thus, we find that while software availability is important for the

new hardware to find mass acceptance, it is not important to entice innovators to adopt the

new hardware. In a similar vein, we find that hardware sales will be an important driver of

software availability after takeoff. but will be unimportant before takeoff. In many categories,

hardware manufacturers and software providers dispute the cause of sluggish growth of a
new technology during the first year(s) after the introduction of new hardware. Hardware

manufacturers argue that adoption is slow because there is no software available, while

software providers argue that prices for the new hardware are too high. A typical example of

this discussion is the current debate on HDTV, in which the FCC has to decide on a specific

policy for hardware (standardization) and software (assigning spectrum). Our findings
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question the argument of the hardware industry that software availability is important even in

the very first year(s) after introduction. We conjecture that the argument from the software

industry is much more valid.  It is well documented that at the introduction of new hardware,

prices are generally  very high, which constrains adoption (Golder and Tellis   1998).   We

conjecture that it is such high prices that discourage buyers from adopting the new hardware,

rather than a shortage of software.

This finding also provides guidelines for manufacturers' policies towards software

provision. At present, manufacturers devote most of their attention to software provision very

early in the life cycle. However, we show that software availability has its biggest impact

after the product has taken off. So, manufacturers should invest in and encourage the software

industry especially after hardware has taken off. In the growth stage of the new hardware,

sluggish growth in software availability will constrain the speed and likelihood for the

product to reach  its full market potential.
Does   incorporating   indirect  network   effects   lead   to   better  prediction?   We  find

indirect network effects to be significant in the growth stage. Consequently, the model we

propose allows for better prediction than other alternative models, such as the Bass model.

This result has implications for software providers, hardware manufacturers, and stock

analysts. Software providers and hardware manufacturers can better tailor their offerings to

the growing market if they account for indirect network effects and use a model such as the

one we propose. Similarly, stock analysts are better able to provide accurate market forecasts

and are better able to assess the market potential  of a new technology.

V.7.3 Limitations and Further Research

This paper examines a complex phenomenon in an area in which data are very scarce.

It is easy to point at its limitations, which we hope future research will address. First and

foremost, we focus   on   the    role of indirect network effects    in our model.    Due    to    data

limitations, we could not include other important explanatory variables, such as price and
distribution intensity. Although, these exclusions are a serious limitation, we can think of no

strong reason why they would seriously bias our estimates or reverse our findings.

Second, we study only ten categories in five network markets. Although this is a

relatively small sample, it compares favorably with prior studies in this area that examined

only one or two markets. Third, we use data at the yearly level. More disaggregate data may

identify the takeoff and the temporal orderings in the takeoffs of hardware sales and software

availability more precisely.
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Fourth, we study only the quantity of the software provided for certain hardware.  This

practice is consistent with analytical models in economics (Church and Gandal 1992) that use

the quantity of software availability as a measure for the available variety in software.

However, including other software attributes, such as the quality of the software provided or

the spread of software over different software genres may yield richer insights. Again,

however, we foresee that gathering historical data on these indicators for different time
periods will be difficult. We feel that despite these limitations, this research throws new light

on this important issue and we hope that it stimulates further research.
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Conclusions and Directions fur Future Research

VI.1 Introduction

In Chapter  1, we stipulated the issues we study in this dissertation. Chapter 2 deals

with the optimality of bundling. Chapter 3 deals  with the buying of modular systems. Chapter

4 deals with buying behavior and the role of embeddedness. Chapter 5 deals with indirect

network effects. These chapters all have in common that they examine strategic challenges

marketers in Tl markets face. However, they use different theoretical backgrounds, different

data  gathering and analysis methods and study different TI industries. Table  VI. 1   describes

the main characteristics of the research in this dissertation.

Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5

Subject Optimality of Buying of Modular Role of Embeddedness Role of indirect

Bundling Systems in Buying Behavior Network Effects in

toward System Vendors New Product

Growth

Theoretical Mircoeconomics Knowledge/ Instutional Social Networks Network Economics

Economics / Diffusion
Background

Data N/A Experimental/Survey Experimental/Survey Archival

Model N/A Ordered Probit Ordered Probit Nonlinear Time

Series

Industry N/A Telecom Systems Computer Networks Consumer

Electronics

Table  VI. 1:  Main  Characteristics  of Dissertation  Research

Section 6.2 presents the main conclusions and implications of Chapters 2-5. Section

6.3 discusses directions for future research.
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VI.2 Conclusions and Implications

VI.2.1 Bundling (Chapter 2)
Bundling - the sale of two or more separate products in a package - is pervasive in

today's markets in one form or another. Examples of bundles are opera season tickets, the

multimedia PC, and Internet service. Still, the literature is fuzzy about some very basic

bundling terms and principles, it does not discuss the legality of bundling and it does not

provide a comprehensive framework on the optimality ofbundling.

We distinguish different bundling strategies, along their focus and form. As to

bundling focus, we distinguish price bundling from product bundling. Price bundling is the

sale of two or more  separate products as  a package at a discount, without any integration of

the products. Product bundling is the integration and sale of two or more separate products
or services at any price. As to bundling form, we distinguish pure from mixed bundling. Pure

bundling is a strategy in which a firm sells only the bundle and not (all of) the products

separately. Mixed bundling is a strategy in which a firm sells both the bundle and all of the

separate products in the bundle separately.

We also stipulate clear rules by which managers can easily assess if a certain strategy

is illegal or not. We find that bundling is illegal in the US under the rule of reason, the most

likely to be applied, when it concerns: (1) pure bundling, (2) of separate products, (3) by a

firm with market power, (4) a substantial amount of commerce is at stake, (5) which poses a

threat that the bundling firm acquires additional market power over at least one of the

products that is bundled with the tying product, and (6) no plausible claim can be made that

there are consumer benefits that offset the potential damage to competition.

But when are various bundling strategies optimal? We find that price bundling of

existing products may be optimal because it is a form of price discrimination between

different consumer groups and because it increases individual consumers' purchase

likelihood. We also find that price bundling yields larger profit increases, the higher the
relative contribution margin and the stronger economies of scope and scale are. Thus services

or goods with high development costs - such as high tech products - generally have more to

gain from price bundling than goods with high marginal costs, such as consumer durables or

industrial goods. We find that product bundling of existing products may be optimal because

it creates added value for consumers, saves costs and creates differentiation in highly
competitive markets. We also argue that bundling a new product with an existing product is

an ideal introduction strategy because it maximizes the penetration  o f the new product.
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As to bundling form, prior research generally views mixed bundling as at least weakly

superior to pure bundling. In contrast, we propose that mixed bundling is only superior to

pure bundling in highly competitive environments or in case there is a fair amount of

variation among consumer reservation prices. We also argue that for new products, pure

bundling strategies tend to outperform mixed bundling strategies, since they increase the

trialibility and awareness of the new product.

This chapter offers answers to the following managerial concerns.

When is bundling illegal? The controversy about and probable strategic errors in the

recent Microsoft case show that bundling is not well understood, even by well financed major

corporations. History shows that engaging in illegal or even potentially illegal bundling

strategies can be very costly. The legal battle takes many years, costing valuable management

time and large financial resources. An eventual conviction is even more costly, since in most

cases, judges mandate monetary penalties or radical organizational changes. We have defined

clear rules by which managers can easily assess if a certain strategy is illegal or not. Most
important, firms with dominant market power that consider implementing pure bundling

strategies should scrutinize the legality of their bundling strategy. While pure price bundling

for such firms is illegal at all times, pure product bundling may be legal  if the bundle offers

substantial added value to consumers that cannot be achieved when selling the bundled

products separately. In this respect, it would have been better for Microsoft to have invested

in unambiguous value-enhancing integration of Internet Explorer and Windows at the start,

rather than merely packaging the browser and the operating system.

What are the drivers  of the optimality of bundling? This chapter shows that bundling

is profitable for a variety of reasons and thus deserves more attention from managers. It

suggests that firms that exploit opportunities offered by bundling will enjoy increases in

market shares and profits, depending upon the chosen bundling strategy. Thus developing

expertise in designing bundling strategies may be of prime importance in achieving long-term

success. The guidelines we posit in this paper may be the first step in enhancing managerial

insights in the optimality of bundling.

VI.2.2 Buying Modular Systems in Technology-Intensive Markets (Chapter 3)
Although the literature on TI markets extensively addressed standardization of system

interfaces, it foregoes any analysis of the buying of such systems. We propose a theoretical

framework which encompasses two dimensions. The first refers to the preference buyers have

for outsourcing of the system's integration, while the second refers to the extent buyers prefer

to source all system components from one and the same manufacturer.
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Next, we build a consistent theoretical framework which captures the drivers of these

organizational preferences. The central argument of this study is that the transferability and

presence  of a buyer's know-how, together with the technological environment it faces drives

a buyer's preferences regarding outsourcing of system integration and component purchase

concentration. A global study on the buying of telecom systems by telecom operators shows

good support for our theory. More specifically, we found that the greater the tacit know-how

that can be transferred the lower a buyer's preference for outsourcing over in-house system

integration and the lower its preference for single sourcing over multiple sourcing. We also

found that while the preference for outsourcing over in-house system integration is highest

for buyers with moderate levels of know-how, their preference for single sourcing over

multiple sourcing of system components is lowest, as compared to buyers that are high or low
in know-how. Finally, we found that the greater the technological volatility, the higher a

buyer's peferences for outsourcing over in-house system integration, but the lower a buyer's

preferences for single sourcing over multiple sourcing ofthe system components.

This research is highly relevant towards marketing strategy in TI markets. Buyers'

component purchase concentration preferences give insight into a supplier's desired position
in component markets. Should suppliers specialize in providing one or a few excellent system

components so that buyers will mix and match them with components of other vendors? Or

should they provide all components of the system? In a similar vein, buyers' outsourcing

preferences give insight into the need for developing system integration services. Should

companies concentrate on providing system integration services to buyers or should they
focus on manufacturing and leave the system integration work to buyers? Many TI

companies, including IBM, Siemens, Nortel and Alcatel, are, or at least have been, regularly
shifting strategic emphasis back and forth between these largely divergent strategic options.

And even when a strategy is clearly and consistently delineated, it remains difficult for these

companies to identify and target potentially valuable buyer segments. Our findings allow

these companies to make better marketing and strategic decisions through a clearer

understanding o f the divers of customer attitudes.

VI.2.3 Buying Behavior in Technology-Intensive Markets: The Role of Embeddedness
(Chapter 4)

Most prior research in Tl markets - also Chapter 3 for that matter - makes abstraction

of the social context in which transactions take place. In contrast with this prior literature, we
show that buying behavior in Tl markets is relationally and structurally embedded in a

network. Moreover, while sociologists emphasize the benefits of weak ties in complex and
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turbulent environments, we find that buyers prefer strong ties with a system vendor, and they

prefer the vendor to have, in turn, strong ties with component manufacturers.

We also find that a buyer's preferences towards the embeddedness of a vendor is

dependent upon three other factors, the knowlegde buyers possess, the pace of technological

change they perceive and the extent to which they have direct access to component

manufacturers. Counterintuitively, we find that the less direct access to component

manufacturers buyers have, the more they prefer a strong focal tie with the vendor, but the

less he prefers the vendor to have strong ties to component manufacturers. We also find that

the higher the pace of technological change buyers perceive, the stronger this effect.  In line

with the literature on organizational learning, we find that the more know-how buyers have,

the more they prefer strong focal and third ties.

This produces relevant insights to vendors in TI markets, such as Accenture, Digital

or KPMG. Vendors should look beyond the dyad with the buyer and coordinate their policy

towards their network of manufacturers with their marketing strategy towards customers. As

a general guideline, they should invest in developing strong and credible ties with component

manufacturers, such as Compaq, Dell or Sun. They should also emphasize such strong ties in

their communication. Vendors that have stronger ties with their component manufacturers

will also be able to develop a stronger relationship with the buyer. This basically was the

managerial intuition behind the acquisition of Digital Equipment by Compaq a couple of

years ago. The network structure of a vendor will also affect its optimal targeting decisions.

Vendors with strong third ties have more appeal to a buyer with direct access, compared to its

appeal to a buyer with no direct access. Such vendors also are more appealing to

knowledgeable buyers, as compared to less knowledgeable buyers. Finally, vendors often

need to make a tradeoff between the number of ties they develop with component

manufacturers and the strength of these ties. Our research posits that buyers prefer vendors

that have a few strong ties to vendors with many weak ties.

VI.2.4 New Hardware Looking for Software: Modeling Indirect Network Effects
(Chapter 5)

Economists have begun to study indirect network effects in the last two decades. The

mainstream research tradition is theoretical. in this chapter we examine the role of indirect

network effects in the growth of new hardware and consider takeoff as a focal concept in a

growth process. As such, we address several issues that were unclear until present. First,

while economists have studied coordination problems between the hardware and software

industry, they do not answer the question "which comes first, takeoff in hardware unit sales
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or software availability takeoff?" Second, economists have not studied variations in indirect

network effects over time. Third, empirical validations of and econometric models that

capture the phenomenon are scarce.

This study leads to two main conclusions. First, software availability and hardware

unit sales are interdependent after takeoff, but independent before takeoff. Second. hardware

unit sales influences software availability, but only after takeoff. Third, hardware takeoff

leads or coincides with, but never lags, software availability takeoff. The econometric model

we develop to arrive at these conclusions is very valuable to study indirect network effects.

While providing interpretable and stable parameter estimates, it outperforms three alternative

models, one of which is the Bass diffusion model in fit and predictive ability.

Our research has important managerial implications to hardware manufacturers,

software providers and public policy makers, in that it answers the following questions.

What  is  the role  of indirect network  effects  in  the growth  of new hardware? Me find

that software availability and hardware unit sales are interdependent after takeoff, while they

are independent before takeoff Thus, we find that while software availability is important for

the new hardware to find mass acceptance, it is not important to entice innovators to adopt

the new hardware. In a similar vein, we find that hardware unit sales will be an important

driver of software provision decisions after takeoff, but will be unimportant before takeoff.

Our findings invalidate the argument often used by the hardware industry in public policy
debates that software availability is important even in the very first year(s) after introduction.

We conjecture that the argument from the software industry, that growth is typically sluggish

in the first years due to high hardware prices is much more valid. It also shows that

manufacturers should devote more of their attention towards managing relationships with the

software industry after takeoff.

Which comes first, takeoff in  hardware unit sales  or software availability takeoff? The

finding that takeoff in hardware unit sales always leads or coincides with, but never lags,

software availability takeoff, indicates that hardware manufacturers generally (should) take
the lead in stimulating the diffusion of new hardware.  In this respect, hardware manufacturers

should recognize that they should not count on the support ofthe software industry, but rather

lead the software industry in supporting the new medium, by other marketing instruments

such as price, promotion, and distribution intensity.  It is only if they do this that the software

industry will follow their lead and push the new hardware towards mass acceptance. Towards

public policy, it is important to recognize that forcing the software industry to take the lead in
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providing software for new hardware disturbs the normal economic process, rather then being

a "solution" to market failure.

Does    incorporating    indirect   network   ejfects    lead   to   better   prediction?   Me   Find

indirect network effects to be significant in the growth stage. Consequently, the model we

propose allows for better prediction than other alternative models. This has important

consequences for software providers, hardware manufacturers and stock analysts. Software

providers and hardware manufacturers can better tailor their offerings to the growing market

if they account for indirect network effects. Similarly, stock analysts are better able to

provide accurate market forecasts and are better able to assess the market potential of a new

technology.

VI.3 Directions for Future Research

1 provided directions for further research that are specific to each chapter at the end of

the various chapters. In this section, I will restrict the discussion to some general directions

for future research on marketing strategy in TI markets. Note that it is not my intention to

provide an extensive overview of possible gaps in the literature, rather I will delineate three

broad areas of research that warrant further research and that are in my own opinion most

promising.
A first area rich in phenomena that are relevant to marketing is the study of network

effects. In addition to Chapter 5, still much research needs to be done in this area, some of

which I am involved in myself. More in particular, there are specific topics I want to

mention. First, what is the effect of network effects on the success of new products and on

market leadership of individual brands? And how do such network effects compare to the

effects of alternative determinants of market leadership,  such as quality, distribution intensity

and price? While in Chapter 5 we find evidence of the existence of indirect network effects,

ongoing research by Yin and Tellis (2001) does not find any evidence for the existence of

direct network effects. Basically, this research probably raises more questions than it answers

and should lead to much more research upon this topic. A second topic is related to network

effects on a global scale. If network effects do exist, then we should be able to establish an

optimal pattern of international diffusion. Should companies introduce new high tech

products first in countries in which they can achieve the largest installed base, such as the

relatively homogeneous and huge US market? What is the effect of the different industry

structures, such as different levels of coordination between hardware and software industries,

around the globe on international diffusion patterns? For instance, we see that due to higher
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coordination between the hardware and software industry, analogue high definition television

diffused rapidly in Japan. Due to a much weaker coordination, analogue high definition TV
never took off in the US, where policy makers are now betting on digital television. Or

alternatively, does success in one country, through a larger installed base, lead to a higher

likelihood of success in another country, by mere network effects? For instance, did
Windows become a global standard because of its early dominant position in the US or did it
do so because of higher quality or distribution intensity? A third interesting topic relates to

the ways in which companies can optimally manage network effects. How can they exploit

network effects or alternatively how should they deal with the hazards they produce? We can

think of several interesting parameters which could enable exploitation of network effects,

such as bundling (offering hardware and software in a bundle) and vertical integration of
hardware manufacturers in software provision and standardization (offering an open standard

to motivate entry of software providers). Such research would not only have a major impact
on theory development, but also on business practices.

A second area that is of considerable importance relates to the management of

knowledge and information in Tl markets. Until now, marketing researchers have stood by
while the management of knowledge in Tl markets has become the subject of intense debate

in management and organization literature. Still, this literature is of considerable relevance to

marketing. We think of particular topic areas that may bear fruitful research. First, managing

knowledge transfer is key to co-operation between high tech companies in networks, as we
have illustrated in Chapter 4. in addition to Chapter 4, other issues may be explored. An

interesting issue in this regard is how networks can contribute to a high tech company's

research, development and marketing success. Knowledge transfer can be a key construct in

such theory. An alternative approach would be to focus on transactions of knowledge. What

is the optimal contract for transacting knowledge? How is this dependent upon the

characteristics of the knowledge transferred? At which stage of development should one

market its knowledge? In this respect, the vertical positioning decision as framed by John,

Weiss and Dutta (1999) should generate fruitful research. Finally, knowledge generation in

general should receive more attention from marketers. Knowledge generation is closely tied

to topics such as creativity and new product development, issues that are of major importance

to marketers.

A third area of research that is worthy of more academic attention relates to

transactions of high tech systems. I would categorize a rather broad set of issues under this

heading. A first relates to bundling. Bundling of systems definitely warrants more attention.
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Although bundling takes a prominent place in TI markets, it goes almost completely

unaddressed. In Chapter 2, we clarified that in Tl markets, systems are often integrated,

which turns them into product bundles, which are distinct from price bundles, the subject of

most, if not all, research on bundling. Further research in the buying and selling of product

bundles should be fruitful. Second, how do consumers choose systems? Is this different from

the choice of individual products? An example of such research is the growing attention for

mass customization of high tech systems. Third, as a continuation upon Chapter 3, one can

think of additional issues that relate to the purchasing of high tech systems in an

organizational context.

As a general conclusion on future research on marketing in TI markets, we can only
hope that this dissertation has contributed to more insight in this area and has encouraged at

least a few readers to take up research in this interesting and growing research stream. So

let's  cry  out  in  chorus,  together with  tech  goeroe  Geoffrey  Moore,   "That's it.1 That's the

answer!  Just  gimme  some  of that  good  old  high  tech  stuff  they're  drinkin'.  and  I'll  get  to

writin'.
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Essays on Marketing Strategy in Technology-Intensive
Markets

Nederlandse Samenvatting

Inieiding

De marketing wetenschap is zich slechts heel recent gaan bezighouden met marketing

in technologie-intensieve (Tl) markten. Technologie bezet echter een steeds belangrijker

wordende rol in hedendaagse markten en is een motor van economische groei. Tl markten, of

het nu gaat om consumentenelectronica, telecommunicatie of informatica systemen, zijn

unieke omgevingen omwille van hun kennisintensiteit en technologische turbulentie.

Onderzoek naar marketingprobleemstellingen in Tl markten is, hoewel divers, mijns inziens

tel'ug te brengen tot twee probleemvelden. Een eerste probleemveld erkent dat technologie

monolithische producten omzet in systemen. Dergelijke high tech systemen bestaan uit een

verzameling componenten, die met elkaar geintegreerd dienen te worden, om van enige

functionaliteit te kunnen spreken. Drie onderling verbonden literatuurstromen vloeien hieruit

voort. Een eerste literatuurstroom richt zich op standardisatie van de interfaces tussen de

systeemcomponenten en de concurrentie tussen verschillende standaarden. Een tweede

literatuurstroom bestudeert de invloed van netwerk effecten (toenemende adoptie van

componenten verhoogt het nut van het systeem) op beslissingen zoals adoptie, keuze tussen

standaarden, standardizatie en concurrentie. Een derde literatuurstroom richt zich op het
bundelen van onderling afhankelijke producten.

Een tweede probleemveld erkent dat het management van kennis en informatie

instroom centraal staat in Tl markten. Hieruit volgen probleemstellingen zoals: Wat zijn
optimale beslissingsprocedures in TI markten? Welk soort partnerships tussen

ondernemingen zijn optimaal in TI markten? Wat zijn de determinanten van zoek-,

consideratie- en keuzegedrag van consumenten en industriele afnemers in TI markten?

Het algemene doel van dit proefschrift is "onderzoeken hoe transacties van high tech

systemen verschillen van transacties van monolithische producten en wat daarvan de

implicaties zijn voor strategische marketing van dergelijke systemen". We onderzoeken

hiertoe de volgende probleemstellingen:

•   Wanneer is bundeling optimaal? (hoodstuk 2)
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•  Wat drijft industriele afnemers tot uitbesteding van systeemintegratie en single

sourcing van systeemcomponenten? (hoofdstuk 3)
• Welke factoren beinvloeden de preferenties van een afnemer voor een bepaalde

verkoper van systemen? (hoofdstuk 4)

•  Wat is de rol van indirecte netwerk effecten (hardware/software) in de groei van
nieuwe producten? (hoofdstuk 5)

Strategische Bundeling van Proditcten en Prijzen: Een Nieitwe Synthese voor
Marketing (Hoofdstuk 2)

Bundeling is overvloedig aanwezig in hedendaagse markten. Desondanks vertoont de

bundeling literatuur inconsistenties in de gebruikte terminologie en ambiguiteit in de

onderliggende principes. Het ontbreekt de literatuur ook aan een omvattende classificatie van

verschillende bundeling strategieen, duidelijke regels omtrent de legaliteit van bundeling, en
een theoretisch kader dat aangeeft wanneer welke strategie optimaal is. Op basis van de

marketing, economische en juridische literatuur, ontwikkelt dit hoofdstuk een nieuwe

synthese van de bundeling literatuur.

We definieren bundeling als "de verkoop van twee of meer afzonderlijke producten in

adn pakket" Afzonderlijke producten zijn producten waarvoor afzonderlijke markten

bestaan, omdat ten minste enkele kopers deze producten afzonderlijk aankopen of dit zouden

willen doen. We onderscheiden ook prijsbundeling van productbundeling. Prijsbundeling is
de verkoop van twee of meer afzonderlijke producten in een pakket tegen een korting, zonder

integratie tussen de producten. Productbundeling  is de integratie en verkoop van twee of meer

afzonderlijke producten tegen eender welke prijs. Integratie genereert waarde voor klanten,

door compactheid, naadloze interactie, gereduceerd risico, interconnecitiviteit, hogere

performantie en/of gemak. Ten slotte onderscheiden we ook mixed bundeling van pure

bundeling. In het geval van pure bundeling verkoopt een onderneming alleen de bundel en

niet alle producten afzonderlijk. In het geval van mixed bundeling, verkoopt een

onderneming zowel de bundel als alle producten afzonderlijk.
In de Verenigde Staten, onderscheidt men twee regels die bepalen ofbundeling al dan

niet legaal is. De eerste, de "per se" regel genoemd, stelt dat bundeling illegaal is wanneer:

(1) het pure bundeling betreft; (2) van afzonderlijke producten; (3) door een onderneming
met een dominante marktpositie; en (4) wanneer het een voldoende hoog verkoopcijfer
betreft. De tweede, de "rule of reason" genoemd, stelt twee aanvullende voorwaarden voor

illegaliteit ter aanvulling  van  de  "per se" regel,  met  name de bundeling strategie: (5) vormt
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een bedreiging in de zin dat de onderneming die de bundel aanbiedt, haar positie kan
versterken op de markt van ten minste een van de producten die gebundeld worden; en (6) er

zijn geen aannemelijke consumentenvoordelen van bundeling die belangrijker geacht kunnen

worden dan de schade aan de concurrentie.  De "rule of reason" lijkt aan belang te winnen ten

opzichte van de "per se" regel op basis van recente rechtszaken.

Dit hoofdstuk stelt dat optimaliteit van bundeling strategieen vooral wordt gedreven

door de volgende factoren: verdeling van de conditionele reservatieprijzen, objectieven van

de aanbieder, concurrentievorm, koststructuur van de aanbieder. en klantenpercepties. De

meest belangrijke bevindingen zijn de volgende. Prijsbundeling van bestaande producten kan

optimaal zijn, omdat het een vorm van prijsdiscriminatie is en prijssensitiveit doet afnemen.

hetgeen nog versterkt wordt wanneer de gebundelde producten een hoge contributiemarge

hebben en/of aanzienlijke schaal- en scopevoordelen aanwezig zijn. Productbundeling kan

optimaal zon, omdat het toegevoegde waarde creeert voor afnemers, kostenbesparend werkt

en/of voor differentiatie zorgt. Het bundelen van nieuwe producten kan adoptie bespoedigen,

omdat het de zichtbaarheid verhoogt en proberen uitlokt. Productbundeling kan bovendien

ook voor een verhoogde functionaliteit zorgen. We leiden ook af dat mixed bundeling alleen

superieur is aan pure bundeling in zeer competitieve omgevingen of wanneer

marktsegmenten vrij sterk verschillende reservatieprijzen hebben. Pure bundeling is vooral

interessant wanneer het nieuwe producten betreft, aangezien deze strategie een maximale

adoptie genereert.

Het Aankopen van Modulaire Systemen in Technologie-Intensieve Markten
(Hoofdstuk 3)

"Modulaire systemen bestaan uit "technologisch scheidbare componenten,

samengevoegd door een set van openbaar beschikbare [vert: non-proprietary] interfaces. De

aankoop van dergeluke systemen gaat gepaard met twee bijzonder interessante strategische

beslissingen van de koper. Ten eerste, omdat systeemcomponenten dienen te worden

geYntegreerd in een systeem, ofwel door een externe systeemintegrator of door de koper zel f,

dient de koper te beslissen of hij de systeemintegratie gaat uitbesteden of intern zal uitvoeren.

Ten tweede, omdat kopers niet alle systeemcomponenten dienen aan te kopen van dezelfde

producent, maar componenten van verschillende producenten kunnen combineren, moet de

koper beslissen of hij alle componenten van dezelfde producent zal aankopen ("single

sourcing") of eerder componenten van meerdere producenten zal combineren ("multiple

sourcing").
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In dit hoofdstuk identificeren we de factoren die beide beslissingen beYnvloeden. Ons

centraal uitgangspunt is dat de transfer en aanwezigheid van kennis bij de koper, tesamen met

de gepercipieerde technologische omgeving (volatiliteit, heterogeniteit en specializatie), de

preferenties van de koper voor uitbesteding van systeemintegratie en aankoopconcentratie

voor de componenten, zal bepalen.

We voerden een conjunct experiment uit met aankoopdirecteuren in de
telecommunicatie-industrie over de ganse ontwikkelde wereld (VS - Europa - Azie),

uitgevoerd per post. Met de aldus verkregen data. hebben we vervolgens een ordered probit

model geschat. Deze analyse leidt tot de volgende centrale bevindingen:

•  Des te meer impliciete kennis van de koper kan worden overgedragen, des te

lager is de voorkeur van de koper voor uitbesteding van systeemintegratie en

"single sourcing" van de systeemcomponenten.

•   De voorkeur voor uitbesteding van systeemintegratie is het hoogste voor kopers

met een middelmatig kennisniveau en het laagste voor kopers met hoog en laag

kennisniveau. De voorkeur voor "single sourcing" is het laagste voor kopers met

een middelmatig kennisniveau en het hoogste voor kopers met een laag of hoog

kennisniveau.

•  Des te hoger de technologische volatiliteit, des te hoger de voorkeur van de

koper voor uitbesteding en des te lager de voorkeur van de koper voor "single

sourcing".

• Des te meer gespecialiseerd componentproducenten zijn, des te lager de

voorkeur van de koper voor "single sourcing".

Dit onderzoek draagt op verschillende manieren bij aan de marketing literatuur. Ten

eerste, het is het eerste onderzoek in de literatuur naar de aankoop van modulaire systemen.

Ten tweede, alhoewel de marketing literatuur reeds uitvoerig uitbestedingsbeslissingen heeft

bestudeerd, was het tot nu toe onduidelijk wat de krachten waren achter uitbesteding in een

technologie-omgeving (alhoewel er indicaties waren dat deze misschien wel eens anders

zouden kunnen zijn dan de factoren die de klassieke transactiekosten-benadering bestudeert).

Deze studie verruimt aldus de gevestigde marketingliteratuur over uitbesteding met
technologische factoren die uitbesteding kunnen beinvloeden. Ten derde, tot nog toe was er

geen academisch onderzoek naar aankoopconcentratie, hetgeen in schril contrast staat met de

aandacht die het krijgt in de bedrijfspers. We formuleren een eerste exploratieve theorie van

antecedenten hiervoor.
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Aankoopgedrag in Technologie-Intensieve Markten: De Rot van
Embeddedness (Hoofdstitk 4)

In "embedded" markten, is doelgerichte economische activiteit ingebed in systemen

van sociale relaties, zowel in tijd als structuur. Alhoewel embeddedness recent steeds meer

aandacht krijgt in marketing, management en sociologie. blijft veel onderzoek, in het

bijzonder naar TI markten, deze sociale dimensie van relaties ontkennen. Dit hoofdstuk tracht

deze  leemte op te  vullen en formuleert een theorie die verklaart hoe kenmerken  van  ( 1)  de

verwachte relatie tussen koper en verkoper (relationele 'embeddedness"): en (2) de
aanwezige relaties tussen verkoper en producenten, de aantrekkelijkheid van een verkoper

bernvloeden (structurele "embeddedness").

De centrale stelling van deze studie is dat kopers sterke relaties prefereren met de

verkoper, alsook dat deze verkoper liefst sterke relaties onderhoudt met producenten. We

formuleren ook bevindingen over welke omgevingsfactoren bovenstaande stelling

bernvioeden.

We voerden een conjunct experiment uit met aankopers in verschillende industrieen

over de aankoop van een computernetwerk, uitgevoerd per post. Met de aldus verkregen data,

hebben we vervolgens een ordered probit model geschat. Deze analyse leidde tot de volgende

centrale bevindingen.

•  Kopers in TI markten verkiezen een sterke boven een zwakke relatie met de

verkoper.

•  Kopers in Tl markten verkiezen verkopers met sterke relaties met producenten

boven verkopers met zwakke relaties met producenten.

• Kopers verkiezen een sterkere relatie met de verkoper, naarmate deze sterkere

relaties heeft met producenten.

•   Des te minder direct toegang de koper heeft tot producenten. des te meer ze een

sterke relatie verkiezen met de verkoper en des te minder ze een verkoper

verkiezen met sterke relaties met producenten.

•  Des te meer kennis de koper heeft, des te meer zal hij een sterke relatie met de

verkoper waarderen.

•   Des te meer technologische volatiliteit de koper percipieert, ( 1) des te sterker is

het negatieve effect van directe toegang op de voorkeur van de koper voor een

sterke relatie met de verkoper: (2) des te sterker is het positieve effect van directe

toegang op de voorkeur van de koper voor een verkoper met sterke relaties met

producenten.
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Deze studie draagt op drie concrete manieren bij aan de literatuur: (1) ze toont dat TI

markten embedded zijn en dat technologische factoren de preferenties van kopers tegenover

embeddedness kan beinvloeden; (2) ze combineert relationele met structurele

"embeddedness", terwij 1 vroegere literatuur nagenoeg alleen relationele embeddedness heeft

bestudeerd; en (3) ze toont dat kopers in Ti markten sterke relaties verkiest boven zwakke

relaties.

Does It Really Take Two To Tango? Het modelleren van indirect netwerk
effecten in hardware en software groei (Hoofdstuk 5)

Economisten stellen dat producten zoals TV's, CD spelers, en DVD spelers,

onderhevig zijn aan indirect netwerk effecten. Deze term verwijst naar de stijging in het
verwachte nut van de hardware naarmate de beschikbaarheid van software toeneemt. Indirect

netwerk effecten zijn van belang voor marketers omdat ze wederzijdse afhankelijkheid

veroorzaken tussen de groei in de verkoop van hardware en de beschikbaarheid van software.

We gebruiken de term hardware om het primaire duurzame product aan te duiden, zoals een

TV set, een CD speler of een DVD speler. We gebruiken de term software om het duurzame

of niet-duurzame product aan te wijzen dat de primaire hardware complementeert, zoals het

aantal TV kanalen, het aantal CD releases, en het aantal DVD releases.

Economisten stellen bovendien dat indirecte netwerk effecten verantwoordelijk
kunnen zijn voor het succes of falen van een nieuwe technologie. Desondanks blijkt de
economische theorie belangrijke hiaten te vertonen. Een eerste hiaat betreft het "kip-en-het-ei
probleem". Wetenschappers beweren tegelijkertijd dat de verkoop van hardware niet echt een

"takeoff' kan kennen, alvorens er een overvloedige hoeveelheid software beschikbaar is, en
dat software producenten niet veel software zullen leveren alvorens de verkoop van hardware

een "takeoff" heeft gekend. Het is dan ook niet duidelijk wat er nu eerst uit de startblokken

schiet ("takeoff" kent), beschikbaarheid van software of verkoop van hardware. Een tweede

hiaat betreft mogelijke variatie in indirecte netwerk effecten over de tijd. In de populaire pers

worden indirecte netwerk effecten vooral beklemtoond in de eerste jaren na de introductie

van het nieuwe product. Een terechte vraag is of dit inderdaad wel zo  is: zijn indirect netwerk

effecten het sterkst in de eerste jaren na lancering? Een derde hiaat is het gebrek aan
empirische toetsing. Er zijn nagenoeg geen studies die het daadwerkelijk bestaan van indirect

netwerk effecten rigoureus toetsen. Dit hoofdstuk tracht deze leemte op te vullen.

In deze studie toetsen we twee centrale hypothesen, met name: (1) Voor de takeoff in

de verkoop van hardware, zijn de verkoop van hardware en de beschikbaarheid van software
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van elkaar onafhankelijk, tenvijl ze na die takeoff, onderling afhankelijk zijn. (2) De takeoff

in de verkoop van hardware vindt plaats voor de takeoff in de beschikbaarheid van software.

Om deze theoretische voorspelling te toetsen ontwikkelen we een regime-switching

model. Het model is in staat om het punt van takeoff in beide groeicurves (hardware

verkopen en software beschikbaarheid) formeel te schatten. Bovendien laat het model

parameter schattingen toe die at'hankelijk zijn van het stadium van de levenscyclus (voor of

na takeoff). Het model maakt het ook mogelijk om meerdere onafhankelijke variabelen op te

nemen. Het is bovendien een krachtig model, dat niet te zware eisen stelt aan de

beschikbaarheid van data. We schatten dit model op nieuw verzamelde en unieke data voor

CD, Laserdisc, Zwart-Wit TV, KleurenTV, en CD-ROM.

Onze schattingen bevestigen onze theoretische voorspellingen. Daarnaast vinden we

dat het model dat we formuleerden zeer goede eigenschappen, een goede fit en uitstekende

voorspellingen combineert. Deze studie heeft vele zinvolle implicaties voor hardware

producenten en beursanalisten. Middels het gebruik van ons model, kan men niet alleen een

beter inzicht verkrijgen in de theoretische mechanismen in netwerk markten, maar ook betere

voorspellingen genereren omtrent het succes van nieuwe technologieen.

Concilisie

Marketing onderzoek naar Tl markten is vrij jong en heeft veel potentieel. Hopelijk
heeft dit promotie-onderzoek hiertoe verder aangezet en ten minste een aantal onderzoekers

overgehaald om zich meer met technologie-gerelateerde thema's te gaan bezighouden.
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